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VIEWS OP CHAIRMAN NEWQUIST, VICI CHAIRMAN WATSON, 
COMMISSIONIR ROHR AND COMMISSIONIR NUZUM 

On the basis of the information obtained in these preliminary 

investigations, we determine that there is a reasonable indication that an 

industry in the United States is threatened with material injury by reason of 

allegedly less-than-fair-value (LTFV) imports of sulfanilic acid from the 

Republic of Hungary (Hungary) and India and by reason of allegedly subsidized 

imports from India. 

I. THI LIGAL STANDARD FOR PRILIKINABY DITIRHINAIIONS 

The legal standard in preliminary antid\.Unping and countervailing duty 

investigations requires the Commission to determine whether, based on the best 

information available at the time of the preliminary determination, there is a 

reasonable indication of material injury or threat thereof to a domestic 

industry by reason of the imports subject to investigation. 1 In these 

investigations, the Commission considered whether "(1) the record as a whole 

contains clear and convincing evidence that there is no material injury or 

threat of material injury; and (2) no likelihood exists that any contrary 

evidence will arise in a final investigation."2 The U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the Federal Circuit has held that this interpretation of the standard "accords 

with clearly discernible legislative intent and is sufficiently reasonable." 3 

II. LIICI PRQDUCT AND DOMISTIC INDUSTRY 

In determining whether there is a reasonable indication of material 

1 19 u.s.c. §§ 1671b(a) and 1673b(a). ~ Sll§.2 American Lamb Co. v. United 
States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1986)("American Lamb"); Calabrian Corp. y. 
united States Int'l Trade Co11DD'n, slip op. 92-69 at 6 (Ct. Int'l Trade May 13, 
1992). Whether the establishment of an industry in the United States is 
materially retarded is not an issue in these investigations. 
2 American Lamb, ~' at 1001. 
3 ll. at 1004. 
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injury or threat of material injury to a domestic industry by reason of the 

subject imports, the Commission must first define the "domestic industry." 

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines the relevant domestic 

industry as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those 

producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major 

proportion of the total domestic production of that product •••• "4 "Like 

product" is defined as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, 

most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an 

investigation • 115 

The Commission's decision regarding the appropriate like product is 

essentially a factual determination, and the Commission has applied the 

statutory standard of "like" or "most similar in characteristics and uses" on 

a case-by-case basis. 6 The Commission disregards minor variations between the 

articles subject to an investigation and generally looks for "clear dividing 

lines among possible like products."7 

The imported articles subject to these investigations, as defined by the 

Department of Commerce (Commerce), are: 

[A]ll grades of sulfanilic acid, which include 
technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, refined (or 
purified) sulfanilic acid and refined sodium salt of 

4 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A). 
s 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). 
6 Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores. et al. v. United States, 
12 Ct. Int'l Trade 634, 693 F. Supp. 1165 (1988)("Asocoflores"). Factors the 
Commission considers in defining the like product include: (1) physical 
characteristics and uses, (2) interchangeability of the products, (3) channels 
of distribution, (4) customer and producer perceptions of the products, (5) 
the use of common manufacturing facilities and production employees and, where 
appropriate, (6) price. No single factor is dispositive, and the Commission 
may consider other factors it deems relevant based upon the facts of a 
particular investigation. 
7 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979). 
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sulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). 8 

The petitioner, R-M Industries, Inc., currently produces only technical 

grade sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate. 9 During the period of 

investigation imports from Hungary have been only of refined grade sulfanilic 

acid, and only technical grade sulfanilic .acid has been imported from India. 10 

In the Conunission's previous preliminary determination involving 

sulfanilic acid from the People's Republic of China (China), 11 the like 

product was defined as all forms of sulfanilic acid -- technical grade 

sulfanilic acid, sodium sulfanilate and refined grade sulfanilic acid 

(collectively referred to herein as "sulfanilic acid"). 12 The evidence on the 

record in these investigations, consistent with our previous finding of one 

like product, shows that the three forms of sulfanilic acid have similar 

physical characteristics, 13 end uses, 14 channels of distribution, 15 

manufacturing processes and production employees. 16 

In addition, there is sufficient interchangeability between the 

different forms of sulfanilic acid to support finding one like product. In 

general, technical grade sulfanilic acid is further purified to form both 

a 57 Fed. Reg. 9410 (March 18, 1992). 
9 Report at I-18-19. 
10 However, refined grade sulfanilic acid from India is reported to have been 
imported in May 1992. Report at I-21. 
11 Sulfanilic Acid from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-538 
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2457 (Nov. 1991). Vice Chairman Watson and 
Conunissioner Nuzum did not participate in the preliminary investigation 
involving sulfanilic acid from China as they were not members of the 
Conunission at that time. 
12 ~ jJi. at 3-10. None of the parties in these investigations challenges 
the Conunission's previous definition of one like product. 
13 Report at I-4-5. 
14 ~ Report at I-7-9. 
15 Report at I-22. 
16 Report at I-5-7. 
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sodium sulfanilate and refined grade sulfanilic acid. 17 It also has some 

limited end use applications in the production of concrete additives and 

specialty dyes. Sodium sulfanilate and refined grade sulfanilic acid also can 

be used to produce concrete additives, but the prices of these two forms are 

higher than the price of the technical grade; therefore, it is not economical 

to substitute sodium sulfanilate or refined grade sulfanilic acid for 

technical grade sulfanilic acid. Both sodium sulfanilate and refined grade 

sulfanilic acid can be used to produce optical brighteners and food and 

specialty dyes. We recognize that many customers have indicated a preference 

for either sodium sulfanilate or refined grade sulfanilic acid depending upon 

their particular production process. 18 Such customer preferences, however, 

are not inconsistent with our view that sodium sulfanilate and refined grade 

sulfanilic acid may be, and have been, used interchangeably sufficient to 

consider them both one like product. 19 

We consequently define the like product as all forms of sulfanilic acid, 

and define the domestic industry as the only current U.S. producer of 

17 The synthesis of sulfanilic acid is accomplished by first combining 
aniline with sulfuric acid resulting in the formation of aniline hydrogen 
sulfate which is then baked to form technical sulfanilic acid. The technical 
sulfanilic acid is then neutralized with an inorganic base to form sodium 
sulfanilate. The aqueous sodium sulfanilate can then be filtered and purified 
or made into acid with additional sulfuric acid to precipitate a purified form 
of sulfanilic acid. Report at I-5. 
1

• ~ Report at I-9-12. 
19 ~. ~. New Steel Rails from Japan. Luxembourg, and United Kingdom, 
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-563 and 564 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2524 (June 1992) at 6; 
Hish-Infopnation Content Flat Panel Displays and Subassemblies Thereof from 
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-469 (Final), USITC Pub. 2413 (Aug. 1991) at 10 n.26; 
Industrial Nitrocellulose from Brazil. People's Republic of China. Republic of 
Korea. United Kingdom. West Germany and Yugoslavia, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-439-445 
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1989 (Nov. 1989) at 6. 
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sulfanilic acid, R-M Industries, Inc. 20 

III. CONDITION or THI INDUSTRY 

In a preliminary investigation, the Conunission assesses whether there is 

a reasonable indication of material injury to a domestic industry, or threat 

thereof, by reason of allegedly LTFV or subsidized imports. 21 In making this 

determination, the Conunission considers "all relevant economic factors which 

have a bearing on the state of the industry in the United States "" 
These factors include: U.S. consumption, production, shipments, capacity 

utilization, employment, wages, financial performance, inventories, capital 

investment, and research and development expenses. 23 No single factor is 

determinative, and the Conunission considers these factors within the context 

of the business cycle and conditions of competition distinctive to the 

affected industry. 24 

There are several conditions of competition distinctive to the domestic 

sulfanilic acid industry worth noting. First, there has been a shift toward 

increased consumption of the refined forms of sulfanilic acid (both sodium 

sulfanilate and refined gr-ade sulfanilic ' acid) relative to technical grade 

sulfanilic acid. 25 This trend is the result of several factors, including 

20 The Hilton Davis company was the only other domestic producer of 
sulfanilic acid (technical grade) during the period of investigation. Hilton 
Davis mainly produced sulfanilic acid for its own consumption, but has 
discontinued production of sulfanilic acid because it is more economical to 
purchase for its requirements instead. Report at I-19. 
ii 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671b(a) and 1673b(a). 
22 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). 
23 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). Because the domestic industry consists of 
only one producer, certain factors regarding the condition of the industry 
must be discussed in general terms in order to avoid disclosing business 
proprietary information. 
24 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). No parties have raised any issues regarding 
a business cycle distinctive to the sulfanilic acid industry. 
25 Report at D-3. 
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more stringent limits imposed by the Food and Drug Administration on 

impurities in food dyes; these ~ore stringent limits effectively preclude the 

use of technical grade sulfanilic acid as an input. 26 In addition, at least 

one major producer of optical brighteners has moved away from use of the 

technical grade sulfanilic acid to either the refined grade sulfanilic acid or 

sodium sulfanilate due to customer preferences for higher quality. 27 

Another condition of competition affectin·g this industry is the 

increased cost of compliance with stricter environmental regulations. The 

Environmental Protection Agency has imposed stricter requirements on the 

disposal of wastewater contaminants which are created when technical grade 

sulfanilic acid is purified into the refined grade sulfanilic acid. 28 We note 

that petitioner discontinued production of the refined grade sulfanilic acid 

in 1989, allegedly due to the higher costs associated with purification of the 

wastewater. 29 

Against the backdrop of these conditions of competition, we next examine 

the various indicators of the domestic industry's performance. Between 1989 

and 1991, apparent U.S. consumption in terms of quantity increased .by 47.6 

percent, then decreased by 20.0 percent in the first three months of 1992 

(interim 1992) as compared to the comparable interim period in 199'1. 30 In 

terms of value, apparent U.S. consumption increased by 30.1 percent in 1990 

and by 21.,3 percent in 1991, then decreased by 16. 9 percent in interim 1992 as 

compared to interim 1991. 31 

26 Transcript of the preliminary conference (hereinafter "Tr.") at 87. 
27 Tr. at 103. 
28 Tr. at 34-35. 
29 Report at I-18. The refined grade sulfanilic acid is the only form of 
sulfanilic acid that creates a wastewater stream. Report at I-18 n.55. 
30 Report at I-16. 
31 Report at I-16. 

r 
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U.S. production of sulfanilic acid decreased from 1989 to 1990, then 

increased significantly from 1990 to 1991, with a smaller additional increase 

in interim 1992. compared to interim 1991. 32 U.S. shipments, in terms of both 

quantity and value, increased from 1989 to 1991, but remained stable in 

interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 33 We note, however, that the 

increase in production and shipments between 1989 and 1991 did not keep pace 

with the overall increase in consumption during that same period. Further, 

the unit value of U.S. shipments increased from 1989 to 1991, but remained 

stable in interim 1992. 34 U.S. capacity to produce sulfanilic acid was 

unchanged between 1989 and 1990, increased significantly between 1990 to 1991, 

but then decreased somewhat in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 35 

Capacity utilization decreased from 1989 to 1990, but then increased 

significantly in 1991 as well as in interim 1992. 36 

U.S. employment levels remained stable throughout the period of 

investigation, but decreased slightly in interim 1992. 37 Hours worked 

decreased from 1989 to 1991, as well as in interim 1992 as compared to interim 

1991. 38 Hourly wages decreased from 1989 to 1990, then increased in 1991, and 

increased in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 39 U.S. productivity 

decreased from 1989 to 1990, but then increased significantly in 1991 and in 

32 Report at I-24. 
33 Report at I-24. 
34 Report at I-24. The domestic industry's export shipments decreased from 
1989 to 1990, but then increased significantly in 1991 and in interim 1992. 
Report at I-25. The unit value of export shipments increased in 1990 and 
1991, but then decreased slightly in interim 1992. Report at I-25. 
35 Report at I-23. 
36 Report at I-24 (Table 2). 
37 Report at I-26. 
38 Report at I-26. 
39 Report at I-26. 
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interim 1992. 40 U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories of sulfanilic acid 

decreased from 1989 to 1991 an~ in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 41 

The financial data on petitioner's sulfanilic acid operations show that 

the value of net sales of sulfanilic acid was relatively stable in 1989 and 

1990, increased in 1991, and was stable between the interim periods. 42 The 

quantity of net sales increased significantly in 1991 as compared to 1989 and 

1990, and increased as well in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 43 

The average unit sales value i~creased from 1989 to 1991 but then remained 

stable in interim 1992. 44 Petitioner reported significant operating losses in 

1989 and 1990, and a positive operating income in 1991 and in interim 1992. 45 

The operating margin as a percentage of sales improved from 1989 to 1991, as 

well as in interim 1992 as compared to interim 1991. 46 Capital expenditures 

on petitioner's overall establishment decreased from 1989 to 1991, and then 

increased in interim 1992 compared to interim 1991. 47 Investment in the 

productive facilities of petitioner's sulfanilic acid operations increased 

from 1989 to 1991; no data were provided by the petitioner for the interim 

periods. 48 There are no available data regarding research and development 

40 Report at I-26 (Table 5). 
41 Report at I-25. 
42 Report at I-28. R-M Industries' financial data may not be entirely 
reliable for reasons that cannot be disclosed without revealing business 
froprietary information. Report at I-27, I-28 n.104. 

3 Report at I-28. 
44 Report at I-28. 
"' Report at I-27. 
46 Report at I-28 (Table 7). 
47 Report at I-29 (Table 9). 
48 Report at I-29 (Table 10). 
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expenses. 49 so s1 

We note that, while the improvement in operating income margins is 

impressive, the improvement in actua.l operating profits is not particularly 

large, in either absolute terms or in relation to the capital intensive na~ure 

of the production process. Further, shifts in U.S. consumption toward the 

refined forms of sulfanilic acid, coupled with the increased cost of producing 

refined grade sulfanilic acid and declines in some indicators in interim 1992, 

indicate that the improved performance achieved in 1991 may not reflect long 

or even moderate term trends. 

For purposes of these preliminary investigations, we believe that, among 

other factors, the apparent interchangeability of sodium sulfanilate and 

refined grade ~ulfanilic acid, in combination with the increased costs to 

produce refined grade sulfanilic acid domestically, render the domestic 

industry vulnerable to the effects of the subject imports, which primarily 

consist of refined grade sulfanilic acid. 

IV. RIASONABLB INDICATION OF THREAT OF HAIBRIAL INJURY BY RIASON OF ALLBGBD 
LTFV AND SUBSIDIZBD IKPORIS52 

A. Cumulation 

In analyzing whether allegedly unfair imports threaten to cause material 

injury to a domestic industry, the Conunission is not required, but has the 

49 Report at I-29. 
5° Chairman Newquist and Conunissioner Rohr determine, based on an analysis of 
the above factors, that the domestic industry is not currently experiencing 
material injury. 
51 Vice Chairman Watson and Conunissioner Nuzum do not reach a separate 
conclusion of material injury based solely upon the condition of the industry. 
Based, however, upon their further review of the record evidence in light of 
the statutory factors enumerated in 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7), they do, for purposes 
of these preliminary investigations, find that the domestic industry is not 
currently experiencing material injury by reason of the subject imports. 
52 See Additional Views of David B. Rohr. 
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discretion, to cumulate the price and volume effects of imports from each 

subject country if such imports compete with each other and with the like 

product of the domestic industry in the United States market. 53 

Petitioner has argued that imports from China, Hungary, and India should 

be cumulated in any threat analysis. 54 Respondents disagree and , in addition, 

argue that imports from India are negligible. 

1. Tbe Competition Regyirement 

To determine whether the competition requirement has been met for 

purposes of cumulation, the Conunission generally has considered four factors: 

(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different 
countries and between imports and the domestic like product, 
including consideration of specific customer requirements and 
other quality related questions; 

(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic 
markets of imports ffcm different countries and the domestic like 
product; 

(3) the existence of conunon or similar channels of distribution 
for imports from different countries and the domestic like 
product; and 

(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the 
market. 55 

No single factor is determinative and the list of factors is not 

53 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iv); Asocoflores, 704 F. Supp. 1068, 1070 (Ct. 
Int'l Trade 1988); Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1171, 1172 (Ct. Int'l Trade 
1988). 
54 Since sulfanilic acid from China is the subject of an ongoing final 
investigation, these imports are eligible for cumulation if the statutory , 
requirements are otherwise met. Sulfanilic Acid from the People's Republic of 
China, Inv. No. 731-TA-538 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2457 (Nov. 1991); 19 
U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(C)(iv). 
55 ~. ~. Sulfur Dyes from the People's Republic of China. Hona Kona. 
India and the United Kinadom, 731-TA-548 through 551 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 
2514 (May 1992) at 20-21. Both the Court of International Trade and the 
Federal Circuit upheld the Conunission's use of these four factors in Fundicao 
Tupy. S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988), ~. 
859 F.2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988). 
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exclusive; these factors are intended to provide the Commission with a 

framework for determining whether the imports compete with each other and with 

the domestic like product. 56 Only a "reasonable overlap" of competition is 

required. :n 

The record reveals that there is some degree of fungibility among the 

different forms of sulfanilic acid; however, the information we obtained from 

purchasers and importers varied regarding the ease of substituting refined 

grade sulfanilic acid with sodium sulfanilate. Nonetheless, we note that in 

practice several of the large purchasers use both forms or have switched from 

one form to another. 58 In times of shortages of refined grade sulfanilic 

acid, purchasers have resorted to sodium sulfanilate. 59 In some cases, 

purchasers of optical brighteners and dyes have even been able to use 

technical grade s~lfanilic acid in their processes. 60 Thus, for purposes of 

these preliminary investigations, we find a sufficient degree of fungibility 

among the subject imports, and between the subject imports and the domestic 

like product, to warrant cumulation. 

The record also shows that the imports and domestic products are sold in 

the same geographic markets and, in some cases, to the same customers. 61 

56 Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17, 22 (Ct. Int'l 
Trade 1989). 
57 ~Weiland Werke. AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 (Ct. Int'l 
Trade 1989); Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp. 17, 21, 22 
(Ct. Int~l Trade 1989). 
58 Report ,at I-10-12, I-20. 
59 During the -shortage of sulfanilic acid that occurred when Japan and 
Hungary discontinued exporting the product to the United States, petitioner 
stated tl'\at purchasers were readily accepting "whatever product we had 
available, which in most cases was technical, or the sodium sulfanilate 
powder." Tr. at 64. 
60 Tr. at 110; Respondents' Post-Conference Brief at 23. 
61 Both U.S. producers and importers reported that the market is generally 
concentrated in the Northeast, Southeast and Midwest where the largest 
purchasers are located. Report at I-42. 
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Furthermore, there are common or similar channels of distribution for imports 

and the domestic like product. 62 Finally, the record shows that imports from 

Hungary, India and China have been available simultaneously in the market 

during the latter portion of the period of investigation. 

In determining whether to exercise its discretion to cumulate in the 

context of a threat of material injury determination, the Cotmnission has 

considered certain additiortal factors. For example, the Cotmnisston has 

considered whether there were similar trends among the imports from the 

various subject countries. 6
j Although the specific individual rates of volume 

and market penetration of the Indian, Chinese and Hungarian imports vary, they 

all show a pattern of increasing volume and market penetration during the 

period of investigation. 64 Also, the limited price informatian in these 

investigations indicates that subject imports from each country have been sold 

at prices below those offered for the domestic like product. 65 

For these reasons, we have determined that it is appropriate to assess 

cumulatively the volume and price effects of imports from China, Hungary and 

India. 66 

62 ,lli Report at I-22. 
63 See,~. Asocoflores, 704 F. Supp. 1068, 1072 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988); 
Sulfur Dyes from the People's Republic of China. Honi Koni .. India and the 
United Kin2dom, 731-TA-548 through 551 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2514 (May 
1992) at 24; Coated Groµndwood Paper from Austria. Belgium. Finland. France. 
Germany, Italy. the Netherlands. Sweden. and the United King~()Jll, Inv. Nos. 
731-TA-486 through 494 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2359 (Feb. 1991) at 43. ,Su 
also Certain Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, Inv. No. 
731-TA-410 (Final), USITC Pub. 2169 (March 1989) at 55 n.20, ~Views of 
Conunissioner Newquist). 
64 ~ Report at I-37 (Table 14), I-40 (Table 15). Imports from both Hungary 
and India, however, decreased in interim 1992. Id. 
65 For price trends, see Report at I-42-46. 
66 Chairman Newquist determines that there is a reasonable indication of 
threat of material injury by reason of the subject imports, regardless of 
whether their volume and price effects are assess~d cumulatively. 
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2. The Negligible Imports Exception 

Under the statutory cumulation provision, the Commission is not required 

to cumulate imports from a particular country in any case in which the 

Commission determines that "imports of the merchandise subject to 

investigation are negligible and have no discernible adverse impact on the 

domestic industry."67 In determining whether the imports are negligible, the 

Commission considers all relevant economic factors, including whether: 

(I) the volume and market share of the imports are negligible, 

(II) sales transactions involving the imports are isolated and 
sporadic, and 

(III) the domestic market for the like product is price sensitive 
by reason of the nature of the product, so that a small quantity 
of imports can result in price suppression or depression. 68 

Respondents have argued that imports from India should not be subject to 

cumulation pursuant to the negligible imports exception. We disagree. 

Although the volume and market share of imports from India have been small 

throughout the period of investigation, they did increase significantly from 

1990 to 1991. 69 Furthermore, there is compelling evidence on the record that 

Indian producers intend to increase sharply their exports of sulfanilic acid 

to the United States. 70 If such imports continue to enter the United States 

at the same prices as during the period of investigation, we believe they will 

have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices. 

Sales transactions involving the imports do not appear to be isolated 

67 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v). 
68 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v). 
69 Report at I-36, I-37 (Table 14). In addition, "several firms mentioned 
that they had plans to purchase shipments from India but had cancelled them as 
a result of the current investigations." Report at I-21. 
70 Report at 34. In addition, notwithstanding India's relatively low volume 
of imports and market share, we are concerned with the rapid and dramatic 
increase in import levels between 1990 to 1991. ~Report at I-36-37. 
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and sporadic. Importers of sulfanilic acid from India, China and Hungary 

reported in their questionnaires that virtually all of their sales are made . 
based on contracts ranging from three months to a year, rather than on a spot 

basis •71 We also believe there is sufficient evidence in the re.cord to find 

that the domestic market for sulfanilic acid is price sensitive, so that even 

a relatively small quantity of imports from India may r~sult in price 

suppression or depression. 72 We cannot say that there is clear and convincing 

evidence that imports from India are negligible and have no discernible 

adverse impact on the domestic industry. We note that Congress intended the 

negligible imports exception to be applied "only when the facts clearly 

justify its application."73 For these reasons, we have exercised our 

' discretion to cwnulate imports from Hungary, India and China for purposes of 

our threat determination in these preliminary investigations. 

B. Analysis of Threat of Material Injury By Reason of Unfair Imports 

' Section 771(7)(F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Cormnission to 

determine whether a reasonable indication exists that a U.S. industry is 

threatened with material injury by reason of imports "on the basis of evidence 

that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is 

irmninent."74 The statute identifies specific factors to be considered: we 

71 Report at I-41. Respondents, however, argue that there have only been 
sporadic sales which were sold on a spot basis. Respondents' Post-Conference 
Brief at 36. We shall further investigate this discrepancy in any final 
investigations. 
72 We have obtained at least one confirmed instance in which petitioner 
experienced pric'e suppression caused by lower priced imports of Indian 
technical grade sulfanilic acid. Report at I-48. 
73 H.R. Rep. No. 40, Part I, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 131 (1987). 
74 19 U.S.C. §' 1677(7) (F) (ii). · While an analysis of the statutory threat 
factors necessarily involves projection of future events, our determination is 
not made based on supposition, speculation or conjecture, but on the statutory 
directive of real and irmninent injury. See, ~. S. Rep. No. 249,' 96th 

(continued ••• ) 
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have considered all the factors relevant to the particular facts of these 

investigations. 75 76 To avoid disclosing business proprietary information, we 

will discuss only general trends regarding foreign producer data. 

We have limited information regarding the nature of the alleged 

subsidies. 77 Petitioner alleges that the Indian government has been providing 

subsidies to the Indian producers of sulfanilic acid (including preferential 

export loans, preferential post-shipment financing, and income tax deductions 

for exporters) and that these subsidies will increase the incentive of Indian 

producers to export additional quantities of sulfanilic acid to the United 

States. 78 

Also, we note that there has been a significant increase in capacity to 

produce sulfanilic acid in China, Hungary and India. 79 Further, there has 

been a rapid increase in market penetration during the period of investigation 

by the subject imports in terms of both quantity and value. 80 The market 

74 ( ••• continued) 
Cong., 1st Sess. 88-89 (1979); Hannibal Industries Inc. y. United States, 712 
F. Supp. 332, 338 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989). 
75 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(I)-(X). In addition, the Comniission must 
consider whether dumping findings or antidumping remedies in markets of 
foreign countries against the same class of merchandise suggest a threat 
material injury to the domestic industry. Id. at§ 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I). 
have no evidence that there are any dumping findings or remedies in any 
country. 

of 
We 

other 

76 Two of the statutory factors are not relevant to the facts of these 
investigations: factor VIII, regarding potential product-shifting from other 
products covered by antidumping orders to sulfanilic acid; and factor IX, 
regarding raw and processed agricultural products. 
77 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (I). 
78 Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petition of R-M Industries at 39-44; 
Report at I-15-16. 
79 ~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(II); Report at I-32-35. 
80 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(III); Report at I-39-40. Although the market 
penetration and total volume of imports from China and India decreased in 
interim 1992, we have evidence that this was due, at least in part, to the 
preliminary affirmative antidumping duty determination against China and to 
the institution of the antidumping and countervailing duty investigations 

(continued ••• ) 
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penetration of cunn.ilated imports on the basis of quantity climbed from 14 

percent in 1989 to 46.2 percent in 1991. 11 In terms of value, the cumulated 

market penetration rate climbed from 12.5 percent in 1989 to 40.1 percent in 

1991. 12 The total volume of subject imports increased by 59 percent from 1989 

to 1990 and by 231 percent in 1991. 13 

~ased on the limited data available on price comparisons and trends, we 

conclude that there is a "probability that imports of the merchandise will 

enter the United States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing 

effect on domestic prices of the merchandise • • • "
14 The information 

available shows that in 1991 prices of technical grade sulfanilic acid from 

India were lower than U.S. prices for technical grade sulfanilic acid. 15 In 

addition, petitioner has presented price quotes from the Indian State Trading 

Company that reveal offers for Indian products at prices substantially lower 

than U.S. prices .for all three forms of sulfanilic acid. 16 

Reported prices of refined grade sulf anilic acid from Hungary were also 

below the prices of domestic refined grade sulf anilic acid for three quarters 

of 1989; beginning in 1990, there were no domestic prices reported for this 

grade since petitioner discontinued the production of refined grade sulfanilic 

acid. 17 We find it particularly noteworthy, however, that the data reveal 

• 0 c ••• continued) 
involving India. ~Report at I-21, I-35 n.112. Therefore, we have not 
placed much weight on the interim 1992 data. We will evaluate the actual 
extent of the effect of the preliminary antidumping and countervailing duty 
determinations on the 1992 data in any final investigations. 
11 Report at I-40 (Table 15). 
12 Report at I-40 (Table 15). 
13 Report at I-36. 
14 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(IV). 
15 Report at I-43 (Table 16). 
16 Tr. at 189; Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Petition of R-M 
Industries, Attachment G. 
17 Report at I-44 (Taple 18). 
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that throughout the period of investigation . the prices of imported refined 

grade sulfanilic acid from Hungary and China were consistently lower ·than the 

prices of petitioner's sodium sulfanilate (both in liquid and powder form), 

despite the value added in producing refined grade sulfanilic acid from sodium 

sulfanilate. 88 

With regard to inventories, most U.S. importers of sulfanilic acid from 

China, Hungary and India generally do not maintain inventories. 19 With regard · 

to "the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in 

the exporting countr[ies), 1190 the data indicate that capacity utilization 

levels were high for Hungary and somewhat less for China and India (although 

they are projected to increase for India). 91 On a cumulated basis, the unused 

capacity in the three countries would . likely have a negative impact if 

utilized and directed to the U.S. market. 

With regard to the actual and potential negative effects on the existing 

development and production efforts of the domestic industry, we note that 

although petitioner currently has all of the equipment to make refined grade 

sulfanilic acid, it faces substantial investment or increased costs to comply 

with the Clean Water Act if it is to begin producing refined grade· sulfanilic 

acid. 92 

In addition, we have taken into account other demonstrable adverse 

trends that indicate the probability that importation of the merchandise will · 

88 ~. Tables 17 and 18, Report at I-44. 
89 ~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(V); Report at I-32. 
90 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(VI). 
9l Report at I-33-35. 
92 See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(X). Petitioner also contends that it has 
been forced to delay or cancel investments associated with its current 
production activities. Tr. at 10, 18-19. 
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be a cause of actual injury. 93 ~s noted earlier, the costs of producing 

refined grade· sulf anilic acid domestically increased over the period of 

investigation. 94. Consequently, if imports of -r~fined grade sulfanilic acid 

continue to enter the .United States at allegedly unfair prices, we believe it 

is likely that the domestic industry may be precluded from producing and 

selling its own refined grade sulfanilic acid ·at prices that can compete with 

the su~ject imports. Hence the domestic industry would be effectively 

excluded from that segment of · the market that has indicated a pr~ference for 

this fOIJJl of. sulfanilic acid •. 

COffCLUSION 

For the purposes .o~ these preliminary investigations, we find that the 

record as a whole does nQt · .contain clear and convincing evidence that there is 

no threat of material i~jury by reason of the subject imports. We therefore 

determine that there .is .a reasonable indication that the domestic industry 

producing ·sulfanilic 4ci4 is threatened with material injury by reason of 

imports from Hungary an~ India. 

93 19 U.S.C. §. 1677(.7)(F)(i)(VII). 
94 ~. sypra, at 10. 

• 
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Additional Views of Commissioner David B. Rohr on Threat of Material 
Injury by Reason of Allegedly Unfair Hungarian and Indian Imports 

I concur with my colleagues Chairman Newquist, Vice Chairman Watson, and 

Commissioner Nuzum that there is a reasonable indication the domestic sulfanilic acid 

industry is threatened with material injury by reason of the allegedly unfair imports from 

Hungary and India. However, I disagree with their use of a formal cumulated analysis in 

reaching this conclusion. I have therefore prepared these additional views in order to set forth 

my individual findings as to the reasonable indications of the individual threats posed to the 

domestic industry by the allegedly unfair Hungarian and Indian imports. 

V11/nerabilitf of the Industry 

For purposes of my analysis of the vulnerability of the sulfanilic acid industry, I 

incorporate the discussion contained in the Condition of the Industry section of the views of 

the Commission majority. 1 In making my determination, I relied on no single indicator. I 

conclude that the indicators as a whole reveal an industry that, based on its most recent 

pcrf ormance, cannot be said to be currently experiencing material injury. I also conclude 

that it is somewhat vulnerable to injury. 

C11m11/atio11 

I have expressed my concerns in the past over the use of formal cumulated analysis in 

Commission threat opinions. As I have explained, a threat analysis involves the assessment by 

the Commission of the capabilities and intentions of foreign producers with regard to the 

domestic market and domestic industry. Formal cumulation, by ignoring differences in the 

trends in the various threat indicators, raises the possibility that the capabilities or intentions 
'· 

of one set of foreign producers will be "assigned" to another set of foreign producers. 

1 See Views of Chairman Newquist, Vice Chairman Watson, and Commissioners Rohr and 
Nuzum, supra, at 6-10. 
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For example, some fo_reign producers may have demonstrated an intention to take 

actions in the domestic market that will be injurious to the domestic industry, such as 

aggressively seeking market share by underselling. This set of producers may not have the 

capability to accomplish that intent, because they cannot expand their production. With a 

cumulated analysis, however, they may be found to threaten the domestic industry because 

producers in another country, who may not have been expanding market share or underselling, 

have additional available capacity to expand their production. 

I have also been mindful of the fact that imports from different sources may have a 

collective impact on a domestic industry. This is what I believe the Court of International 

Trade had in mind whe~ it stated that "cumulation" may be appropriate in certain 

circumstances in the context of threat analysis. I have reconciled these difficulties by· 

undertaking what I term "informal" cumulation in my threat determinations . . In performing 

this "informal" cumulation, I provide individual analysis of the threat posed by imports from 

a particular country but take into account the presence of other unfairly traded imports in my 

consideration of "other demonstrable adverse trends." By so doing, I can consider the collective 

impact of imports in the context of individual threat indicators while avoiding the unfair 

assigning of the consequences of the capabilities or intentions of one country to o.thers. 

The Statutory Factors 

Section 771(7)(F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Commission to determine 

whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason of unfair imports "on the 

basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent." 

The factors the Commission must consider in a threat analysis are: 

(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented to it by the administering 
authority as to the nature of .the subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export 
subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement), 

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the exporting country 
likely to result in a significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the Un·ited States, 

(Ill) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the likelihood that the 
penetration will increase to an injurious level, 
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(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the United States at prices 
that will have a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise, 

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United States, 

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the exporting 
country, 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the probability that the 
importation (or sale for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is actually being 
imported at the time) will be the cause of actual injury, 

(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned or controlled by the 
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce products subject to investigation(s) under 
section 1671 or 1673 of this title or to final orders under section 167le or 1673e of this title, 
are also used to produce the merchandise under investigation, 

(IX) in any investigation under this subtitle which involves imports of both a raw 
agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed 
from such raw agricultural product, the likelihood there will be increased imports, by reason 
of product shifting, if there is an affirmative determination by the Commission under section 
705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either the raw agricultural product or the processed 
agricultural product (but not both), and 

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing development and production 
efforts of the domestic industry, including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced • 
version of the like product.2 

The determination of the Commission cannot be based on mere speculation. In addition, the 

Commission must consider whether dumping findings or antidumping remedies in markets of 

foreign countries against the same class of merchandise suggest a threat of material injury to 

the domestic industry. 3 

Initially, I note that items (VIII) and (IX) are not legally relevant to my determination 

in these investigations. These investigations involve a single, non-agricultural ·product. They 

involve dumping of the Hungarian product and both dumping and subsidization of the Indian 

product. Further, there is no indication that Hungarian or Indian exports of sulfanilic acid 

have been the subject of antidumping determinations in third countries. I therefore focus my 

analysis on the remaining factors. 

2 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i), ll amended b.Y 1988 Act sections 1326(b), 1329. 

3 ~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii), ll amended Q.y 1988 Act, section 1329. 
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Hungarian Imports 

I begin my noting that the present investigation involves only allegations of dumping 

of the Hungarian product. Therefore, factor I, the nature of the subsidies, is not legally 

relevant to my evaluation of the threat posed by Hungarian product. 

Factors II and VI involve an assessment of the capacity situation of the foreign 

industry. The Hungarian industry has operated at very high capacity utilization rates over 

the period of this investigation. Capacity has expanded recently, however, by a rather 

significant amount. 

The record is unclear at this time as to whether the capacity situation in the Hungarian 

industry will permit an increase in exports to the United States. The U.S. market has 

accounted for an increasing percentage of Hungarian exports over the period investigation, 

particularly in 1991 and in interim 1992. The Hungarian producer claims, however that the 

increase in capacity was intended for and at the request of its traditional European customers. 

• I cannot say at this stage of the investigation that there is clear and convincing evidence that 

the increased capacity would not be used to increase exports to the United States. 

With respect to factor III, I note that Hungarian exports to the United States have 

increased over the period of investigation, particularly in 1991 and in interim 1992. 

Hungarian market share has also increased steadily, with a large jump in interim 1992. 

Factor IV requires the Commission to consider the potential price effects of the 

allegedly dumped Hungarian imports. I note that during the period in which the United States 

industry sold refined sulfanilic acid, the Hungarian product consistently undersold the 

domestic product. I note, as well, that throughout the period, Hungarian refined sulfanilic 

acid sold at prices less than that of the domestic intermediate product, sodium sulfanilate. 

Hungarian prices for the refined product were only somewhat above the price for the domestic 

technical grade sulfanilic acid. The information currently available to the Commission thus 

provides a reasonable indication that the Hungarian product will enter the United States at 

prices that will suppress or depress the price of the domestic product. 

Factor V relates to inventories. I note that Hungarian inventories have increased 
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somewhat, particularly in 1991, but do not appear to be of particularly significant quantities. 

There is no information on the record with regard to the existence of any U.S. inventories of 

the Hungarian product. 

Factor VII refers to other demonstrable adverse trends affecting the industry. As I 

have previously indicated, I consider the presence of other unfairly traded imports such a 

factor. I note that I have already made the affirmative preliminary determination that 

allegedly dumped imports from China threaten the domestic industry and that, in this 

investigation, allegations are made that dumped and subsidized imports from India injure or 

threaten injury to the domestic industry. I imports from all three countries have increased, 

particularly in 199 l. Imports from all three sources appear to undersell the domestic product. 

The record seems to indicate that some of the interest by U.S. customers for the Hungarian and 

Indian product may be related to the imposition of provision duties on the Chinese product. 

I conclude there is a reasonable indication that the adverse potential volume and price effects 

of the Hungarian imports are being reinforced by the other unfairly traded imports. 

Finally, with respect to factor X, I note that the domestic industry has begun efforts 

to resume production of refined sulfanilic acid. These efforts are complicated by stringent 

environmental restrictions on the disposal of the wastewater stream which results from the 

refining process. There is a reasonable indication that the low prices prevailing in the 

domestic market for the refined sulfanilic acid are increasing the difficulty of the domestic 

industry in obtaining the returns necessary to justify the additional expenses necessary for the 

proper disposal of the wastewater. The imports appear to be having negative effects on the 

industry's ability to return to production of this product. 

While the evidence on the record regarding the potential future effects of the 

Hungarian imports is mixed, I cannot determine that the evidence is clear and convincing that 

the imports do not pose a real and imminent threat of injury to the industry. I therefore make 

an affirmative determination that such imports threaten material injury to the domestic 

industry. 
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Indian Imports 

With regard to factor I, little information is available with regard the subsidy 

allegations made against the Indian producers. The allegations include both domestic an.d 

export subsidies. 

With respect to capacity, factors II and VI, while capacity utilization has been 

increasing, there remaim substantial unused capacity. Further, capacity has increased steadily 

over the period · of investigation and is projected to increase still further. With regard to 

whether this increased and unused capacity will be used to increase exports to the United 

States, I note that the United States has only recently become a market for the Indian product, 

but that large shipments are projected for 1992 and 1993. 

The volume of Indian exports to the United States is currently very small. However, 

there is also information of record that until the initiation of this investigation a large 

shipment that would account for a significant share of projected 1992 use of sulfanilic acid 

was planned from Indian sources. 

With respect to Indian prices, factor IV, little information is available because of the 

limited shipments that have been made. There appears to be some underselling, which is 

supported by anecdotal lost revenue information. 

With respect to factor V, domestic inventories of the Indian product are insignificant. 

The same appears true of inventories maintained by the Indian producers themselves. 

With respect to other demonstrable adverse trends, I have considered the presence of 

the allegedly unfair Hungarian and Chinese imports. I restate my conclusions, set forth above 

with respect to Hungarian imports, that the presence of the other unfair imports appears to 

reinforce the negative effects of the Indian imports. 

With respect to factor X, the Indian imports have been almost exclusively of technical 

grade sulfanilic acid and therefore would seem to have less effect on the domestic industry's 

plans with regard to refined grade sulfanilic acid. However, there is also information on the 

record suggesting that future imports may be of the refined grade, which may therefore raise 

the same concerns as the Hungarian imports do about the efforts of the domestic industry to 
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return to production of this material. 

I conclude that there is a reasonable indication that Indian imports pose a real and 

imminen~ threat of material injury to the domestic industry. 
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Additional Views of Commissioner Anne E. Brunsdale 
Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic of Hungary and India 

Inv. Nos. 701-TA-318 and 731-TA-560 and 561 (Preliminary) 

I concur in the Commission's determination that there is a 

reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing 

sulfanilic acid is materially injured or threatened with material 

injury by reason of allegedly dumped imports from the Republic of 

Hungary {Hungary) . 1 I do not, however, find a reasonable 

indication that the industry is materially injured or threatened 

with material injury by reason of allegedly dumped and subsidized 

imports from India. The Views of the Commission adequately 

discuss the issues of like product and condition of the domestic 

industry. In these additional views I will comment briefly on 

that discussion, but focus on those issues where I disagree. 

Cumulation 

In November 1991, the Commission made an affirmative 

preliminary determination in a related case involving sulfanilic 

acid from the People's Republic of China (China). The statute 

instructs us to cumulate imports from all countries subject to 

investigation if they compete with each other and the domestic 

like product. Therefore, although we make no explicit decision 

about Chinese sulfanilic acid at this time, information about the 

effect of the dumped Chinese imports is crucial to these 

1 Material retardation of the establishment of a domestic 
industry is not an issue in this investigation. 
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investigations. 

Three types o_f sulfanilic acid are includ.ed in the scope of 

these investigations. Technical grade sulfanilic acid is used 

primarily as a concrete additive. Both refined sulfanilic acid 

and salt (s9dium sulfanilate) are used in the production of 

optical brighteners and food coloring. The domestic producer . . 

sells only technical and salt. Both _ the Hungarian and Chinese 

producers export refined to _the ·United States, while the Chinese 

producer exports salt as well. The Indian producer exported only 

salt during the period .of investigation, but numerous witnesses 

at the conference reported that the Indians have begun to export 
I 

refined. Cumulation of Chinese and Hungarian imports is 

mandatory because a+l the imports compete to some degree with the 

domestic 1 ike product and imports' from China and Hungary compete. 

with each other. 

However, the Commission is not required to cumulate imports 

that are "negligible and have no discernable adverse impact on 

the domestic industry. 112 In deciding if imports are negligible, 

the Commission is instructed to consider (l} the voiume and 

market share of imports (2} whether sales have been isolated or 

sporadic, and (3) whethe+ a small quantity of. imports can result 

in price suppression or depress~on because of the price 

sensitivity of the product. 

I find imports of sulfanilic acid from India to be 

negligible. While the exact market share is confidential, at no 

2 See 19 U.S.C.1677 (7) (C) (v). 
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point during the period of investigation did Indian imports 

account for even 1 percent of the market in terms of quantity or 

value. Sales have not been made in every period of the 

investigation, nor in all the most recent periods, and the Indian 

product is sold only on a spot basis or in batches for trial. 3 

Only in extraordinary circumstances could I find the 

strikingly low levels of import penetration of Indian respondents 

to result in price suppression or depression because of price 

sensitivity in the domestic market. Such circumstances do not 

exist in this case because Indian imports did not compete at all 

with petitioner's salt and petitioner itself testified that the 

Indian technical grade is of lower quality than the domestic 

technical grade. 4 In addition, a representative of one of the 

largest customers for sulfanilic acid claimed that India is a 

difficult place to do business (even compared to China). 5 This 

may account for the fact that, despite substantially lower 

prices, the Indians never captured even 2 percent of the sub-

market for technical acid and the record indicates that they may 

stop selling it in the U.S. altogether. 6 

Moreover, although the unit value of "fairly traded" imports 

3 I do not, however, rely on sporadic sales in finding imports 
from India to be negligible. 

4 See conference Transcript at 66-67. Salt accounts for a 
substantial part of petitioner's sales. 

5 See Conference Transcript, p. 139. 

6 See Conference Transcript, pp. 140-143. Because of the small 
number of sales of the Indian product price comparisons are not 
completely reliable. 
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of technical increased both in absolute terms and relative to the 

price of the domestic like product from 1990 to 1991, . sales of 

fairly traded imports and their market share increased that year. 

While such correlations are often spurious, there is simply no 

hard evidence that imports accounting for less than 1 percent of 

the market could suppress or depress prices of sulfanilic acid. 

Therefore, while I cumulate imports from China and Hungary, I 

will consider Indian imports separately. 

I note that, because of the China case, the Commission has 

much more information than we normally do in a preliminary 

investigation. While that has generally been helpful, 

discrepancies have developed in the record. In the China 

preliminary, petitioner left the clear impression that it had not 

produced refined in the U.S. since 1989 because of high 

manufacturing costs and environmental hazards, and that it was 

unlikely to resume production in the future. At no time during 

that investigation did petitioner mention subject imports as the 

reason for leaving the market. 7 I, therefore, I noted . in my 

preliminary views that although I supported a finding of one like 

product, it was questionable whether refined could actually be 

considered a domestic like product. 

In contrast, petitioner now claims that it left the refined 

business because of low import prices and that it could quickly 

7 See Memo EC~P-032 from International Economist to Commissioner 
Brunsdale, June 17, 1992, at 2. I would appreciate it if 
petitioner would point to any references in that case that might 
have been overlooked. 
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reenter the refined business if it could raise prices 

sufficiently. In a final investigation, I would like to examine 

that discrepancy and determine the exact circumstances under 

which petitioner would reenter the refined market. 8 

Finally, I note that the discussion on condition of the 

industry is important in deciding whether any injury resulting 

from the dumped imports is material. I do not reach a separate 

legal conclusion on material injury based on the health of the 

industry, but even if I did, I would not conclude that the 

industry trends show it to be vulnerable. It appears that 

petitioner had some serious management problems in the early 

years of the period of investigation that affected its 

profitability and tarnished its image as a high quality producer. 

While the industry is now showing some very positive trends 

particularly regarding productivity improvements, shipments, unit 

value of sales, and operating income, that alone does not 

persuade me that it has not been materially injured by reason of 

dumped imports. Even an extremely healthy industry can still be 

injured by dumped imports, if its volume of sales and/or prices 

would have been significantly higher absent the dumped imports. 

8 I wonder why it did not reenter the refined business during the 
shortage, when purchasers claimed that they were forced to buy 
their second choice product, salt. 
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Reasonable Indication ·of -Material Injurv by Reason of Allegedly 

Dumped imports from ·· Hu~gary 

The statute 'reqUi'fes . me to find a reasonable indication that 

material injury to · the ,.d.om'estiC' industry is "by ·reason of" the 

allegediy d~mped imports if I a~ to make an affirmative 

determination. In assessing the effect of dumped imports, I 
~· .. 

compare the current 'condition of the domestic industry to that 

which ·~ould ha;e ~xi.sited had · imports not been dumped. Then, 

taking into account the . 'condition of the industry I I determine 

whether the re~ulting chang~ of circumstances constitutes 

materiai injury. 

In assessing whether material injury is by reason of dumped 

imports, w~ must consider, among ' other factors: (1) the volume of 
. . . 

the imports ·subject to the investigation, (2) the .effect of those 
. . 

imports on prices in the . United States for like products, and (3) 

the impact of those imports on domestic producers of like 

products. 9 

Imports of sulfaniiic acid from China and Hungary accounted 

for roughly 4o' percent of the market in 1991. Their market share 

increased substantially over the period of investigation. On the 

other hand, the market share of fairly traded imports, while high 

at the beginning of the period declined throughout. 10 Therefore, 

the market share of the domestic producers remained fairly s·f:able 

during the period of investigation accounting for about 40 

~ .I. •• 

9 See 19 U.S.C. i677(7) (B) '. 

10 Report at I-28, Table 12. 
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percent of the market. 11 

In considering the impact of the dumped imports on the 

prices in the United States of the like product and on domestic 

producers, it is important to consider the alleged dumping 

margins. The higher the dumping margin the greater the 

difference between the dumped price of imports and their price at 

fair value. This, in turn, affects the magnitude of the increase 

in unfair imports. In a preliminary investigation, the only 

information on the dumping margin is contained in the allegations 

of petitioner. In this case, petitioner alleges dumping margins 

from Hungary of 59 percent. 12 

There appear to be no close substitutes for sulfanilic acid 

and its sodium salt and there is no other indication that demand 

for sulfanilic acid is price sensitive. Nor is there any 

indication that petitioner is capacity constrained. Therefore, 

the most important issue in this case is the substitutability of 

the domestic and imported products. 

If the domestic like product and the subject imports are 

quite different, as respondents and certain end users contend, 

then it is less likely that consumers of the domestic like 

product would switch to the import, given a small reduction in 

the imports' price. If they are close substitutes, as petitioner 

contends, one would expect consumers to switch quite readily. 

11 In the interim period, domestic share increased significantly. 

12 In the case against China the preliminary dumping margin was 
determined by the Commerce Department to be 85 percent. Report 
at I-20. 
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While it is clear that all large customers have :·used both 

the imported refined and the domestic salt; -many .stated ·a strong 

preference for Qne or th~ other. · In addition; two larg"e •·:. 

customers reported a strong preference for having salt delivered 

in liquid rather than powder form. Only petitioner can· supply. 

the liquid. It is unclear at this time how costly it. is for a 

customer to use its "second-choice" product. 

The evidence and testimony provided by customers that it is 

costly to switch from refined to salt is, qµite convincing. Yet 

with preliminary dumping margins as large ,as .they are in -this 

case, it is important to determine the aqtual_ threshold ,for; -

switching products. In addition, it is not clear why customers 

with a preference for refined bought salt during the shortage 

rather than paying the price at which tne ~etitioner claims:. it . 

could have sold refined. 

Finally, the role of "fairly traded" imports_ is still 

unclear. While Japanese producer~ appear to be red~cing _ output, 

they are still present in the market. ! _would like. ta explore 

the role of those imports in the final investigation. 

In conclusion, based on the relatively high market .share, 

and the dumping margin alleged in this case, and the large 

preliminary dumping margin of the Chine~e product, there is a 

reasonable indication that the domestic in_dustry pr~duc.ing 

sulfanilic acid is materially injured by reason of dumped imports 

from Hungary. 

·' 
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Reasonable Indication of Material Injury or . Threat thereof by 

Reason of Alleqedly Dumped Imports from India 

Because I have determined that imports from India are 

negl igible and therefore did not cumulate them with imports from 

China and Hungary, I examine separately whether there is a 

reasonable indication that those imports are materially injuring 

or threatening to materially injure the domestic industry. 

In my analysis of cumulation I discussed the low volume of 

Indian imports and why they did not suppress or depress U.S. 

prices. Even if I made the extreme assumption that no imports 

from India would have been sold in the U.S. market absent the 

dumping, I would still not conclude that the those imports are 

materially injuring the U.S. industry. 

Nor do I believe there is a reasonable indication that 

imports from India threaten the domestic industry with material 

injury. In most instances where imports are negligible, threat 

can be dismissed almost out of hand. This case is different 

though because of evidence presented that exports from India will 

increase substantially in 1992 and 1993 and testimony that 

exports will be almost exclusively of refined sulfanilic acid. 

Producers in India projected that exports to the United 

States in 1992 would be many times greater than they were in 1991 

and would continue to grow in 1993. While this evidence was 

submitted against interest, it seems extremely optimistic. 

There was general agreement at the conference that India 

would begin to export only refined. There was also much 
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testimony that the quality of some of the product from India was 

not likely to pass the stringent requirements of the U.S. market, 

and that various producers were capacity constrained. 13 And, the 

projection for 1992 seems particularly unrealistic since, in the 

first quarter, there were no sales of Indian imports and the 

Commission has only heard indirectly of sporadic sales in the 

past few months. 14 

In addition, in April 1992, the President suspended the 

duty-free entry afforded under GSP to certain articles imported 

from India including sulfanilic acid. The increased duty will be 

equivalent to 20 percent ad valorem and will, of course, reduce 

the Indian's ability to compete with the domestic like product. 

Finally, even in the unlikely event that imports from India 

increase by their predicted amount, I do not believe there is a 

reasonable indication that they would, in and of themselves, 

materially injure the domestic industry. Their market share 

\would continue to be relatively small, and their ability to 

depress prices would be limited. The statute requires the threat 

of material injury to be real and actual injury to the domestic 

industry be imminent. 

Therefore, after examining all the required statutory 

factors, I conclude that Indian imports of sulfanilic acid do not 

threaten to injure the domestic industry materially. , 

13 See Conference transcript at 142-143. 

14 I can only assume that the projected increase in Indian sales 
is based on predictions of an affirmative determination in the 
cases against China and Hungary. 
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INTRODUCTION1 

Preliminary Investigations on Hungary and India 

On May 8, 1992, a petition was filed with the U.S. International Trade 
Commission and the Department of Commerce by R-M Industries, Inc. (R-M), Fort 
Mill, SC, alleging that an industry in the United States is being materially 
injured, and is threatened with further material injury, by reason of imports 
from Hungary and India of sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate that are 
alleged to be subsidized by the Government of India and to be sold in the 
United States at less than fair value (LTFV). 

Accordingly, effective May 8, 1992, the Commission instituted 
countervailing duty investigation No. 701-TA-318 (Preliminary) and antidumping 
investigations Nos. 731-TA-560 and 561 (Preliminary), under sections 703(a) 
and 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, to determine whether there is a 
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially 
injured, or is threatened with material injury, or that the establishment of 
an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports 
of such merchandise into the United States . 

The statute directs the Commission to make preliminary determinations 
within 45 days of receipt of the petition, or in this case by June 22, 1992. 
Notice of the institution of these investigations and of a conference to be 
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the 
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, 
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of May 14, 1992 (57 F.R. 
20711). 2 Commerce published its notice of institution in the Federal Register 
of June 3, 1992 (57 F.R. 23378). The Commission's conference was held on May 
29, 1992, 3 and its vote took place on June 18, 1992. 

Final Investigation on China 

Following a preliminary determination by Commerce that imports of 
sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate4 from China are being, or are likely to 

1 In addition to serving as the staff report for investigations Nos. 701-
TA-318 and 731-TA-560 and 561 (Preliminary), Sulfanilic Acid from the Republic 
of Hungary (Hungary) and India, this report contains information concerning 
ongoing investigation No. 731-TA-538 (Final), Sulfanilic Acid from the 
People's Republic of China (China). A summary of data collected in the 
investigations is presented as an attachment to this report . 

2 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A. 
3 A list of witnesses appearing at the conference is presented in app. B. 
4 The products covered by the investigation on China and the investigations 

on Hungary and India are all grades of sulfanilic acid, which include 
technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, refined (or purified) sulfanilic acid, 

~ and sodium salt of sulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). Sulfanilic acid and 
sodium sulfanilate are provided for in subheadings 2921.42.24 and 2921.42 . 70 
of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS). 
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be, sold in the United States at LTFV (57 F.R. 9409, March 18, 1992), the 
Commission, effective March 18, 1992, instituted investigation No. 731-TA-538 
(Final) under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) 
to determine whether an industry in the United States is materially injured or 
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the 
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such 
merchandise. Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and 
of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was posted in the 
Office of the Secr~tary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, 
and published in the Federal Register on April 15, 1992 (57 F.R. 13118). The 
hearing will be held in Washington, DC, on June 30, 1992. 

This investigation results from a petition filed by R-M on October 3, 
1991, alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured or 
threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV imports of sulfanilic acid 
and sodium sulfanilate from China. In response to that petition the 
Commission instituted investigation No. 731-TA-538 (Preliminary) under section 
733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U. S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on November 18, 1991, 
determined that there was a reasonable indication of such material injury or 
threat of material injury. 5 Because the timeframe of this investigation 
corresponds with that of the preliminary investigations on Hungary and India, 
imports from all three countries are considered subject merchandise and are 
discussed in this report. 

Commerce's final LTFv determination is due to be made on June 26, 1992. 
The applicable statute directs that the Commission make its final injury 
determination within 45 days after the final determination by Commerce. 

THE PRODUCT 

Product Description 

Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate6 are grey-white to white 
crystalline solids. All grades of sulfanilic acid (also called 4-
aminobenzenesulfonic acid) and its monosodium salt, sodium sulfanilate (4-
aminobenzenesulfonic acid, monosodium salt) imported from Hungary, India, and 
China are the subject of these investigations. Sulfanilic acid is assigned 
the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) registry number CAS 121-57-3, while the 
sodium salt is assigned the number CAS 515-74-2 . According to R-M, sulfanilic 

s Acting Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioner Lodwick found a reasonable 
indication of material injury, and Commissioners Rohr and Newquist found a 
reasonable indication of threat of material injury. (Commissioner Lodwick 
left the Commission in December 1991.) 

6 These products are often collectively referred to in the industry and in 
this report as "sulfanilic acid." 
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acid is produced in two grades, namely, technical (or crude) sulfanilic acid, 
and refined (or pure) grade. On the other hand, sodium sulfanilate is 
produced and sold in only one grade. There appear to be no universally 
defined grade distinctions for either the acid or its monosodium salt, except 
for a third grade specified by the American Chemical Society (ACS reagent 
grade). Sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate are used to produce synthetic 
dyes (including food colorants) and optical brightening agents, and are used 
in concrete additives. 

Manufacturing Processes 

The chemistry for producing sulfanilic acid and its monosodium salt is 
similar for all U.S., Chinese, and Indian producers and is commonly called the 
"baking process" (see figure 1). 7 The synthesis of sulfanilic acid is 
accomplished by first combining aniline with sulfuric acid in equimolar 
quantities. 8 This results immediately in the formation of the sulfuric acid 
salt of aniline, aniline hydrogen sulfate. The aniline hydrogen sulfate is 
then heated (or "baked") to convert it to crude sulfanilic acid, which is 
purified by neutralizing the acid with an inorganic base, such as sodium 
hydroxide (caustic soda) or sodiW!I carbonate, to form sodium sulfanilate, 
which is soluble in water. The aqueous sodium sulfanilate solution can then 
be filtered to remove any particulate impurities and either dried to isolate 
the sodium sulfanilate, or made acid with additional sulfuric acid to 
precipitate a purified form of sulfanilic acid. 

The petitioner conducts the synthesis of crude sulfanilic acid***· 
These controlled reaction conditions yield a technical grade of sulfanilic 
acid containing approximately 0.5 percent residual aniline and 0.5 percent 
alkali insoluble matter. *** 

To further purify the acid to meet customer specifications, the 
technical-grade material is converted into the sodium salt by the addition of 
aqueous sodium hydroxide. The solution, 30 percent by weight sodium 
sulfanilate, is heated to 60°C and filtered to remove the insoluble materials. 
The hot solution is then treated with activated charcoal (carbon), which 
absorbs a large portion of the remaining aniline and other undesirable organic 
contaminants. 9 The aqueous solution is then either loaded into tank trucks 

7 H.E. Fierz-David and L. Blangey, Fundamental Processes of Dye Chemistry, 
(New York: Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1949), pp. 126-128. The Hungarians 
have reportedly patented a different production process that does not involve 
baking. (Transcript of the conference on Hungary and India (Conference 
transcript II), pp. 114-115). . 

8 Addition in "equimolar" quantities refers to the practice of adjusting 
the weights of each chemical added such that a one-to-one ratio of molecules 
is maintained in the reaction mixture. 

9 The removal of aniline is a necessary step for certain end uses of 
sulfanilic acid and its monosodium salt, particularly in the production of 
dyes (including food, drugs, and cosmetics (FD&C) colorants) and optical 
brighteners. The presence of aniline in the dyes and brighteners production 
processes leads to off-colored material which cannot be sold. 
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Figure 1 f h · 1 sulf anilic Sulfanilic acid: Flow ·diagram for the produ:t~on o tee m.ca 
acid, sodium sulfanilate, and refined sulfan1l1c acid 
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for delivery to customers, or dried and packaged as a free·f~owing powder into 
packages containing 60 pounds equivalent weight of sulfanilic acid as the 
sodium salt. According to the petitioner, the only other U.S. producer of 
sulfanilic acid, Hilton Davis Co., uses a process similar to the petitioner's 
in order to minimize the risk of exposing production workers to the hazards 
associated with aniline and sulfuric acid. · 

The petitioner suggests that the Indian and Chinese producers use the 
more traditional process of mixing the two reactants (aniline and sulfuric 
acid) together in an open vessel, then pouring the paste into metal pans that 
are transferred to an oven. 10 After heating, the solid sulfanilic acid chunks 
are broken into smaller pieces using manual labor, and then pulverized into a 
powder form. Because of the ***· The imported sodium salt is produced by a 
process similar to the petitioner's. However, a portion of the aqueous 
solution of sodium sulfanilate is acidified, and the resulting purified 
sulfanilic aci~ is dried and packaged for shipment. *** 

The following is a description of the production process used in Hungary 
for the manufacture of sulfanilic acid: "The aniline and sulfuric acid are 
reacted by a solvent agent under pressure. After having formed the arised 
sulphanylic acid to a salt which is readily soluble in water it will be made 
free of solvents and aniline and then cleaned by active carbon clarification . 
The sulphanylic acid will be precipitated by mineral acid, it will be 
centrifuged, dried and packed. 1111 

Uses 

Sulfanilic acid is used in the production of optical brighteners, 
synthetic organic dyes (including Food, Drug and Cosmetic (FD&C) colorants), 
and to produce a certain concrete additive. The particular purity, chemical 
form, and physical form preferred depend on the end user's process. In most 
cases, the source of sulfanilic acid used for the production of synthetic 
organic dyes and optical brighteners must be refined material (either sodium 
sulfanilate or refined sulfanilic acid), gener~lly meeting or exceeding the 
end user's specifications with respect to the nature and amount of contained 
impurities. Technical grade sulfanilic acid is used principally as a raw 
material to produce sodium sulfanilate and in the production of certain 
specialty synthetic organic dyes and a chemical used for special concretes. 

Sulfanilic acid provides a unique portion of the molecular structure of 
FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6, certain optical brighteners, and specialty azo dyes 
and, therefore, has no chemical substitutes. The singular molecular identity 

1° Fundamental Process of Dye Chemistry, pp. 126-128. The Chinese 
respondents agreed that this is an adequate description of their process. The 
Indian producers have not commented. 

11 Petition on Hungary and India, Attachment F, p. 3 (quote from a May 24, 
1990, petition filed by the Embassy of the Republic of Hungary with the Office 
of the United States Trade Representative, General System of Preferences (GSP) 
Subcommittee, requesting GSP treatment for refined grade sulfanilic acid). 
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of a chemical accounts for the physical properties associated with that 
chemical, particularly, in the case of dyes, their color (or chromophoric) 
properties. All respondents to Commission questionnaires for these 
investigations responded that there were no other chemical substitutes for 
sulfanilic acid for their respective end-use applications. 

Optical Brighteners 

Optical brighteners, particularly paper brighteners, constitute the 
largest single end use for refined sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate 
(approximately 50 percent of total annual U.S. consumption). Also known as 
fluorescent whitening agents (FWAs) or fluorescent brightening agents, optical 
brighteners are synthetic organic chemicals used to compensate optically for 
the yellow cast obtained when white textiles or paper are bleached to remove 
colored impurities. 12 Optical brighteners are also used to enhance the 
whiteness of plastics and paints, and as detergent additives. The largest 
producers of optical brighteners are Ciba-Geigy Corp., Sandoz Chemicals Corp., 
and Miles, Inc. (formerly Mobay Corp.). Commission records indicate that 
there were a total of four domestic producers of FWAs in 1990. 13 

Food Colorants 

Approximately one-fourth to one-third of the U.S. consumption of all 
refined sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate combined is used to produce two 
FD&C colorants--namely tartrazine, or FD&C Yellow No. 5 (GAS 12225-21-7), and 
sunset yellow, or FD&C Yellow No. 6 (GAS 15790-07-5). 14 Commission records 
show that there was one producer of FD&C Yellow No. 5, and three producers of 
FD&C Yellow No. 6, in 1990. 15 FD&C Yellow No. 5 was manufactured by Warner
Jenkinson Company. FD&C Yellow No. 6 was produced by the Crompton and Knowles 
Corp., ***, and Warner-Jenkinson. Of the firms producing these two colorants, 
only *** 

FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6 are approved for use in gelatin desserts, ice 
cream and frozen desserts, carbonated beverages, dry powdered drinks, candy 
and confectionery products that are oil- and fat-free, bakery products and 
cereals, and puddings. 16 FD&C Yellow No . 5 is approved for ingested use 
only, 17 whereas FD&C Yellow No. 6 has no use restrictions. 18 

12 Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, vol. 4, 1978. 
13 Synthetic Organic Chemicals. United States Production and Sales. 1990, 

USITC publication 2470, Dec. 1991. 
14 Daniel M. Marmion, Handbook of U.S . Colorants for Food, Drugs and 

Cosmetics, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1979), pp. 56-57. 
15 Synthetic Organic Chemicals. United States Production and Sales. 1990. 
16 Kirk-Othmer, Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 3d ed., vol. 6, 1978, 

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978). 
17 FD&C Yellow No. 5 cannot be used in drugs requiring topical application 

or injection. In the Federal Register of Feb. 4 , 1977, the Food and Drug 
(continued . . . ) 

! 
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Specialty Synthetic Organic Dyes 

Refined sulfanilic acid or its monosodium salt are the basis for a large 
number of azo dyes. Azo dyes have no similar analogs among natural coloring 
matter. 19 These dyes are adaptable to a wider variety of applications than 
any other dye group, including uses with all natural and synthetic fibers . 20 

Concrete Additives 

Crude or technical grade sulfanilic acid is used to produce a chemical 
which , when added to specialty concretes, reduces the amount of water 
required. This lighter material is used in the construction of high-rise 
buildings. Although refined sulfanilic acid could be used in this 
application, cost factors favor the technical-grade material. This end use 
for sulfanilic acid is probably the smallest market for this chemical, 
although this market has been growing in recent years . 

Interchangeability Among the Three Grades of Sulfanilic Acid 

The Commission has received mixed views on the issue of 
interchangeability among technical sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, 
and sodium sulfanilate. Most agree that the technical grade has limited 
applications; 21 its high level of impurities makes it impractical to use in 
the production of food colors, optical brighteners, or most specialty dyes . 22 

17 ( • •• continued) 
Administration (FDA) proposed that the use of FD&C Yellow No . 5 in drugs be 
declared in the form of a precautionary label statement, i.e., "this product 
contains FD&C Yellow No. 5 which may cause allergic-type reactions in certain 
susceptible individuals." Also proposed was that FD&C Yellow No . 5 not be 
permitted in analgesic, antihistaminic, cough and cold, oral nasal 
decongestant, and antiasthmatic drugs. 

18 No colorant is certified for use in the area of the eye. In addition~ 
no color additive is certified for use in injectable drugs or surgical sutures 
unless specifically stated for such use. 

19 K. Venkataraman, Synthetic Dyes, vol. I, (New York : Academic Press, 
Inc . , 1982) , p. 409. 

20 Synthetic Dyes, p. 410 . 
21 The technical grade is primarily used as a concrete additive. The 

refined grade sulfanilic acid can be substituted for the technical, but cost 
generally precludes this option. 

22 There are some exceptions to this, however. Sandoz distinguishes 
sulfanilic acid between the free acid (which includes both technical and 
refined grades) and the salt (which includes just the sodium sulfanilate). 
Sandoz prefers to use the free acid in its production process and usually 
looks for the refined grade. However, a high quality of the technical grade 
(such as that produced by !CI in France) can sometimes be used. Further, 
Warner-Jenkinson formerly used large quantities of the technical grade for 

(continued ... ) 
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Although *** has the equipment to further refine this grade and then use it in 
its downstream products , most companies do not have this capability . The 
larger question is the int.erchangeability between the refined grade and the 
sodium salt, both of which' have be~n purified beyond the technical grade. _ The 
petitioner has testified that , although R-M does not manufacture refined grade 
sulfanilic acid, the company's sodium salt is a purified product and should be 
acceptable to any customer who uses refined acid. 23 R-M also notes that the 
primary use for sulfanilic acid is in the production of optical brighteners, 
and this reaction process almost always begins with a salt.~ On the other 
hand, the production of food colors requires an acid for the first stage of 
the reaction process, but this does not preclude the use of the sodium salt; 
all that is required is a pH adjustment to neutralize the sodium 
sulfanilate.~ The petitioner states that, regardless of the downstream 
product, it is no hardship for companies to switch between the sodium 
sulfanilate and the refined grade sulfanilic acid, especially when one 
considers that all the manufacturers are well-versed in the use of these 
chemicals. 26 On the issue of purity, R-M has testified that domestically 
produced sodium sulfanilate meets the specification requirements of all U.S. 
purchasers of sulfanilic acid.n 

Several domestic purchasers of sulfanilic acid agree with the 
petitioner. ***. 28 Spokesmen for *** stated that their firm also considers 
the refined acid and its sodium salt as interchangeable raw materials. 29 

***. 30 

On the other side of the argument, some purchasers contend that the 
different grades of sulfanilic acid are not interchangeable, and that the 
refined grade is the product of choice . Warner-Jenkinson, one of the largest 

22 ( ••• continued) 
food color production, but had to severely curtail such use in 1989 in 
response to the new FDA regulations that required lower levels of impurities. 
The company is sometimes able to use a high quality, "hand-picked" batch of 
technical, but this is rare. Recently it attempted to use some ***· 
(Conference transcript II, pp . 87 , 127 , and 154-157; field visit to Warn~r
Jenkinson, May 6, 1992.) 

23 However, R-M did acknowledge that different consumers usually prefer one 
grade over another. (Conference transcript II, pp. 9 and 26.) 

~ Manufacturers of optical brighteners can also use the refined grade, but 
the petitioner suggests that the acid must be converted to a salt before the 
reaction process can begin. 

25 The pH can be adjusted through the addition of sulfuric acid or 
hydrochloric acid. Sulfuric acid is a component in the manufacturing of food 
dyes anyway, so companies have the product on hand. *** 

26 For additional information on the question of interchangeability from 
the petitioner's standpoint, see R-M's postconference brief (investigation on 
China), pp. 14-16 and 22-24 . , 

27 Purchasers specify maximum acceptable levels of impurities, such as *** 
28 *** 
29 *** 
30 *** 

1 
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domestic manufacturers of food colors, testified that sodium sulfanilate is 
not an acceptable raw material in its production process for four basic 
reasons: (1) the stringent regulations of the Food & Drug Administration 
(FDA) concerning permissible levels of impurities essentially mandates the use 
of the most pure grade of sulfanilic acid available; 31 (2) the volume added to 
the tank by the addition of sulfuric acid reduces the batch size by 
approximately 10 to 15 percent and decreases overall efficiency in 
production; 32 (3) the use of salt generates sodium sulfates, which is an 
unnecessary waste product; and (4) the presence of additional salt in the 
production process requires increased purification time. Another purchaser, 
Sandoz, also states that the different grades of sulfanilic acid are not 
interchangeable. Sandoz is a large producer of optical brighteners, but the 
company's purchasing manager testified that its manufacturing reaction process 
does not begin with a sait. Although the purity level of the sodium 
sulfanilate is marginally acceptable, the facilities at the Sandoz plant are 
not set up to use the product. 33 A production specialist for Sandoz testified 
that the use of sodium salt makes the chemicals react at a faster pace and 
makes the final product inconsistent and unstable. 34 Two importers, Gallard
Schlesinger and Nu-Tech Chemical Industries, stated that their customers 
prefer the refined grade and have suggested to them that the products are not 
interchangeable. 

The information provided by the industry representatives shows that the 
refined acid and its monosodium salt have, to a significant degree, been used 
interchangeably by the domestic industry. Although a particular consumer may 

31 Prior to the late 1980s, the levels of aniline/amines that could be 
present in food dyes were not highly monitored. In 1985 and 1986 the FDA 
changed its regulations on FD&C Yellows Nos. 5 and 6, respectively. 
Permissible levels of aniline were reduced in these dyes to 100 and 250 parts 
per billion, respectively. Although the sodium salt can meet these 
requirements, Warner-Jenkinson complained that the purity level of the salt 
fluctuates too much and has caused batches of food color to be rejected. A 
spot sample must be sent to the FDA for every batch of dye Warner-Jenkinson 
manufactures. (Conference transcript II, pp . 86-89 and field visit to Warner
Jenkinson, May 6, 1992.) 

32 Conference transcript II, p. 89. Warner-Jenkinson admitted that the 
*** (Field visit to Warner-Jenkinson, May 6, 1992.) 

33 Don Voigt, purchasing manager for Sandoz, pointed out that a time factor 
had to be considered when looking at the company's use of different grades of 
sulfanilic acid. Although sodium salt has been used in the past to 
manufacture optical brighteners, the company has been able to produce a higher 
quality product when using the refined grade, and now customers expect that. 
Secondly, the machinery at the Sandoz plant in Fairlawn, NJ, is able to 
accommodate the sodium salt, ***· All production of optical brighteners will 
be transferred to the plant in South Carolina where sodium salt has never been 
used and could not be accommodated by the equipment there. Mr . Voigt also 
stated that if his firm could use the sodium sulfanilate it would do so 
instead of paying more (i.e., $*** per pound) for the refined grade. 
(Conference transcript II, pp. 103-105 and 130-131 . ) 

34 Conference transcript II, pp. 104-105 and 159-161. 
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have a material preference in deciding which form of the chemical to purchase, 
if supply disruptions occur, the refined acid can be substituted for the salt 
and vice versa in all major end-use applications. However, there remain 
differing views concerning the ability of production lines to efficiently 
accommodate different products, and the ability of the sodium salt to 
consistently meet growing quality requirements. 

Like Product Positions 

R-M argues that the "like product" is technical sulfanilic acid, refined 
sulfanilic acid, and sodium sulfanilate, because the physical characteristics 
are similar35 and are all used in the production of optical brighteners, food 
colors, specialty dyes, and concrete additives; 36 they are interchangeable; 
the channels of distribution are the same; there are common manufacturing 
facilities and employees; and producer and customer perceptions are the 
same. 37 Counsel for the Chinese respondents argued in the preliminary 
investigation that the technical sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate that 
R-M produces are not "like" the imported refined sulfanilic acid. Counsel 
argued that the products are not interchangeable and that end users who 
purchase the refined product would need additional chemicals, manufacturing 
equipment, and labor time if they were to use either of the other products. 38 

Insofar as the "domestic industry" is concerned, petitioner states that 
because technical sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, and sodium 
sulfanilate constitute the like product, the domestic industry consists of the 
producers of the same. Counsel for the Chinese respondents in the preliminary 
investigation argued that because the product imported from China, refined 
sulfanilic acid, is not produced by the petitioner, the petitioner lacks the 
legal standing to file the petition. 39 

In the preliminary investigation on China, the Commission determined 
that all forms of the domestically produced sulfanilic acid constitute a 
single like product. Counsel for the respondents in the preliminary 
investigations on Hungary and India did not challenge this determination. 

35 They all provide the same molecular entity in the synthesis of the 
downstream products. 

36 All of R-M's major customers have used all forms of sulfanilic acid for 
a given application. (Petitioner's postconference brief (investigation on 
China), pp. 3-4.) These customers are***· 

37 For a more detailed discussion of "like product" see pp. 8-19 of the 
petition on China, pp. 8-15 of the transcript of the conference on China 
(Conference transcript I), Petitioner's postconference brief (investigation on 
China), pp. 3-5, and pp. 12-22 of the petition on Hungary and India. 

38 Conference transcript I, pp. 83-94. 
39 Conference transcript I, p. 82, and postconference brief (investigation 

on China), pp. 5-7 and 10-18. 
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U.S. Tariff Treatment 

During part of the period covered by these investigations, subject 
merchandise from both Hungary40 and India41 had duty-free entry under the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). All U.S. imports from China are 
eligible for entry under the rates of duty afforded to products of most
favored-nation (MFN) status countries (as of February 1980). (See appendix C 
for an explanation of tariff and trade agreement terms). 

With the implementation of the Harmonized Tariff System (HTS) in 1989, 
all forms of sulfanilic acid and its monosodium salt were classified in 
subheading 2921.42.50, a residual (basket) provision for derivatives of 
anilines and their salts. On May 1, 1991, pursuant to Presidential 
Proclamation number 6282 (to modify duty-free treatment under the GSP), 
metanilic acid and sulfanilic acid were provided for separately under new HTS 
subheading 2921.42.24, with a column 1-general rate of duty of 2.4 cents per 
kilogram plus 18.8 percent ad valorem (20 percent ad valorem equivalent in 
1991). Imports of sulfanilic acid are eligible for duty-free entry under the 
GSP, the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), and the United States
Israel Free Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985. The column 2 rate of duty 
is 15.4 cents per kilogram plus 60 percent ad valorem, and the 1992 Canada 
Free-Trade Agreement (FTA) rate is 0.4 cent per kilogram plus 3.7 percent ad 
valorem. Where eligibility for special tariff rates is not claimed and 
established, goods are dutiable at general rates. 

Sodium sulfanilate is classified in HTS subheading 2921.42.70, with 
other aniline derivatives and their salts. The column 1-general rate of duty 
is the same as that for HTS subheading 2921.42.24. However, imports 
classified in this subheading are not eligible for duty-free entry under the 
GSP; duty-free entry is provided under the CBERA and the United States-Israel 
Free Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985. The column 2 and Canada FTA rates 
of duty are identical to those of subheading 2921.42.24. 

40 On May 24, 1990, the Embassy of the Republic of Hungary submitted a 
petition requesting duty-free entry of Hungarian sulfanilic acid to the Office 
of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), GSP Subcommittee. Hungary received 
GSP status for the importation of refined sulfanilic acid on July 1, 1991. On 
Mar. 27, 1992, R-M Industries filed a petition with the same USTR subcommittee 
requesting that there be an immediate review of GSP status for sulfanilic 
acid. The petition stated that GSP eligibility for sulfanilic acid was 
resulting in a loss of business to the domestic industry. In addition, 
Congressman Spratt of South Carolina introduced a bill (H.R. 4219) in February 
1992 which would add sulfanilic acid to the list of import-sensitive articles 
that may not be designated as articles eligible for duty-free entry. 

41 On Apr. 29, 1992, the President suspended the duty-free entry afforded 
under GSP to certain articles imported from India (57 F.R. 19067). Included 
in the suspension list was HTS subheading 2921.42.24, covering sulfanilic 
acid. 
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NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE ALLEGED SALES AT LTFV 
AND ALLEGED SUBSIDIES 

Alleged Sales at LTFV 

Hungary 

The petitioner alleges dumping margins of 58.6 percent for sales of 
refined grade sulfanilic acid from Hungary. These LTFV sales were calculated 
through comparisons of the United States price and the foreign market value 
(FMV). The ex-factory United States price is based on U.S. Customs statistics 
for imports from Hungary minus the calculated customs clearance fees, ocean 
freight, and overland U.S. and European freight charges. 42 Because Hungary is 
a norunarket economy, the FMV is based on constructed value using the cost of 
the factors of production for sulfanilic acid in the surrogate country of 
Malaysia, whose economy is considered to be market driven. The petitioner 
assumes factors of production and the production process to be similar to his 
own experiences. 43 

The petitioner also alleges that there have been massive imports of 
sulfanilic acid from Hungary, and that the importers knew or should have known 
that Hungary was expor·ting the sulfanilic acid at LTFV. Thus, pursuant to 
section 733(e) of the act, the petitioner requests a finding of critical 
circumstances and a retroactive suspension of liquidation of duty on Hungarian 
sulfanilic acid to a date 90 days prior to Commerce's preliminary · · · 
determination of sales at LtFV. 

India 

The petitioner alleges the following dumping margins for sales of Indian 
sulfanilic acid: technical grade--114.8 percent; refined grade--60.6 percent; 
and sodium sulfanilate--94.0 percent. These sales at LTFV were calculated by 
comparing the United States price to the FMV. The ex-factory United States 
price is based on actual price quotes by the State Trading Corporation of 
India, Ltd. ; ~ adjustments were made, where appropriate, for overland freight 
charges (in both India and the United States), ocean freight charges, freight
forwarding brokerage, marine insurance, sales commissio,ns, and Customs 
clearance in the United States. These adjustments were based on information 
provided to the petitioner by Fracht FWO, Inc., and Fanwood Chemical, Inc . 45 

The FMV is based on Indian domestic prices for the three grades of sulfanilic 
acid . 46 

42 Transportation charges were calculated based on estimates provided by 
Fracht FWO, Inc ., International Freight Forwarders located in Georgia. 
(Petition on Hungary and India, Attachment J.) 

43 Petition on Hungary and India , Attachments M, N, 0, Q , and R. 
~Ibid., Attachment G. 
45 Ibid. , Attachments K and L. 
46 Ibid., Attachments P and U. 
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China 

On March 18, 1992, Commerce published notice in the Federal Register (57 
F.R. 9409) of its preliminary determination of sales at LTFV. Having 
determined that sulfanilic acid from China is being, or is likely to be, sold 
in the United States at LTFV, Commerce directed the U. S. Customs Service to 
suspend liquidation of all entries of the subject merchandise . Commerce found 
dumping margins of 85.29 percent for all exporters . 

Commerce's investigation involved China National Chemicals Import & 
Export Corporation (Sinochem), Hebei Branch. During the period May 1, 1991, 
through October 31, 1991, Commerce compared the U. S. price of sulfanilic acid 
to the FMV of the Chinese product. Because China continues to be classified 
as a state-controlled economy under section 773(a) of the act, Commerce 
determined FMV by valuing the factors of production for the subject 
merchandise in the surrogate, market-driven economy countries of India and 
Pakistan. 

Commerce made a negative determination on the petitioner's alleged 
critical circumstances. After examining the volume of Sinochem's sulfanilic 
acid shipments, Commerce did not find the "massive" imports required for 
critical circumstances. 

Alleged Subsidies 

India 

The petitioner alleges that producers and/or exporters of sulfanilic 
acid in India receive benefits that constitute subsidies within the meaning of 
the countervailing duty law. The following programs were cited by the 
petitioner and recommended for investigation : 

--Preferential Export Loans 
--Preferential Post-Shipment Financing 
--Income Tax Deduction for Exporters 
--Import Duty Exemptions Available Through Advance Licenses 
--Sale of Import Replenishment Licenses 
--Excess Drawback of Import Duties 
--Grants Under the Market Development Assistance (MDA) Program 
--Diesel Oil Subsidies 
--Sales of Additional Licenses 
--Grants Under the Central Investment Subsidy Scheme (CISS) 
--Transportation Subsidies 
--Extension of Free Trade Zones 
--Import Duty Exemptions Available to 100% Export Oriented Units 
--Preferential Waste Disposal Rates 

The petitioner developed this list of alleged countervailable subsidies 
based on a recent Commerce determination, Prel i minary Affirmative 
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Countervailing Duty Determination: Bulk Ibuprofen From India, 47 and a 1991 
report on sulfanilic acid production in India which was prepared by ***. 48 

· 

The petitioner suggests that the Ibuprofen determination is comparable to the 
current case since both products are organic chemicals requiring similar 
manufacturing facilities and chemical synthesis steps. A net subsidy of 43.71 
percent ad valorem was found by Commerce in the Ibuprofen investigation, but 
the petitioner admits he does not have the resources necessary to quantify the 
extent of alleged subsidies for sulfanilic acid. 

U.S. MARKET 

Apparent v.s. Consumption 

Data on apparent U.S. consumption of sulfanilic acid were compiled from 
information submitted in response to Commission questionnaires. These data, 
presented in table 1, are composed of the sum of U.S. shipments of U.S. 
producers and importers (see appendix table D-1 for U.S . consumption by 
grade). 

Total reported apparent U.S. consumption of sulfanilic acid, by 
quantity, increased by 47.6 percent between 1989 and 1991, then decreased by 
20.0 percent between first quarter 1991 and first quarter 1992. Consumption 
of each of the grades increased over the period of investigation, but the 
figures for the refined grade fell in 1991, as the decrease in imports from a 
large source of this product, Japan, 49 overshadowed the rise in imports from 
China. Basic GNP expansion was the reason cited most frequently by purchasers 
for the overall increase in demand for this product. so Two purchasers, 
Warner-Jenkinson and***, suggested that demand in their own firms would be 
growing in upcoming months.s 1 In terms of value, total reported apparent U.S. 
consumption increased by 30.1 percent in 1990 and by 21.3 percent in 1991, 
then decreased by 16.9 percent in interim 1992. 

47 The first four alleged subsidies in this list are those taken from the· 
Ibuprofen case. (56 F.R. 66423.) 

48 Petition on Hungary and India, Attachment V. 
49 Japan began withdrawing from the market in late 1990 as a result of 

changing trends in the market for sulfa drugs (Japanese sulfanilic acid is a 
byproduct of the manufacture of sulfa drugs). 

so The use of technical sulfanilic acid in concrete additives has been 
growing (technical sulfanilic acid is used to make another chemical that 
reduces the amount of water that is needed in the concrete so that it is more 
pumpable). However, both Sandoz and R-M Industries testified that this 
application for the product is much more popular in Europe than in the United 
States. 

St Warner-Jenkinson testified that it had plans to purchase several non
u. s. companies involved in dye production and would move the manufacturing 
side of the businesses to St. Louis, MO. This is expected to increase the 
company's demand for the refined grade of sulfanilic acid. (Conference 
transcript II, pp. 132-133.) *** 

I 
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Table 1 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of 
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, 1 1989-91, January-March 1991, and 
January-March 1992 

Jan. -Mar. - -
Item 

Producers' U.S. shipments . 
Importers' U. S . shipments: 

China . 
Hungary .. 
India . . . 

Subtotal 
Other sources 

Total .. . 
Apparent consumption 

Producers' U.S . shipments 
Importers' U. S . shipments: 

China 
Hungary 
India 

Subtotal 
Other sources 

Total 
Apparent consumption 

1989 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
749 
*** 
*** 

5 350 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
611 
*** 
*** 

4,890 

1990 1991 1991 

Quantity o. 000 pounds2 ) 

*** *** *** 

548 2,881 578 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

1,185 3,644 677 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

7 108 7 895 2 063 

Value3 0. 000 dollars) 

*** *** *** 

437 2,355 456 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

1,036 3,093 548 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

6,364 7' 719 1,976 

1992 

1 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
467 
*** 
*** 
651 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
414 
*** 
*** 

1,643 

1 Nonsubject import shipments are believed to be understated for 1989; 
consequently, U.S. consumption for 1989 may be understated by as much as 10 to 
15 percent. 

2 Weights expressed in this report are in pounds of free acid. 
3 F . o.b. U.S. shipping point. 

Note . --Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; shares are 
computed from the unrounded figures. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission . 
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U.S. Producers 

R-M Industries, Inc. 

The petitioner, R-M Industries, Inc., is the largest commercial producer 
of sulfanilic acid in the United States. R-M is a privately held company 
headquartered in Fort Mill, SC;s2 it accounted for ***percent of the 
sulfanilic acid manufactured in the United States in 1991. Prior to R-M's 
startup of production in May 1984, American Cyanamid Company had produced 
sulfanilic acid for at least 30 years at its facility in Bound Brook, NJ. 
American Cyanamid discontinued production of sulfanilic acid in 1982.s3 There 
was a period of almost 2 years in which the U.S. industry had no U.S. 
supplier. According to the petitioner , a nontraditional import source, Bayer 
AG, in Germany, filled the void. Bayer is a producer of sulfanilic acid, 
optical brighteners, and specialty dyes. Bayer traditionally produced 
sulfanilic acid for its own use but was persuaded by a U.S. purchaser to 

·supply it with sulfanilic acid.~ 

R-M produced refined sulfanilic acid between 1986 and 1989 but then 
reported it was discontinuing the product in 1989 because of high 
manufacturing costs and because the production process generated large amounts 
of contaminated waste water . ss In the recent petition involving Hungary and 
India, R-M stated that production of the refined grade was stopped as a result 
of the LTFV imports entering the United States.s6 During the period of the 
investigation , R-~ has offered sodium sulfanilate to consumers who previously 
purchased refined sulfanilic acid . s7 Recently, however, the company has 

si Everlight Chemical Industrial Corp., Taipei, Taiwan, has a 33-percent 
ownership in R-M . 

s3 R-M negotiated with American Cyanamid for almost 3 years to purchase the 
equipment necessary to startup production of sulfanilic acid . R-M built a new 
~uilding with a foundation specially prepared for the four reactors purchased 
from American Cyanamid to produce technical sulfanilic acid. (Conference 
transcript I, pp. 47-48 . ) 

~ Conference transcript I, pp. 60-61. *** 
ss More than 3 pounds of waste water is generated for every pound of 

refined sulfanilic acid produced. The yield from crude sulfanilic acid to 
refined is only 77 percent, meaning that the .remainder is lost to the 
environment (petition on China, pp . 17-18) . R-M's environmental concerns were 
further affected by the Clean :Water Act which went into effect in April 1992. 
Prior to the Act, R-M was able to recycle all of its water on the premises; 
now, however, the company must ship almost all of its waste water by truck to 
Tennessee for decontamination. This has added great expense to the comp,any'1s 
production costs, but it does not affect the manufacture of sulfanilic acid 
since the refined grade (the only grade that generated a waste water stream) 
has been discontinued . (Conference transcript II , pp . 39-41.) 

S6 Petition on Hungary and India, pp. 22-23. 
s7 The Commission asked R-M to list previous customers of refined grade 

sulfanilic acid and to report whether or not these purchasers switched in 1989 
to R-M's sodium sulfanilate or to imports of the refined grade . R-M reported 
that *** 

/ 
I 

( 
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) 
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announced that it will begin production of the refined grade again if 
consumers are willing to pay a fair price. 58 Because of costs associated with 
the new environmental requirements, the price for the refined grade is 
estimated to be $1.75 per pound ($0 . 25 higher than when the company stopped 
selling the product). 59 

Sulfanilic acid accounts for slightly over half of R-M's business. R-M 
also produces a pre-emergent herbicide and violet pigment on a contract basis 
and is the only U.S. producer of these materials.w 

Hilton Davis Co. 61 

Hilton Davis Co., which accounted for *** percent of U. S . sulfanilic 
acid production in 1991, has produced small quantities of technical sulfanilic 
acid mainly for internal consumption at its plant in Cincinnati, OH . 62 The 
company sold between *** and *** percent of its production of technical 
sulfanilic acid in 1990 and 1991 to an unrelated end user. Hilton Davis also 
*** . 63 In January 1992 *** . 64 

U.S . PurchasersM 

There are approximately 12 significant purchasers of sulfanilic acid in 
the United States;~ the petitioner notes that· *** of these purchasers, ***, 

58 Prior to announcing the company's willingness to resume production of 
the refined sulfanilic acid, R-M attempted to produce an "intermediate refined 
grade;" the manufacturing process for this product did not create a waste 
water stream, and R-M hoped to sell it at a price comparable to that of the 
sodium salt. While the company was successful in creating a product with very 
low levels of aniline, it had difficulty removing some of the color-imparting 
impurities. R-M sent samples of the product to Warner-Jenkinson and Sandoz, 
both of which said the impurity level was too high for their production 
requirements. (Conference transcript II, pp. 63-64 and 98-99.) 

59 R-M's president testified that if enough U.S. purchasers would buy the 
refined grade from his company the price would eventually go down. Although 
the waste water would currently have to be shipped to Tennessee, stable 
business would ultimately allow the company to build its own decontamination 
facilities on site and would lower the cost of production cons i derably. (For 
a complete discussion of R-M's ability to begin production of the refined 
grade, see Conference transcript II, pp. 37-43.) 

~ Conference transcript I, pp. 57-58 . *** 
61 *** 
62 *** 
63 *** 
64 *** 
6S For additional information on purchasers, see the section entitled 

"Purchaser Responses." 
~ *** 
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account for over two-thitds of total U.S. demand. 67 *** and*** also make 
significant purchases. 68 From 1989 to 1991 each of the *** companies listed 
above purchased substantial quantities of at least two of the three grades of 
sulfanilic acid . The tabulation below shows purchases (in thousands of 
pounds) by the top three pur~hasers :69 - ---

* * * * * * * 

The petitioner suggests that this pattern of purchasing different grades 
for a particular end use demonstrates the interchangeability of the grades. 
Some purchasers agree with this assessment, while others point to questions of 
availability as the reason for the fluctuations. Sandoz is the ***. 70 *** 
Warner-Jenkinson has suggested that the refined grade is the company's product 
of choice, this was ***· The company testified that the shortage that 
occurred in late 1990 and early 1991 (when Japan and then Hungary largely 
withdrew from the market) caused it to purchase whatever grade was available 
in order to keep the plant operating. 71 Both Sandoz and Warner-Jenkinson have 
expressed interest in maintaining several sources of supply, and they cite 
this as another reason for purchasing different grades. 72 ***. 73 

U.S. Importers 

The petitions in these investigations list one 1mporter of the Hungarian 
product, six importers and/or trading agencies for the Indian product, and 
four Chinese agencies and non-Chinese agents and trading companies that the 
petitioner believes are responsible for the majority of imports of sulfanilic 
acid from the subject countries. However, a review of Customs documents 
disclosed over 50 U.S. firms importing under the HTS items listed in the 

67 Petition on Hungary and India, p . 54. 
68 *** 
69 All three purchasers buy from R-M. In addition, ***· 
70 The sodium sulfanilate was for use in the New Jersey plant exclusively. 
71 *** Ken Goldacker, purchasing manager, testified that Hungary's 

temporary exit from the market during Feb.-July 1991 forced the company -to buy 
whatever grade was available to keep the plant in operation. ***· ' 

72 Sandoz has also said it made a commitment to purchase some of R-M's 
technical grade, but when this product proved unacceptable the company felt 
obligated to purchase sodium salt instead of simply cancelling the agreement. 
The purchasing manager for Sandoz explained that his company is able to use 
the technical grade which is manufactured in France and had thought it might 
be able to use R-M's ,technical as well. (Conference transcript II, pp . 127-
128.) . 

73 *** 
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petitions.~ The Conunission sent questionnaires to 43 importers, including 
the firms listed in the two petitions. 75 

Of the 43 firms who received questionnaires, the Conunission received 
responses from 41 companies. Twenty-four of those firms indicated that they 
did not import the merchandise subject to these investigations. 76 Seventeen 
firms provided usable data on imports of sulfanilic acid. 77 Two of these 
firms, Gallard-Schlesinger Industries and***, reported imports of refined 
grade sulfanilic acid from Hungary during 1991; 78 Sandoz reported some imports 
from Hungary in 1989. Two firms, ***, reported imports of *** from India 
during 1991 . 79 Eight firms reported importing sulfanilic acid from China 
during the period of investigation: 80 Sandoz Chemicals, Sinochem (U.S.A.), 
Goodring International, Nu-Tech Chemical Industries, and *** imported refined 
sulfanilic acid; ***; 81 and *** . 82 The remaining firms reported imports of 
sulfanilic acid from Japan, France, and the United Kingdom. *** 

In its questionnaire, the Conunission asked firms to report future 
contracts for importing sulfanilic acid from subject countries after March 31, 
1992. *** . 83 Several firms mentioned that they had plans to purchase 
shipments from India but had canceled them as a result of the current 
investigations.M 

The Conunission also asked if there had been any changes in the character 
of the operations relating to the importation of sulfanilic acid. *** Other 
purchasers reported that R-M had been unable to meet quantity demands .and 
quality expectations at various times over the past three years, especially 
during a change in the company's management in 1990. Finally, several cited 

74 The HTS items listed in the petitions are basket categories which 
include imports of .other chemicals; therefore, the Conunission could not rely 
on official statistics for import data. Many of the firms contacted by 
Conunission staff reported that they did rtot import sulfanilic acid. 

75 Most of the firms reporting imports of sulfanilic acid are concentrated 
in the northeast. 

~ Many firms reported that although they were not the importer of record, 
· they did purchase and use imported sulfanilic acid. 

77 These firms are***· 
78 Gallard-Schlesinger was responsible for over *** percent of total 

imports from Hungary; ***· 
79 *** brought in *** percent of total imports from India, while 

*** was responsible for the remaining *** percent. 
80 Almost all of the reported imports from China occurred in 1990 and 1991. 
81 In 1991, ***· 
82 There were no imports of the technical grade from China. The only 

reported imports of crude sulfanilic acid were from the United Kingdom and 
India. 

83 One container load is equivalent to 35,000 to 40,000 pounds of 
merchandise . The method of packing the container generally accounts for the 
variance in overall weight; a container of loosely shipped bags can hold more 
volume than a container of palletized bags. *** 

M *** 
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R-M's failure to supply the refined grade since 1989 as their reason for 
turning to the importation of sul f ani lic acid. 85 

Many of the responding importers reported having an affiliation with 
foreign producers, usually through direct ownership. Most notably, *** All 
of the imported product from all sources was reportedly either used to 
manufacture optical brighteners by the importer of record or resold to firms 
that produce optical brighteners, food colors, or dyes. 

Channels of Distribution 

Domestically produced sulfanilic acid is sold to both distributors and 
to end users, with the majority going directly to end users that manufacture 
optical brighteners, food colors, specialty dyes, and concrete additives. 
R-M sells *** percent of its production to end users located within 1,000 
miles of its plant; a small portion of the technical grade is shipped to 
unrelated distributors. R-M reported in its questionnaire that*** percent of 
its sales of sodium sulfanilate were in a liquid form. 86 

Importers of sulfanilic acid from Hungary, India, and China reported 
that *** percent of their shipments went to unrelated end users. The only 
difference in the manner in which the U.S. consumer receives merchandise from 
the U. S. producer and the Hungarian, Indian, and Chinese producers is that the 
U.S. product is shipped by domestic trailer, and the subject imports are 
shipped by ocean container and then delivered by truck or in container to the 
customer. All Indian and Chinese merchandise is packed in 50- to 80-pound 
plastic p r paper bags. The Hungarian product varies slightly from other 
imports and from the domestic product in its packaging; instead of 50- to 80-
pound bags, some of the Hungarian product :i,s packaged in "supersacks" of up to 
1, 000 pounds . 87 

85 Conference transcript II , pp . 92-94 and 158 -159. 
86 Shipments in liquid form usually occur within a ***-mile radius of the 

plant because shipping costs are almost 3 times greater for the liquid versus 
the dry product . The two largest purchasers of the sodium sulfanilate in 
aqueous solution are *** · The petitioner testified that customers located 
close enough to ma~e transportation costs practical actually prefer the 
solution form over the powder form of sodium sulfanilate for three reasons: 
(1) it saves the customer the time and trouble of adding liquid to the powder; 
(2) it is easier and more efficient to measure out appropriate quantities of 
the salt in solution form; and (3) it is more convenient for workers to . 
handle. (R-M questionnaire response and transcript II, pp. 58-59). *** 

87 Warner-Jenkinson r eported that this method of packaging facilitates the 
use of sulfanilic acid for two reasons: first, the large bags require less 
manpower when being added to a batch and, second, there is less room for human 
error in counting out the number of bags necessary for the batch process. 
(Conference transcript II , p . 162 and field visit to Warner-Jenkinson, May 6, 
1992.) The option of supplying the product in supersacks is available to all 
manufacturers; *** 
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CONSIDERATION OF MATERIAL INJURY 
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 

The information presented in this section of the report is based on the 
questionnaire responses of the two firms that represented 100 percent of U.S. 
production of sulfanilic acid during the period of investigation. 

U.S. Producers' Capacity, Production, 
and Capacity Utilization 

Data on U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization are 
summarized in table 2 (see appendix table D-2 for capacity and production by 
grade). 88 Capacity to produce sulfanilic acid*** by*** from 1989 to 1991, 
*** total production capabilities to *** in 1991. 89 The ***· 

While uncertainty in the market place has prevented R-M from making 
further changes in capacity, the company's president testified that technical 
capacity could be easily increased to 7.5 million poµnds per year with the 
addition of two new ball mills in what is currently used as warehouse space. 
Capacity for the sodium sulfanilate could also be increased by adapting the 
company's production process to employ some of the equipment which was 
formerly used for production of the refined grade.~ 

88 To avoid double counting R-M's capacity and production of sulfahilic 
acid when technical sulfanilic acid is further processed into sodium 
sulfanilate and refined sulfanilic acid, the staff used R-M's reported 
capacity and production of technical sulfanilic acid. R-M noted in its 
questionnaire response that it takes *** pounds of technical sulfanilic acid 
to make 1.0 pound of sodium sulfanilate and *** pounds of sodium sulfanilate 
(free acid basis) to make 1.0 pound of refined grade sulfanilic acid. Hilton 
Davis produced***· 

89 R-M noted that it had insufficient capacity to meet customers' demands 
in the second half of 1990 when orders for sulfanilic acid increased following 
Japan's withdrawal from the market . The company was forced to make partial 
shipments to some customers, including Warner-Jenkinson and Sandoz. Don Voigt 
(Director of Purchasing, Sandoz) also testified that R-M had insufficient 
capacity to meet his company's needs for refined grade sulfanilic acid. when 
R-M was producing this product in 1986-89. (Conference transcript II, pp . 
158-159.) 

~ The president of R-M testified that a ball mill could be installed 
within 6 months (or in 3 months on a rush schedule) . (Conference transcript ' 
II, p. 28.) *** This capacity expansion for the sodium salt would not be 
possible or necessary, however, if R-M deci9es to re-start its production of 
refined sulfanilic acid . 
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Table 2 
Sulfanilic acid: U. S. eapacity, production, and capacity utilization , 
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January -March 1992 

* * * ·* * * * 

U.S. production *** by almost *** from 1989 to 1990, but *** by nearly 
***between 1990 and 1991. 91 An approximate *** in production occurred in the 
interim period. Capacity utilization *** between 1989 and 1990, but has been 
*** since then; utiliza~ion figures *** between 1990 and 1991, and by *** in 
the interim period. ·~ 

U.S. Producers' U.S. Shipments~ and Export Shipments 

U.S. producers' U.S. and export shipments of sulfanilic acid are 
presented in table 3 (s.ee appendix table D-3 for shipments by grade). 

U.S. Shipments 

Domestic producers' total U. s'. -shipments (domestic shipments and company 
transfers) of sulfanilic acid *** from 1989 to 1990 and by *** from 1990 to 
1991. Shipments *** in the comparison of the first quarters of 1991 and 1992. 
The value of U. S . shipments followed the same pattern, *** percent in 1990 and 
by *** percent in 1991. The unit value of U.S. shipments of sulfanilic acid 
***· Unit value was *** in January-March 1992. Broken out by grade , 
shipments of technical s·ulfanilic acid (excluding company transfers) *** over 
the period of investigation, while shipments of sodium salt *** 

Table 3 
Sulfanilic acid: Shipments by U.S. producers, by types, 1989-91, 
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

\ * * * * * * * 

91 R-M's production of sulfanilic acid increased in late 1990 and early 
1991 when the Japanese, who were a major supplier to the U.S. market, 
essentially withdrew. 

~ R-M produces refined sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate from its 
technical sulfanilic acid. Such consumption of the technical grade occurs as 
part of a continuous process and is not considered a company transfer . 
Roughly *** of R-M's production of technical sulfanilic acid is used to 
produce sodium sulfanilate. Hilton Davis, a small U. S. producer, *** 
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Export Shipments 

R-M *** that exports sulfanilic acid. The company reported exports of 
*** Although export shipments *** percent between 1989 and 1990, *** are 
visible in subsequent periods. Exports in 1991 were *** of 1990, and they*** 
percent in the interim periods. R-M explains *** in exports as the direct 
result of company efforts to maintain sales despite increasing imports from 
Hungary, India, and China. 93 The unit value of export shipments *** in 1990 
and 1991 by***, respectively, but*** in interim 1992. 

Total Shipments 

Total U.S. producers' shipments of domestically produced sulfanilic acid 
(by quantity) *** by *** percent between 1989 and 1991 and by *** percent in 
the interim periods. The value of total shipments followed the same trend, *** 
percent between 1989 and 1991 and by *** percent in the interim periods. 

U.S. Producers' Inventories 

Information on U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories is presented in 
table 4 (see appendix table D-4 for inventories by grade). U.S. producers' 
end-of-period inventories of sulfanilic acid *** by *** between 1989 and 1991, 
and by *** percent between the first quarter of 1991 and the first quarter of 
1992. The ratio of inventories to total shipments *** in 1989 to *** percent 
in 1991 and to ***percent in the first quarter of 1992. The ratio of 
inventories to production followed a similar trend. 

Table 4 
Sulfanilic acid: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, 1989-91, 
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

~ The petitioner explains that exports were actively solicited when 
domestic sales appeared to be in jeopardy. The majority of the 1991 exports 
(70 percent) took place in the latter half of the year. (Petition on Hungary 
and India, p. 49.) *** 
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U.S. Employment, Wages, and Productivity 

Data on employment, wages ,, and. produc_tiv.ity are shown in table S. In 
its questionn~ire, the Commission requested employment data for all sulfanilic 
acid compined but asked if producers could provide the employment information 
for the three types of sulfanilic acid. Both producers reported that the data 
could not be provi~ed .separately. Hilton Davis' workers are represented by 
the International Chemical Wo.rkers Union; R-M' s "{orkers are not unionized. 

The number of production and related workers was *** throughout the 
period of investigation, though a *** is evident in the comparison of interim 
1991 and 1992. Hours worked *** by approximately *** percent between 1989 and 
1991. Total compensation paid to such workers *** between 1989 and 1990 but 
*** in 1991 and by *** percent . in interi.m 1992. 

_In its que~tionnaire ,, th~ Commission requested producers to provide 
detailed information concerning reductions in the number of production and 
related workers producing sulfanilic acid during the period January 1989-
March 1992, if such reductions involved at least S percent of the workforce, 
or SO workers. R-M reported reductions in its workforce on ***; it laid off 
two workers ***and*** laid off an additional two workers ***.~ In 
addition, R-M reduced the salaried administrative staff by five employees 
*** . 95 *** . 96 . 

. . 
Table S 
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing sulfanilic 
acid, hours worked, wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and 
hourly wages, productivity, and unit production costs, 1989-91, January-March 
1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * · * * * 

Financial Experience of U.S. Producers 

R-M Industries, representing*** percent of U.S. sulfanilic acid 
production in 1991, submitted financial data on the establishment97 in which 
sulfanilic acid is produced and on its sulfanilic acid operations. *** 
Hilton Davis provided *** income-and-toss data on sulfanilic acid 
operations. 98 

94 *** 
95 Those laid off included the sales manager for sulfanilic acid and the 

company controller. (P~tition on. Hungary and India, p. SO and*** . ) 
96 ***·· 
97 *** 
98 *** 
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Overall Establishment Operations 

Income-and-loss data of R-M on its overall establishment operations in 
which sulfanilic acid is produced are shown in table 6. Net sales on overall 
establishment operations *** percent from $*** in 1989 to $*** in 1990, and*** 
percent to $*** in i991. 99 The operating*** was $*** in 1989, $*** in 1990, 
and $*** in 1991. The operating *** as a share of sales was *** percent in 
1989, ***percent in 1990, and*** percent in 1991. Net sales of $*** for the 
3-month period ended March 31, 1992, were *** percent *** than the net sales of 
$*** for the 3-month period ended March 31, 1991. The operating *** was $*** 
in the 1992 interim period compared to an operating *** of $*** in interim 
1991. The operating*** margin as a share of sales was *** percent in interim 
1991 and *** percent in interim 1992. 

R-M's overall establishment data for 1989 may not be reliable. 100 ***: 

* * * * * * *101 

Table 6 
Income-and-loss experience of R-M Industries on its overall establishment 
operations in which sulfanilic acid is produced, calendar years 1989-91, 
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Financial Condition of R-M Industries 

R-M's condensed balance sheets as of December 31, 1990, and December 31, 
1991, are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars): 

* * * * * * * 

R-M's current ratio (current assets divided by current liabilities) was 
*** in 1990 and*** in 1991. This ratio is a rough indicator of a firm's 
ability to service its current obligations. Generally, the higher the current 

99 *** 
100 Normally, audited financial statements are considered reliable. A 

succeeding auditor and/or management may find corrections to the financial 
statements for prior periods, but it is unusual that they would be of the 
magnitude as described in this report. 

101 Telephone conversation, Oct. 21, 1991. 
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ratio, the greater the "cushion" between current obligations and a firm's 
ability to pay them. ***. 102 

Subs·equent to 1991, R.:.M has ***. 103 

Operation~ On Sulfanilic Acid 

Income-and-loss data for R-M on sulfanilic acid operations'~ are shown in 
table 7. ·Net sales of sulfanilic acid were*** for 1989 and 1990 and*** to 
*** in 1991. The operating*** was $*** in 1989, $*** in 1990, and $*** in 
1991. Operating *** margins were *~* percent in 1989, *** percent in 1990, and 
*** percent in 1991. Net sales for the, 3-month interim periods were ***. The 
operating *** was $*** in the 1992 interim period compared to an operating *** 
of $*** in interim 1991. The operating*** margin as a share of sales was *** 
percent in interim 1991 and*** percent in interim 1992. 

Table 7 
Income-and-loss experience of R-M Industries on its operations producing 
sulfanilic acid, calendar years 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 
1992 

* * * * * * 

'the average unit sales value (on a per-pound basis), as shown in table 8, 
for R-M's sulfanilic acid operations was $*** in 1991 compared to $*** in 1989 
and 1990. The quantity sold (***) ,in 1991 was *** than the *** sold in both 
1989 and 1990. *** The quantities sold and unit values were similar for the 
two interim periods. The operating*** on a per-pound basis for the interim 
periods was *** the operating*** for 1991. 

1~ A footnote to the preliminary draft of the 1991 audited financial 
statements states: 

"***·" 
103 A footnote to the preliminary draft of the 1991 audited financial 

statements states: 
"***·" 

1~ To the extent that overall establishment data are unreliable, data for 
sulfanilic acid may also be unreliable. 
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Table 8 
Income-and-loss experience (on a per-pound basis) of R-M Industries on its 
operations producing sulfanilic acid, calendar years 1989-91, January-March 
1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Hilton Davis provided *** financial data for sulfanilic acid *** produced 
for *** Hilton Davis valued the net sales at *** These data are shown in 
the following tabulation: 

* * * * * * * 

Capital Expenditures 

Capital expenditures of R-M for its establishment in which sulfanilic 
acid is produced are shown 'in table 9. R-M stated in the questionnaire 

-----~r--e--s=p--o=n=s~e~t:ha ca_p_t~al-e-xp-e-rrdtture-~ror" sul-f-ani.-1 ic- ac id were- not available . 

, 

Table 9 
Capital expenditures by R-M Industries on its overall establishment operations, 
calendar years 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Investment In Productive Facilities 

The investment in productive facilities and the annual return on total 
assets for R-M are presented in table 10 for operations on its overall 
establishment and sulfanilic acid. 

Table 10 
Value of assets and return on assets of R-M Industries for its overall 
establishment and sulfanilic acid operations, calendar years 1989-91 

* * * * * * * 

Research and Development Expenses 

R-M replied in the questionnaire response that research and development 
expenses *** 
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Impact of Imports on Capital and Investment 

The Commission requested the U.S . producers to describe any actual or 
potential negative effects of imports of sulfanilic acid from Hungary, India, 
and/or China on their growth, development and production efforts, investment, 
and ability to raise capital (including efforts to develop a derivative or 
improved version of their product). Comments from the companies are presented 
in appendix E. 

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF 
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY 

Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C . § 
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is 
threatened with material injury by reason of imports .(or sales for 
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider, 
among other relevant economic factors 105 - -

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may 
be presented to it by the administering authority as 
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to 
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent 
with the· Agreement)-, 

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing 
unu~ed capacity in the exporting country . likely to 
result in a significant increase in imports of the 
merchandise to the United States, 

(III) any rapid increase in United States market 
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration 
will increase to an injuri'ous level, · 

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise 
will enter the United States at prices that will have 
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices 
of the merchandise, 

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the 
merchandise in the United States, 

tM Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides 
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in 
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the 
basis of evidence tha·t the threat of material injury is real and that actual 
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere 
conjecture or supposition." 
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(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for 
producing the merchandise in the exporting country, 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that 
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale 
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it 
is actually being imported at the. time) will be the 
cause of actual injury, 

(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if 
production facilities owned or controlled by the 
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce 
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736, 
are also used to produce the merchandise under 
investigation, 

(IX) in any investigation under this title which 
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product 
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any 
product processed from such raw agricultural product, 
the likelihood that there will be increased imports, 
by reason of product shifting, if there is an · 
affirmative determination by the Commission under 
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either 
the raw agricultural product or the processed 
agricultural product (but not both), and 

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the 
existing development and production efforts of the 
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a 
derivative or more advanced version of the like 
product. 106 

Agricultural products (item (IX)) are not an issue in these 
investigations; information on subsidies (item (I)) is presented in the 
section entitled "Nature and Extent of the Alleged Sales at LTFV and Alleged 
Subsidies;" information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of 
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented 
in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between 
Imports of the Subject Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury;" and 
information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. 
producers' existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented 

106 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further 
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " ... the Commission shall 
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by 
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against 
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same 
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the 
domestic industry." 
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in appendix E. Available information follows on U.S. inventories of the 
subject product (item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the 
potential for "product-shifting" (items (II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any 
other threat indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in 
third-country markets. 

U.S. Importers' Ihventories 

According to questionnaire responses, most U.S. importers of sulfanilic 
acid from Hungary, India, and China typically do not maintain inventories of 
the product. Imported sulfanilic acid is either purchased on consignment for 
the end user or is imported directly by the end user for consumption in 
producing another product. *** 

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and the Availability of 
Export Markets Other Than the United States 

The Commission requested that couns·el representing Hungary and China in 
these investigations provide information on the production of sulfahilic acid 
in the subject countries. The information requested consisted of the 
production, inventories, capacity, home-market shipments, and exports to the 
United States, Europe, Asia, Latin America, and all other countries for the 
period of the investigation and projections for 1992-93. Although no counsel 
came forward to represent India, counsel representing the importer Gallard
Schlesinger Industries, Inc., was able to provide some of the requested data 
on this country. Telegrams were also sent to the U.S. Embassies in the 
countries under investigation seeking information regarding the respective 
foreign industries. No applicable information from the Embassies was 
received. 

Hungary 

Counsel representing the Hungarian producer and exporter of sulf anilic 
acid, Nitrokemia and Nitrochem & Co. Ltd., provided information on the 
country's production and export trends. The respondents are responsible for 
100 percent of Hungarian production and exports of sulfanilic acid . 

Hungary's reported capacity to produce sulfanilic acid was unchanged 
from 1989 to 1990 and rose by*** percent from 1990 to 1991 (table 11). This 
increase was the result of improvements to the factory's existing production 
line and was made at the request of one of Nitrokemia's largest European 
customers. Capacity was down in the first quarter of 1991 while the factory 
was closed ~or improvements to existing equipment. No future expansions are 

r 
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Table 11 
Sulfanilic acid: Hungarian capacity, production, inventories, capacity 
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-March 1991, January-March 1992, 
and projected 1992-93 

* * * * * * * 

planned. 107 Capacity utilization has been consistently high since 1989, 
ranging from*** to*** percent, as production***· 

The Hungarian producer testified that his facility's production process 
for sulfanilic acid is considerably different from that of the domestic 
producers and of other manufacturers. Referring to the "baking" technology as 
outdated, the Hungarian producer explained that his patented, one-stage 
process does not go through the intermediate production steps of creating 
either the technical grade or the sodium sulfanilate; by going immediately to 
the refined grade, the Hungarians have apparently figured out how to create a 
stable and consistent product, with very low levels of aniline and 
impurities. 108 Further, the Hungarian producer explained that his company's 
process uses less energy and creates far less waste water than that of other 
manufacturers of the product. 

Hungarian exports to the United States *** by *** percent in 1990, then 
***by*** percent in 1991. Although the level of exports *** in the 
comparison of the interim periods, this is primarily due to the ***· The 
Hungarian producer testified that Nitrokemia's exports to the United States 
are not projected to increase; the improvement of production facilities in 
early 1991 was intended to permit increased sales to Nitrokemia's large and 
traditional European customers. 1M Exports to the United States have 
consistently accounted for *** percent of total exports. European countries 
comprise Nitrokemia's largest market, accounting for *** percent of total 

107 The managing director of Nitrochem, Laszlo Karpati, testified that his 
company expanded its capacity at the request of Ciba-Geigy in Switzerland; 
Mr. Karpati reported that increased production resulting from this expansion 
will be used to supply traditional European customers. No further expansions 
are planned, as this would require the installation of an entirely new 
production line. (Conference transcript II, pp. 115-119.) 

1~ Conference transcript II, pp. 113-115. 
lM Nitrokemia's representative stated that his company had been approached 

by Gallard-Schlesinger (a U.S. importer) and asked to supply additional 
sulfanilic acid. In spite of this obvious demand, the Hungarian official 
explained that his company's priority continues to be traditional European 
customers with whom sales commitments of 3-5 years are typically made. He 
testified that Nitrokemia will maintain the business of Warner-Jenkinson for 
the prestige it brings to the Hungarian factory; requests for additional U.S. 
customers will be turned down. (Conference transcript II, pp. 115-119.) 
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exports. When production was · *** in the first quarter of 1991 and exports to 
the United States ***, sales to Europe were ***· *** and ***have been the 
only other markets for the Hungarian product during the past three years, ***· 

The Hungarian producer testified that small inventories of the product 
(equivalent to less than S percent of yearly production) are maintained in 
case of an unexpected factory ,shutdown. 

India 

Counsel representing Gallard-Schlesinger Industries, Inc., an importer 
of sulfanilic acid from***, provided information on the known Indian 
producers of sulfanilic acid, ***· 

As shown in table 12, India's reported capacity to produce sulfanilic 
acid*** from 1989 to 1991 and is projected to***· Similarly, production*** 
from 1989 to 1991 and is expected to *** in 1992 and 1993. Capacity 
utilization *** from *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991 and is 
projected to *** to *** percent in 1993. 

India's shipments to its home market as well as to all major export 
markets *** during 1989-91. Exports to the United States *** from*** in 1989 
and 1990 to *** pounds in 1991 and are projected to *** to *** pounds in 1992 
and*** pounds in 1993. As a share of total shipments, .home-market sales *** 
from *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991 and are projected to *** in 
1992 and 1993. Exports to the United States are expected to *** from *** 
during 1989-91 to approximately *** of total shipments in 1992 and 1993. 
Exports to third countries *** from more than *** of total shipments in 1989 
to more than *** in 1991 but are projected to *** to less than *** in 1992 and 
1993. 

Table 12 
Sulfanilic acid: Indian capacity, production, inventories, capacity 
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91 and projected 1992-93 

* * * * * * * 
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China 

The counsel representing China National Chemicals Import & Export Corp., 
Hebei Branch, a Chinese exporter,uo provided information on the Chinese 
producers of sulfanilic acid. The data provided include information for the 
following plants: ***. 111 Sinochem Hebei is only an exporter and does not 
manufacture sulfanilic acid. 

China's reported capacity to produce sulfanilic acid *** during most of 
the period of investigation, *** by *** percent between 1989 and 1990 and by *** 
percent between 1990 and 1991 (table 13). The interim period, however, shows a 
*** of*** percent. These *** in capacity are explained by the ***; the ***• 
however, is the result of ***.u2 Capacity utilization has fluctuated, *** 
percentage points in 1990, *** percentage points in 1991, then *** percentage 
points in the comparison of interim periods. 

Table 13 
Sulfanilic acid: Chinese capacity, production, inventories, capacity 
utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-March 1991, January-March 1992, and 
p·rojected 1992-93 

* * * * * * * 

Because China National Chemicals is an exporter, it is not responsible for 
sales of sulfanilic acid in the home market. 113 Exports of sulfanilic acid to 
the United States have been *** during most of the period of investigation; 
shipments were *** over the previous year by *** percent in 1990 and by *** 
percent in 1991. A ***-percent *** in exports to the United States was reported 
in the first quarter of 1992. Projections for calendar years 1992 and 1993 are 
***percent from calendar year 1991.u4 China's exports to Europe ***by*** 
percent in 1991, but were *** by *** percent in the comparison of the first 
quarters of 1991 and 1992. Exports to Asia *** in 1990 ***but *** considerably 
in 1991 and*** in the first quarter of 1992.ll5 China began exporting to *** in 
1991, and this was the only export market that showed*** in the interim 1992 
period. Total Chinese exports of sulfanilic acid *** in 1990 and 1991 (by *** 
and *** percent, respectively) but *** by *** percent in the comparison of first 
quarter 1991 to first quarter 1992. 

uo The Chinese respondent, Sinochem Hebei, accounts for approximately*** 
percent of total Chinese exports of sulfanilic acid . The respondent exports 
only the refined grade of sulfanilic acid; another trading company, *** 

111 *** 
112 *** 
113 *** 
114 The counsel for Sinochem Hebei explains this projected *** as the result 

of: *** 
115 *** 
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Respondents testified that China produced sodium sulfanilate in 
substantial quantities prior to 1989 and that China has a growing internal use 
for the product as an additive in the dye, detergent, textile, and paper and 
optical brightener industries . 116 -

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE 
SUBJECT ME~CHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY 

U.S. Imports 

Table 14 presents data received from the 17 responding importers of 
sulfanilic acid, which are believed to account for almost all imports of 
sulfanilic acid (see appendix table D-5 for imports by grade). Imports of 
sulfanilic acid from the subject countries increased over most of the period of 
investigation, climbing by 59 percent in 1990 and by 231 percent in 1991; 
however, a decrease of 54 percent was reported in the interim period. Imports 
ftom China climbed by *** percent in 1990 and by 474 percent in. 1991; a 
comparison of first quarter 1991 to first quarter 1992, however, showed a*** in 
imports of *** percent. Only imports from Hungary witnessed *** in every period 
9f investigation; shipments of the product *** by *** percent iri 1990, by *** 
percent in 1991, and by *** percent in interim 1992. 117 Imports from India *** 
in 1990 and*** by*** percent in 1991; there were ***• however, in January
March 1992. 

The value of imports from the subject countries climbed by 67 percent in 
1990 and by 224 percent in 1991; the value of imports was down by 50 percent, 
however, in interim 1992. The unit value of subject imports decreased over the 
period of investigation in all cases except for***· The unit value (per pound) 
for the Chinese sulfanilic acid started at $*** in 1989; it*** by $*** in 1990, 
then*** by $***between 1990 and the first quarter of 1992. The Hungarian 
product*** from a unit value of$*** in 1989 to $*** in January-March 1992; it 
reached its ***• however, of$*** per pound in 1991. India's unit value started 
off at $*** in 1990, but *** to $*** in 1991. 

There were *** imports of technical sulfanilic acid from China between 
1989 and 1992. Imports of Chinese refined sulfanilic acid*** than the 

1 ~ Conference transcript I, pp. 115-116. 
117 *** the Hungarian factory that produces the subject merchandise was shut 

down in the early part of 1991; from February 1991 to June/July 1991 there 
were essentially rio imports from Hungary. 
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Table 14 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S . imports, by sources, 1989-91 , January-March 1991, and 
January-March 1992 

Jan. -Mar. - -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 

Quantity (1,000 QOUnds) 

China1 *** 548 3,143 578 
Hungary *** *** *** *** 
India *** *** *** *** 

Subtotal 749 1,192 3 , 941 686 
Other sources2 *** *** *** *** 

Total *** *** *** *** 

Value3 (1,000 dollars) 

China1 *** 416 2,221 413 
Hungary *** *** *** *** 
India *** *** *** *** 

Subtotal 535 896 2 , 906 488 
Other sources2 *** *** *** *** 

Total *** *** *** *** 

Unit value (Qer QOUnd) 

China *** $0.76 $0 . 71 $0. 71 
Hungary *** *** *** *** 
India *** *** *** *** 

Average $0. 71 .75 . 74 . 71 
Other sources *** *** *** *** 

Average *** *** *** *** 

Share of total guantity (Qercent) 

China *** *** *** *** 
Hungary *** *** *** *** 
India *** *** *** *** 

Subtotal *** *** *** *** 
Other sources2 *** *** *** *** 

Total *** *** *** *** 

1 Includes *** pounds of Chinese material valued at $*** that 
transhipped through Hong Kong in 1991. 

were 

1992 

*** 
*** 
*** 
317 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
242 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

$0.76 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

2 Nonsubject imports are believed to be understated for 1989. 
3 Landed, duty-paid at the U.S . port of entry , including ocean freight and 

insurance costs, brokerage charges, and import duties. 
4 Not applicable. 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit 
values are calculated from the unrounded figures, using data of firms supplying 
both quantity and value information . 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission . 
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imports of sodium sulfanilate; 1991 imports of the Chinese refined grade were 
*** of 1989 imports, *** imports of Chinese sodium sulfanilate had ***· 
Imports from Hungary are only of the refined grade, and reported imports from 
India were ***. 118 

Reported imports of sulfanilic acid by quantity from all nonsubject 
countries *** in 1990 by *** percent, then *** in 1991 and interim 1992 by *** 
percent and*** percent, respectively. The main overall source of nonsubject 
imports was Japan, which principally manufactured sulfanilic acid as a 
byproduct in the production of sulfa drugs; 119 *** firms reported importing the 
refined grade of the subject merchandise from this country over the period of 
investigation. In mid-1990 the Japanese essentially withdrew from the U.S. 
mar~et as a result of changes in the market conditions relating to sulfa 
drugs. Imports from Japan fell from*** pounds in 1990 to ***pounds in 1991, 
a drop of*** percent . . A decline of imports from Japan by*** percent in the 
comparison of interim 1991 to interim 1992 shows the country's continued 
withdrawal from the U.S. market. It was the disappearance of this source of 
refined grade sulfanilic acid in 1991 that opened the door for increased 
imports from*** that same year. The only other nonsubject imports have been 
shipments of*** grade sulfanilic acid from the***· 

Sulfanilic acid is produced in Hungary, India, Japan, the United 
Kingdom, Germany, France, and Brazil. At the conference on China, the 
petitioner characterized the world market for sulfanilic acid as chaotic. 
Foreign sources of sulfanilic acid change from year to year and, therefore, 
the supply of sulfanilic acid is unstable. 120 Respondents to these 
investigations testified that there is an adequate supply of sulfanilic acid 
in the world market today from a multitude of sources, namely China, Hungary, 
and India. 121 However, both purchasers and importers admitted the need to 
maintain several sources of supply, given the periodic instability of the 
product's availability. Some purchasers testified that an apparent shortage 
has been created as a result of the preliminary affirmative LTFV determination 
on China, and that their companies are not always able to purchase the grade 
of choice of sulfanilic acid. 122 Warner-Jenkinson would like to purchase more 
of the ·refined grade (available only through imports) but said importers have 
been unwilling to bring in the Chinese material. Sandoz attempted to purchase 
the refined grade from Hungary, but the Hungarian producer testified that it 
only had the capacity to supply one U.S. source. 123 Two importers, Gallard-

r 

118 Hungarian manufacturers of sulfanilic acid do not produce anything but 
the refined grade. India produces all three grades, *** 11 

119 Pe ti ti on on Hungary and India, p. 46. 1 
lW Conference transcript I, pp. 61-62. 
121 Conference transcript I, p. 98. 
122 Conversations with***· The preliminary LTFV determination on China was 

effective on Mar. 18, 1992. (See 57 F.R. 9409, presented in app. A.) 
123 Although the Hungarian manufacturer, Nitrokemia, shut down production 

during February-June 1991 to "intensify" its production capabilities, the firm 
testified that increased production had been promised to one of its largest 
customers, Ciba-Geigy in Switzerland. The primary U.S. company supplied by I 

(continued ... ) , 
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Schlesinger and Nu-Tech Chemicals, testified that they had attempted to bring 
in more of the refined grade from India, but that producers there were also 
limited by capacity . 124 

Market Penetration by the Alleged LTFV and Subsidized Imports 

Table 15 details the degree of market penetration in terms of the 
percentage of total apparent consumption of sulfanilic acid accounted for by 
U.S. producers, by imports from the subject countries of Hungary, India, and 
China, and by imports from all other sources (see appendix table D-6 for 
shares of consumption by grade). Over the period of investigation, the U.S. 
producers' share of the quantity of total apparent consumption***; starting 
at ***percent in 1989, the U.S. prod4cers' share ***by approximately *** 
percentage points in 1990. A slight *** was reported in 1991, and the first 
quarter of 1992 showed a *** to *** percent of consumption. In terms of 
value, the U.S. producers' share *** from*** percent in 1989 to *** percent 
in 1990; from this point on, the U. S. producers' share *** steadily, reaching 
*** percent in the first quarter of 1992. 

The share of consumption accounted for by imports from subject countries 
grew by 32 . 2 percentage points during 1989-91, reaching 46.2 percent in 1991 ., 
By the first quarter of 1992, however, the share had decreased to 28.3 percent 
of total U.S. consumption. The share of value held by imports from subject 
countries shows a similar trend, increasing by 27.6 percentage points between 
1989 and 1991, then accounting for a lower share of value (25.2 percent) fn 
January-March 1992. Examined country by country, China is the primary 
contributor to the above pattern of growth; imports from this country claimed 
*** percent of U.S. consumption in 1989 and 36.5 percent in 1991. *** does 
not follow the same pattern; the share of U.S. consumption retained by the *** 
product ***, during the period of investigation. ***'s share of U.S. 
consumption is ***, reaching ***percent in 1991. The share of consumption 
claimed by nonsubject imports *** by *** percentage points from 1989 to 1990, 
then*** considerably, from*** percent in 1990 to *** percent in 1991. As 
mentioned earlier in the report, imports from Japan and Hungary began 
declining in late 1990 and early 1991 as both countrie.s decreased exports to 
the U.S. market; ***, while Hungary's exit accounts for. its *** of consumption 
(*** percent) in interim 1991. 

123 ( ••• continued) 
the Hungarians is Warner-Jenkinson. Gallard-Schlesinger,, U.S. importer of the 
Hungarian product, testified that it had requested additional imports from 
Nitrokemia but had been turned down by the company for reasons of inadequate 
supply. (Conference transcript II, p. 142.) 

1~ Conference transcript II, pp. 140-144. 
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Table 15 
Sulfanilic acid: Shares of apparent U.S. conswnption supplied by U. S. 
producers and U.S. importers of product from China, Hungary, India, and all 
other sotlrces, 1 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

Jan. -Mar. - -
Item 1989 1990 1991 1991 1992 

Share of the quantity of U.S. conswnption 

Producers' U.S. shipments . 
Importers' U.S. shipments: 

China . 
Hungary .. 
India ... 

Subtotal 
Other sources 

Total ... 

Producers' U.S. shipments . 
Importers' U.S. shipments: 

China . 
Hungary .. 
India ... 

Subtotal 
Other sources 

Total ... 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

14.0 
*** 
*** 
Share 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

12.5 
*** 
*** 

*** 

7 . 7 
*** 
*** 

16.7 
*** 
*** 

of the 

*** 

6.9 
*** 
*** 

16.3 
*** 
*** 

(percent) 

*** *** *** 

36.5 28.0 *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

46 . 2 32.8 28.3 
*** **-* *** 
*** *** *** 

value of U.S. conswnption3 

(percent) 

*** *** *** 

30 . 5 23 . 1 *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

40.l 27 . 7 25.2 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

1 Nonsubject import shipments are believed to be understated for 1989; 
consequently, U.S . conswnption for 1989 may be understated by as much as 10-15 
percent. 

2 Less than 0.05 percent. 
3 Based on f .o.b. U.S. shipping point values. 

Note. --Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; · shares are 
computed from the unrounded figures. 

Source : Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Prices 

Marketing Characteristics 

Sulfanilic acid is available in three different forms , and prices tend 
to vary among these forms. Technical sulfanilic acid is the lowest-priced of 
the three because its production costs are lower and it has impurities that 
are undesirable for many applications. Sodium sulfanilate has a higher value 
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and price than the technical sulfanilic acid because it is treated to remove 
certain impurities in additional production processes. 125 Finally, refined or 
pure sulfanilic acid generally has the highest price because it has higher 
production costs and the least impurities. 1u 

Before sulfanilic acid is purchased by consumers it must be qualified 
for use. According to the petitioner, qualification procedures are a major 
part of the purchasing decision. 127 R-M stated that consumers usually visit 
R-M's plant and analyze its ability to deliver the product and its overall 
manufacturing process. 128 Purchasers also consider the environmental and 
worker safety conditions of the plant. ***. 129 This process can take anywhere 
from a few days to several months. 130 

Sulfanilic acid is sold on both a contract and spot basis. R-M reported 
that approximately *** percent of its total sales in 1991 were made on a 
contract basis. Similarly, importers reported that *** of their sales are 
made using contracts that typically range in length from 3 months to 1 year . 131 

Price and quantity are usually negotiated at the end of each year and are 
fixed for the duration of the contract. Negotiations for different customers 
are usually held simultaneously; therefore, ***· R-M stated that its 
contracts are in the form of a written letter confirming the deal. Prices are 
generally determined by the supplier's cost and the availability and price of 
competitors' products. R-M stated that its contract price is usually 
predicated upon a stable price of the raw materials used as inputs, primarily 
aniline. According to R-M, prices of aniline are often subject to 
fluctuations; therefore, its agreements to supply sulfanilic acid usually 
contain clauses that allow for price modifications corresponding to price 
changes for aniline. 132 Contracts often contain standard quantity 
requirements; several suppliers of sulfanilic acid also reported that they 
charge price premiums for shipments below a single truckload; these premiums 
ranged from *** to *** percent. 

Technical and refined sulfanilic acid are priced on a dollar-per-pound 
basis, whereas the sodium sulfanilate is sold on a dollar-per-pound-of-free 
acid basis. R-M reported that it issues price lists for its sulfanilic aci~, 

125 The price of sodium sulfanilate solution is based on the amount of free 
acid that is present. The sodium sulfanilate solution sold by the petitioner 
is ***percent salt and*** percent water. 

126 Although this material is often priced the highest, petitioner argued 
that the Chinese are selling refined sulfanilic acid at a price consistent 
with that of petitioner's technical sulfanilic acid (Conference transcript I, 
p. 16). 

IV Conference transcript I, p. 73. 
128 R-M reported that it has also begun to look at its raw material 

suppliers for qualification programs and statistical proof that the materials 
are meeting certain standards (Conference transcript I, p. 73). 

129 *** 
130 *** 
131 *** 
132 Conference transcript II, pp. 72-73. 
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but no importers reported using price lists for their sales. R-M stated that 
*** 

The petitioner and the importer of the Hungarian product quote prices of 
sulfanilic acid on an f .o.b. basis, whereas importers of the Chinese and 
Indian product reported that they quote and sell on a delivered basis . 133 

Transportation costs account for between 1 and 8 percent of the overall 
product cost. 134 R-M and the importers that sell the sulfanilic acid stated 
that they do not believe that transportation costs are an important 
consideration in their customers' purchasing decisions. However, all 
purchasers reported that transportation costs are an important factor in their 
purchasing decisions. 

• Both U.S. producers and importers reported that they can ship to the 
entire United States, but the market is generally conc~ntrated in the 
Northeast, Southeast, and Midwest, where the large consumers are located. 
Sulfanilic acid is packed in bags that ar.e then placed on a pallet and shrink
wrapped with polyethylene film for protection. The typical package contains 
around 2, 000 pounds of. material in bags. The cost of the pac,kaging is 
included in the price of the sulfanilic acid but is not a significant portion 
of the total cost of the product. 135 136 

Price Trends 

The Commission requested price and quantity data from U.S. producers and 
importers for their sales of sulfanilic acid during the period January 1989-
March 1992. Prices were requested for the largest quarterly sale of technical 
sulfanilic acid, refined sulfanilic acid, and sodium sulfanilate . 137 R-M 
provided data for technical sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate for the 
entire period but only reported data for refined sulfanilic acid during the 
period January 1989-December 1989. 138 Usable pricing data were received from 

133 Because of these differences, f.o.b. prices are shown for the domestic 
and the Hungarian products , and delivered prices are shown for the Chinese and 
Indian products. These prices are indexed to display price trends. R-M and 
the importers of the Chinese and Indian product estima~ed delivered and f .o.b . 
prices, respectively. Therefore, prices are compared both on an f .o.b. basis 
and a delivered basis for China and India. In the case of Hungary, prices are 
only compared on an f . o.b. basis . 

134 Sodium sulfanilate in solution form is more costly to transport; R-M 
reported that transportation costs of the solution average about *** percent 1 

while those for the powders average only *** percent. *** 
13S *** 
136 Packaging costs are included in the cost of both the domestic and 

imported products. Price tables include packaging costs; staff has not 
adjusted these because the packaging costs are not significant and are 
included in both domestic and imported prices . 

137 Prices were requested for sodium sulfanilate sold both in dry and 
solution form. 

138 R-M ceased production of refined grade sulfanilic acid in late 1989. 
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*** firms that imported sulfanilic acid from China and then resold the 
material; *** reported usable data for sales ef Indian product and*** for 
Hungarian product. 139 Prices were reported for refined sulfanilic acid for 
1990 and 1991. *** reported prices for its sales of sodium sulfanilate 
imported from China but only for the period***· The products for which 
pricing data were received accounted for ***percent of U.S. producers' 
domestic shipments, ***percent of domestic shipments of Chinese material, *** 
percent of Hungarian, and *** percent of Indian sulfanilic acid in 1991. 

Sales of teclmical grade sulf anilic acid 

Prices for domestic technical sulfanilic acid *** during the period *** 
(table 16).~0 141 Prices*** percent from the first to the fourth quarter of 
1989. These prices fluctuated throughout the remainder of the period and were 
*** in January-March 1992 than they ~ere in the same quarter of 1989. 142 

Only *** reported prices for technical sulfanilic acid imported from 
India and *** during the period for which data were requested. The Indian 
product was sold for *** 

Table 16 
Technical grade sulfanilic acid: Net f.o.b. prices, delivered prices, price 
indexes, and total quantities of U.S . -produced and Indian product, by 
quarters, January 1989-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Sales of sodium sulf anilate 

Prices for domestic sodium sulfanilate powder *** from January-March 
1989 to the same quarter of 1991, ***percent during that time (table 17). 
These prices ***· Prices *** in the first quarter of 1992; overall, these 
domestic prices were *** percent *** in January-March 1992 than in the same 
quarter of 1989. 

139 *** 
140 As stated earlier, R-M and the importer of Hungarian material reported 

that they quote prices and sell product on an f.o.b. basis, while the other 
importers sell on a delivered basis . In addition to the actual f.o.b. and 
delivered prices,· price indexes are also discussed to gauge changes in both 
the imported and domestic prices. R-M did provide delivered pricing 
information based on its knowledge of the delivery costs actually paid by its 
customers; these prices are used for comparison purposes. 

141 No importers reported prices for technical sulfanilic acid imported from 
China or Hungary . · 

142 *** 



Table 17 
Sodium sulfanilate : Net f .o.b. prices, delivered prices, price indexes, and 
total quantities of u.S .-produced and imported product in solution and powder 
form, by quarters, January 1989-'t'.iarch 1992 

* * * * * * * 

*** reported price$ for Chinese sodium sulfanilate but only for the 
period *.**; these prices *** percent during that time . 143 No prices were 
reported for Hungarian or Indian sodium sulfanilate. 

R-M was the only supplier to report prices for sodium sulfanilate sold 
in solution form. Prices for this product *** from April-June 1989 to July
Septembe~ 1990 , *** percent during that time . These prices *** in the fourth 
quarter of 1990 before *** percent in the first quarter of 1991. Prices *** 
in 1991 before ***percent in the first quarter of 1992. Overall, R-M's 
prices for sodium sulfanilate solution were *** percent *** in January-March 
l992 than in April-June 1989: 

$,4les of refined grade sulfanilic acid 

Prices for U.S.-produced refined sulfanilic acid were only reported for 
1989 because R-M stopped manufacturing it at · the end of 1989 (table 18) . 
Prices for this product *** from January 1989 to December 1989 . *** 

Tflble 18 
Refined grade sulfanilic acid: Net f.o.b. prices, delivered prices, price 
indexes, and total quantities of U. S.-produGed and imported product, by 
quarters, January 1989-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Prices for Hungarian refined grade sulfanilic acid*** during 1989 , *** 
percent in the first qua~ter of 1990, and*** for the remainder of 1990 . 1~ 
These prices then *** pe r cent in the first quarter of 1991 but then *** 
percent in the first quarter of 1992. Overall, prices for Hungarian refined 
sulfanilic acid were*** in the first quarter of ' l992 than in the same quarter 
of 1989. 

143 *** 
1~ These prices represent f .o.b. prices reported by *** *** 
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Delivered prices for Chinese refined s~lfanilic acid were reported for 
the period October-December 1990 to January-March 1992. Prices for this 
Chinese product *** from the fourth quarter of 1990 to the first quarter of 
1991. These delivered prices *** from January-March 1991 to July-September 
1991 and*** through the first quarter of 1992. Overall, these prices were 
*** at the end of the period than at the beginning. No prices were reported 
for Indian refined grade product. 

Price Comparisons 

Price comparisons between domestic and impo~ted sulfanilic acid were 
very limited during the period of investigation. The majority of imports of 
sulfanilic acid from China and Hungary are the refined material. Because 
there were some sales of technical grade from India and sodium sulfanilate 
from China, there are some comparisons. 

There was only one instance where the domestic and imported technical 
grade sulfanilic acid could be compared (table 19). Regardless of whether one 
compares prices on a delivered price basis or an f.o.b . basis, the Indian 
product was lower-priced than the comparable domestic product. 145 Comparing 
f.o.b. prices, the Indian product was priced*** percent below the domestic 
product in***; using delivered prices, the Indian product was priced*** 
percent below the domestic product during that quarter. 

There were some imports of sodium sulfanilate from China during the 
period of investigation; however, as stated earlier, ***· Prices for the 
Chinese product were*** lower than those for the domestic product. 146 

Table 19 
Margins of underselling for sales of technical grade sulfanilic acid, sodium 
sulfanilate, and refined grade sulfanilic acid, by quarters, January 1989-
March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

I 

In the refined grade market, sulfanilic acid was not imported from China 
until 1990. R-M, the only U.S. producer of refined sulfanilic acid, stopped 
producing and selling refined material in 1989. Therefore, there is no 
overlap between sales of domestic and Chinese refined sulfanilic acid. There 
were four quarters in which comparisons could be made between the domestic and 

145 As stated earlier, R-M and the importer of the Hungarian material sell 
their products on an f.o.b. basis, whereas the other importers sell on a 
delivered basis. R-M provided estimates of its delivered prices, and the 
importers of Chinese and Indian material estimated their f .o.b. prices; 
therefore, comparisons are made on both bases. 

146 *** 
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Hungarian material. As table 19 indicates, the Hungarian product was priced 
below the domestic product in all four quarters for which comparisons were 
possible, with margins ranging from *** to *** percent . 147 

Purchaser Responses 148 

The Commission sent questionnaires to 17 firms believed to be purchasers 
of domestic and Chinese sulfanilic acid in the United States; 12 responses 
were received, with 10 providing usable data. 149 During January 1989-March 
1992, these firms purchased all three grades of sulfanilic acid and used them 
in the production of dyes and brighteners. These firms accounted for 95.5 
percent of U.S. shipments and 88.9 percent of shipments of Chinese sulfanilic 
acid during 1991. 150 Information obtained from these purchasers is summarized 
below . 151 

Because many of these firms require that a supplier's sulfanilic acid 
pass certain qualification procedures before it can be purchased, all 
purchasers reported that they are aware of the country of origin of the 
product. However, only about half of the purchasers reported that they always 
know the manufacturer of the sulfanilic acid that they are purchasing. These 
firms reported purchasing sulfanilic acid as frequently as monthly and as 
infrequently as annually. Although 4 of the 10 firms reported that they 
seldom change suppliers, 9 firms reported that they did change suppliers 
within the last three years . The most frequently mentioned reason for 
changing suppliers was the need to obtain high quality product; these firms 
reported that it was necessary to switch from R-M to other sources because 
R-M was no longer selling refined grade sulfanilic acid . 152 Two firms 
mentioned the lack of Japanese production as a reason for changing suppliers. 
In general, purchasers stated that they usually contact between two and four 
suppliers before making a purchase. 

Purchasers were asked to discuss the importance of several factors in 
their firm's purchasing decisions for sulfanilic acid. 153 Virtually all of the 
responding purchasers reported that availability and product quality were very 

147 *** 
148 Information on purchaser prices will be included in the final report for 

the investigation concerning China. 
149 Not all firms answered all questions; therefore, the number of responses 

to some questions is less than 10. 
150 These firms also purchased sulfanilic acid from other sources, such as 

Japan, Hungary, India, and the United Kingdom . Since the purchaser 
questionnaire was prepared in conjunction with the investigation concerning 
China, many of the responses deal specifically with imports from China. 

151 Of these firms, three (***) account for the majority of purchases of 
sulfanilic acid. 

1S2 ***. 
153 These factors were availability , credit terms, prearranged contract, 

price, product quality, range of supplier's product line, and traditional 
source of supply . 

' 
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important. 1~ These two factors were ranked as the first and second most 
important factors by all but one purchaser. Price was characterized as being 
important by five firms and very important by one firm; these firms ranked 
price as the third most important factor, behind quality and availability. 155 

Purchasers were mixed as to the importance of credit terms; while one found it 
somewhat important, two found it important, and two others found it not 
important. The remaining factors, prearranged contracts, range of product 
line, and traditional source of supply, were reported to be not that 
important. 

Purchasers were also asked to directly compare the U.S. and Chinese 
product with respect to nine different factors. 156 Four firms responded to 
this question, and at least three of the four reported that the two products 
were identical with respect to delivery terms and technical support. In the 
areas of delivery time, packaging, and reliability of supply, half of the 
purchasers found the two products to be equal. 157 The majority of purchasers 
reported that the Chinese product was superior in the areas of product 
consistency and quality. Finally, three firms stated that the domestic 
product was higher-priced than the Chinese product. 

Five of seven firms reported that Chinese sulfanilic acid was available 
at a lower delivered price than the domestic product during 1991. Two firms 
stated that the quality of the Chinese product was superior to the domestic, 
two stated that they were similar, and one stated that it was inferior. 158 

Four of these purchasers stated that they did purchase the domestic product 
even though a lower-priced product from China was available. Reasons for 
doing so included preference for a domestic source, the ongoing antidumping 
investigation involving China, desire for multiple sources, and erratic 
supply, poor packaging, and undesirable pricing policies of the Chinese. *** 

Purchasers reported that they buy the U.S. product on an f.o.b. basis, 
while the imported product is usually purchased on a delivered basis. 
Transportation costs account for less than 5 percent of the total cost of the 
sulfanilic acid; however, all purchasers reported that delivery costs are 
considered when choosing a supplier. None of the firms reported that U.S. 
producers or importers of the Chinese product equalize freight from the plant 
or warehouse. 159 

1~ Several firms reported that both of these factors were critically 
important to their business. 

155 ***. 
156 These factors are availability, delivery time, delivery terms, 

packaging, price, product consistency, product quality, reliability of supply, 
and technical support. 

157 In each of these areas, one purchaser found the domestic product to be 
superior and another found the Chinese product to be superior. 

158 The two remaining firms did not respond to this portion of the question. 
159 R-M reported that during a shortage period in January-April 1991, it had 

to ship sodium sulfanilate in solution form instead of in powder form. The 
cost of shipping solution is higher than that of powder; however, Mr. Dickson, 

(continued ... ) 
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All purchasers stated that there are no substitutes for sulfanilic acid. 
There also appears to be limited substitution between the different grades of 
sulfanilic acid. 1~ Four of five responding purchasers reported that refined 
sulfanilic acid and sodium sulfanilate cannot be used interchangeably in their 
production process. *** Purchasers report.ed that switching from refined 
grade to sodium sulfanilate (or vice versa) is difficult because plants are 
designed to work with a particular grade of material. Therefore modification 
and/or new equipment would be needed to make the switch from refined 
sulfanilic acid to sodium sulfanilate (or vice versa). Several purchasers 
stated that the quality of their end products depends upon the use of the 
preferred grade of sulfanilic acid. Switching grades of sulfanilic acid also 
reportedly reduces the efficiency of the plant. These firms were also asked 
to estimate how much lower-priced one type of sulfanilic acid would have to be 
to induce a shift to that grade of input. Most of the purchasers reported 
that it is difficult to estimate because there are many additional costs 
involved in switching. 161 In addition, purchasers stated that switching from 
sodium sulfanilate solution to powder would also be very difficult. *** 

Lost Sales and Revenues Involving Hungary and India 

The Commission received *** allegations of lost sales and *** 
allegations of lost revenues from***, due to competition from Hungary. 162 The 
*** lost sales allegations totaled approximately $*** and involved *** pounds 
of sulfanilic acid, while the lost revenue allegations totaled $*** and 
involved *** pounds of the product. *** also alleged that it lost revenues of 
$*** on a sale of*** pounds of*** due to competition from Indian suppliers. 
Staff contacted both of the purchasers involved, and a summary of the 
information obtained follows. 163 

* * * * * * *164 

159 ( ••• continued) 
president of R-M, reported that R-M did not absorb any of the additional 
freight costs . According to Mr. Dickson, the customers that were affected 
were spot customers; if the customers had been regular contract customers, 
R-M would have absorbed some of the additional costs (Conference transcript 
II, pp. 57 and 74). 

1~ R-M stated that it believed that all purchasers could use any grade of 
sulfanilic acid; purchasers disagreed with R-M's assertions. 

161 Additional costs include those for new machinery, modification of 
existing machinery, additional labor, further purification procedures, etc. 

1~ *** lost sales allegations and the *** lost revenue allegations 
concerned imports from both Hungary and China. 

163 *** 
164 *** 
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Lost Sales and Revenues Involving China 

Lost Sales and Revenues from the Final Investigation 

*** submitted *** allegations of lost sales and *** allegations of lost 
revenues due to competition from Chinese product. 165 The *** lost sales 
allegations that specifically involved China totaled $*** and involved *** 
pounds of sulfanilic acid; the lost revenue allegations totaled $*** and 
involved *** pounds of product. Staff contacted one of the two purchasers 
involved, and a summary of the information obtained follows. 166 

* * * * * * *167 168 

Lost Sales and Revenues from the Preliminary Investigation 

The Commission received *** allegations of lost revenues and *** 
allegations of lost sales from***· The lost revenue allegations totaled$*** 
and involved *** pounds of sulfanilic acid sold during *** The *** lost 
sales allegations totaled $*** and involved *** pounds of sulfanilic acid 
allegedly purchased from Chinese suppliers during***· The staff contacted 
each of these three purchasers, and a summary of the information obtained 
follows. 

* * * * * * *169 170 171 

165 *** of these lost sales allegations and *** lost revenues concern 
competition from Chinese and Hungarian product; they are covered in the 
preceding section entitled "Lost Sales and Revenues Involving Hungary and 
India." 

166 *** 
167 *** 
168 *** 
169 *** 
170 *** 
171 *** 
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Exchange Rates 

Quarterly data repor t ed by the International Monetary Fund indicate that 
the currencies of two of the three countries subject to these investigations 
depreciated in rela-tion to the ·· U.S . dollar . over the period from January-March 
1989 through January-March 1992 (table 20) . 172 173 The nominal values of the 
Hung.arian and Indian currencies depreciated by 30 . 9 percent and 41. 0 percent, 
respectively . When adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in the 
United States and the specified countries, the real value of the Hungarian 
currency appreciated by 10.6 percent while the Indian currency depreciated by 
21.9 percent relative to the dollar during the periods for which data were 
collected. 

Table 20 
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nomina; and real ex.change rates of selected currencies, and indexes of 
produc!'r prices in those countries, by qu_arters , January 1989-March 1992 

Hun5ar::z: India 
U. S . 
producer Producer Nominal Real Producer Nominal Real 
price pri ce exchange exchange price exchange exchange 

Period i ndex index rate i ndex rate i ndex index rate index3 rate index3 

1989 : 
Jan. -Mar .. . . . .... 100.0 100.0 100 . 0 100.0 100.0 100 . 0' 100 . 0 
Apr . -June ... . .... 101 . 8 103 . 4 88 . 5 90.0 103.4 94 . 9 96.4 
July- Sept ..... . .. 101. 4 105 . 4 88 . 8 92 . 3 106.7 92 . 0 96.8 
Oct .-Dec .... . . . . . 101. 8 105 . 4 89 . 3 92 . 5 107 . 9 90.4 95.8 

1990 : 
Jan. -Mar .. . . . . . . . 103 . 3 118 . 7 84 . 4 97 . 0 108 . 6 89 . 7 94.4 
Apr .-June . ....... 103 . 1 124 . 3 83 . 2 100 . 3 112 . 5 88 . 1 96 . 2 
July-Sept . . . . ... . 104 . 9 126 .7 85 . 8 103 . 6 116 .2 87 . 1 96 . 4 
Oct.-Dec .. . ...... 108 . 1 135 . 0 88 . 6 110 . 6 119 . 3 84.5 93 . 3 

1991: 
Jan.-Mar .. . ...... 105 . 9 (4) 76.9 c4 > 123 . 5 81.2 94 . 8 
Apr . -June .....•. . 104 . 8 (4) 71.1 (4) 126.3 74 . 4 89.7 
July-Sept .. . . ... . 104.7 (4) 70 . 7 (4) 132 . 3 59 . 3 75 . 0 
Oct . -Dec ......... 104 . 8 (4) 70 . 7 (4) 136 .2 59.1 76.7 

1992 : 
(4) (4) 138 . 55 78.15 Jan.-Mar ... . . . . . . 104.6 69 . 1 59.0 

1 Exchange rates expressed in U.S . dollars per unit of foreign currency. 
2 Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices- -are based on period-average 

quafterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International Financial Statistics. 
The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for relative movements in producer 

pri~es in the United States and the spec i fied countries . 
Not available. 

S Deri ved from Indian price data reported for January-February only. 

Note . --January-March 1989 • 100 . The real exchange rates , calculated from precise figures, cannot in all 
instances be derived accur ately from previously rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes . 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Stati sti cs, May 1992 . 

172 International Financial Statistics , May 1992 . 
173 The value of the currency of the People's Republic of China is 

determined by the Government of China rather than the ·free · market . Therefore , 
an accurate description of movements in the Chinese exchange rate cannot be 
presented. 

/' 
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[A-570-ltS} 

·Preliminary Ceterminalion of Sales at 
Le:s Than Fair Value: SUtfanmc Acid 
From th• Peop1e·s Republic of China 

ACENCY: Import Admin!st:-atioa. 
' · ·emationaJ Tracie AC.'":1in1s::c.tio:l. 
[ · :i artment of Corr.rnerce. 
E::F!lCTIVE DAT!: Mar::h ta. 1!l~:? 
FOR FURTl-!ER INFORMATION CC.IOTACT: 
~t.£:;· Je:ik1ns or Sria:t S1111t!i. Oriice of. 
lnvestigation.s. Import Acmir.ist:-3ti.,n. 
International Trade Ad.'Uinistration. U.S. 
Department of Coctmen:e. lith Street 
and Cc:-:stitution A\·ec.ue. NW .• 
\\"asbingtcC.. CC. ::0:30: telephone: (:o2J 
Ji":"-1:"36 a."td 377-1768, res;>ecti,·ely. 

Prl!!iminary Detem:inatiOft 

The Department oC Comme:-cc ("the 
Department") prelimin:irily determines 
that sulfanilic acid from the ('l!ople's 
Rep~blic of China ("PRC"} is bein3, or is 
likc!ly to be. sold in the United States at 
ll!ss than fair val:.ie. as pnn·ided in 
section ;33 or the Tariff Act of 1930. as 
a:nP.nded ("the Act") {19 U.S.C. 167Jb). 
The estimated :na!'gin is ,how:i in the 
· ·s~spensinn of Llquirlation" !fec!ion of 
this notice. Also. the Departmt'nt 
prelimi:tarily mak,.s a negath·e !:::ding 
of critic.I circumstances (sl"e, t!':e 
"Critical Ci:-cumi;t<1nc,.!i~ sect!c~ or this 
nuhct}. 

Ca.~e l li$lury 

On OctuLer :J. l!J9t. we i:-.ili:itl!J this 
investigation. On October ::a 1991. we 
sent a lcnr.r to the PRC embassy 
rl'qucsli~ a list of uil k:-:own c'.'lportcrs 

of the sun!c::t :ne:-t:nandisc. On Oc!ober 
:!8. 19Y1 . we sent a letter to tbe !'RC 
embaut· and petitioner reque!~in;:: that 
th Py <:ddress the issues of: (1 J \\'bi.th er 
we should continue to treat the PRC as a 
nonmarket e~onomy country. or (ZJ 
whether avai!able informat!on would 
pcmtit the Department to determine 
foreign market under section m(a) or 
the Act. Since publ:r.ation or the notice 
of initiation on Octobl!r 29. 199\ (56 FR 
SS65!l). the followir.g e\·ents have 
oc::u:r~d . Cn October ::9. 1991. couns~l 
fiied a :etter of ap?carance for 
respondent. Ch:na ~ational Chemic.a!s 
[~port & Export Cor;ioration. Hebei 
Drane!'! ("Sir.ochem Hebei'"), and its 
related l!.S. brar.::hes. On ~ovember 1:. 
1991. cou.'lsel for respcndent clitimed 
that the prices of r:!ater'ill inputs uaed in 
procbc::ic sulfanilic acid in t..'le PRC are 
ma:ket-driven a:.d that ior purposes of 
this inves1:gation. t!!e PRC a~uuld be 
treated as a market ccon:ir.i~· countJ·y fer 
'aluing those inputs. 

On !'tovember la. 1991. tl.a 
lnterr.ation.:il Trade Com:nission (ITC) 
made a preliminary determination tiiat 
1!1ere is a reason.able indlc.ation that an 
industry :n the l!nited States is 
materially injured or threatened with 
material i..'ljuty l:iy reason of imports of 
such merc:hac.dise that a:e allqedly 50ld 
at !ess t!ian fair 1;alue in the Uruted 
States. On !'lovember lS. 1991, l.'te PRC 
cmba!isy informed us that it would not 
be pro\"iding us wi~ ~formation we 
requestl!d ~Jr car.cfa::tir.g our 
invesli~a~on. 

On November 27. 1991. we sent 
questionnaires to cou:sel for respondent 
tar.d to the Chinese Cha."nber of 
Commerce for 1en.-m, on all other 
known exporters of the subject 
merchandise durin1 the POL 

On Oecemi:>er 9. 1991. counsel for 
respondent requested a 30 day 
e'.'ltension for respondL'lg to the 
questionnaire. On December 10. l!J!ll. 
we granted Sinod:em Hebei a partial 
extension. 

On December 17. 1991. another 
counsel for respo::dent filed a letter of 
appear"nc.e W!th the Department and on 
Janu3ry 24. 199::. orig:nal counsel 
withdrew from representation of 
Si:tochem Hebt!i. 

On O!cl!mber ::J. 1!391. counsel for 
respondent submitted its response to 
section A. 

On Di:cembl!r ::a. 1391 . counsel for 
re~ponde::t rcQucsted that Sinochem 
I !rbei. bl! c:\em;;:ed from suhmittir.3 
factors of prutl11ct1on for one of the four 
foctories th:it pro\ :de thrm with 
sulfan1lic Jc.:id f;1r exports. On December 
30. l!JYl. we di.n1cd rc:spnncl~nt's 
rrqur.st. 

On Januar-..· J. 199:?. counsel for 
Sinochcm H~bei requ~~ed a ont!·dJ~' 
e:1:tcn~iun for submill1~g •cct:on C a~d 
part of sec:!Jon 0 and a 1wo-dav 
e:(1ens1on for s11bm1tung the r~st of 
Section 0 and the rema.:nuig 
c;:ta::h:nents to the quesuonna1re. On 
January 3. 199:?. we srar.!ed r.esponde~ts 
request. 

On lanuary 6. 199:?. resoondent 
suom1tted llS response to Sect:an c and 
part of Secuon 0 . On lanuary 7. 1?.J::. 
re!?or.rient 1r.fcrmed the ~par::":1er.t 
that another enllty S:nocneo 5han:!on;:. 
e:.<;>orted the St;bjec: ce:-::nanci.:s!: to t.'\e 
United States and re~Jested tn3t :t be 
e:oc.empt from reporting sa..ies i.nior.nat:on 
of S:nochem Shandon; to the 
CepartmenL 

On January 8. 1()9:0 rt!'Spondent 
s1...bm111ed :ts response to the res! of 
Section 0 :::ui the •ttachments. 

On January 14. 199%. the Department 
sent a deficiency letter to respondent. 
On January 14. 1992. respondent 
submitted. on behalf or its four factorv 
suppliers. costs for the raw rr.atmal · 
factor inputs. 

On January 17. l!l9::. we sent a !Ptter 
lo respondent staling that we were 
requiring responses mclusi..-e of 
Sin.,chem Shandong ar.d if they cid r.:it 
report Sinochem Shandon~·, sai!s 
i:iformation and the Dl!'Partme:it 
determined that all brar.cil~ of 
Sinochem 1haulii be trea~ed as o~e 
entity. the Dlputment would base !~S 
cl~:ennination for all of Sinochem·! salt's 
on the best information l\'ailable. 

On January Z9. 1992. respondent 
si;bmitted its response to our defocier.cy 
letter. 

On February 14. 199%. the Depa:tment 
sent a supplemental deficiency let:er to 
r.!spondent On February :.a. l99Z. 
respondent submitted import 1:at:s1ics 
and requested a two day extensior. for 
respon~g to the rem3inmg sections of 
the deficiency letter. C:t February ZS. 
1992. we sr&nted respondenfs t"e~'.!CSt . 
On Febru;iry '!.'!. 199%. respondent 
submitted the remainder of its res;:ionse 
to our supplemental deficiency letter. 

In letters to the Department. ;:ictit ioncr 
has al'!Ued that (1) there are adc!i tior.;d 
mar.ufactunrs in the PRC of sulfanil:c 
aci:l which is eXl)ortr.d to :he l!nitcd 
States: (2) the DPpartrnent shou!d is~ut: 
que!ilionnaires to these addi1:or.;;.I 
~anufacturers. and t., the e:ocporter~ uf 
those products: fl) the Dcpartrncn~ ::~~st 
conside: whether the e'.'<pcrtcr 
(respondent) identified:,.., t!1is 
inveslii;ation accounts for GO ;ie~'.'.~ :-: t d 
U.S. sales. parsuant to 19 CFR 33J .;::.ti:· 
1-4) the Oe-p:irtment should issu~ 
rcs;>onucnt a country-wide r:i:e. :::-:.! :sJ 
the DcpHrtmcnt ~hould mP. si;:-:-'.li:; .1 •e 
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\'ulue:. ror determining foreign market 
viilue and naot the PRC input prices 
submitted by respondent. (See Foreign 
Market Value Section). 

Period of lnvestigalion 
The period of investigation ("POI") is 

May 1. 1991. through October 31. 1991. 

PRC £:.:porters 

In its December 30. 1991. submission. 
petitioner has arsued that other PRC 
trading companies such as Quandong 
Chemicals and Shanqhai Chemical 
exported the subject merchandise tn the 
United States during the POI. Petitioner 
also maintains that respondent 
(Sinochem Hebei) does not account for 
over 60 percent of U.S. sales during the 
POI and that the Department should 
examine all exporters of the subject 
merchandise during the POL 

We issued a questionnaire to the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce for 
Exporters ai lmporten of Metal • 
Mineral Products and Chemical 
Products to be transmitted to all 
branches of Sinochem except the Hebei 
Brai~ch and to all other exporters of the 
subject merchan~e. 

We received a response from only 
Sinochem Hebei. which reported all ita 
1ale1 and shipments durins the POI. 
Based on thia and other infonnation. the 
Department has detennined that the 
totltl volume of Sinochem Hebei's sales 
and shipments during the POI accounted 
for more than 60 percent of the subject 
merchandise sold and shipped to the 
United States durinl the POI. 

Sepcrate Rate• 
In ita November 12. 1991. 1ubmi11ion. · 

section C reaponae. and in subsequent 
filinss with the Department. respondent 
has arsued that a separate. company
specific rate should be calculated iD this 
inveatisation. Respondent atatea that the 
only relationship between it and the 
other tradins compaaiea of Sinochem 
China ia iD the prodMtlon of oil. a 
category one product wbich ia under 
state control but oat eabjec:t to thil 
investigation. Thnefon. rnp0ndent 
maintaina that It 11 an independent 
entity resarding the production and sale 
of sullanilic acid. a catqory three 
product which ia not under government 
control 

ln order to determine whether a 
company-specific dumping marsin 
should be calculated In this 
in,·estigatlon. we asked respondent to 
provide information on company 
ownership and relationships. sources of 
inputs. manufacturing processes, 
distribution channels. involvement of 
trading companie1. controls on external 
trade. profit retention. and other facets 

or their production and sale or sulCanilic 
Acid. As stated in the Final 
Determination or Sales at Less than Fair 
Value: Sparklers from the People's 
Republic oC China. 56 FR Z0588 (May 6. 
1991) ("Sparklers"), we will issue 
separc:te rates if a respondent can 
demonstrate both a de jure and de facto 
absence of central control. Evidence 
supporting. though not requiring. a 
finding or de jure absence of central 
control would include: (t) An absence of 
restrictive stipulations associated with 
an individual exporter's business and 
export licenses: and (2) any legislative 
enactments devolving central control of 
export trading companies. Evidence 
supporting a finding of de faclo abaence 
or central control with respect to exports 
would include: (1) Whether each 
exporter sets ita own export prices 
independently of the government and 
other exporters: and (2) whether each 
exporter can keep the proceeds from its 
sales . . 

When we apply these four criteria. the 
evidence in the record submitted by 
respondent supports a finding that 
Slnochem Hebei is entitled to its own 
rate. Furthermore. we have no 
inforination that establishes that floor 
pricH are being set by either the 
Ministry of Foreign Relationa and Trade 
("MOFERT') or any other governmental 
entity. Therefore. for purpo1e1 of the 
preliminary determination. we have 
calculated a eompany-1pecific marsm 
for Sinochem Hebei. However. our final 
decision on the separate rate i11ue will 
depend upon auccesaful verification of 
the factual a11ertions made by 
respondent and relied upon here. (For 
our analysis of the infor.natioa in the 
record. see Concwrence Memorandum 
dated Febnaary 25. 1992.) 

Since Sinocbem Hebei waa the only 
part to respond to our questionnaire we 
have no evidence that any of the oth• 
known exporter1 are independent from 
each other. or the govemmenL Unleu a 
respondent demonstratea entitlement to 
a separate. company-specific rate 
pursuant to the test enunciated iD 
Sparklers. we presume that that they are 
related and subject to a single rate. See. 
e.a .. Preliminary Determinatio~ of Sales 
at Lesa Than Fair Value: Certam Carbon 
Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings From the 
People's Republic of China. 58 FR 86831 
(December za. 1991). In determininl 
what rate to use as BIA. the department 
follows a two-tiered methodoloa. 
whereby the Department may a11ip 
lower rates for those respondents who 
cooperated in an investigation and rate• 
based on more adverse a11umption1 for 
tho1c respondents who did not 
cooperate in an investigation (See. l!l.S·• 
Final Oeterm1nalion or Salet at Le11· 

Than Fair Value: Apheric 
Ophthalmoscopy Lenses from Japan. :i7 
FR 6703. 6704 (FebrJary 27. 199ZJ. 

According to the Department's two. 
tiered BIA methodology outlined in the 
Final Deter.nination 0£ Sales at Less 
Than Fair Value: Antifricllon Bearings 
(Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings) 
and Parts Thereof form the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Italy. Japan. 
Romania. Sweden. Thailand. and the 
United Kingdom. 54 FR 18992. 19033 
(May 3. 1989). when a company refuses 
to provide the in£omiauon requested tn 
the form required. or otherwise 
significantly impedes the Department's 
investigation. it is appropriate for the 
Department to assign to that company 
the higher or (1) the margin alleged in 
the petition. or (2) the highest calculated 
rate of any respondent in the 
investigation. Therefore. as best 
information available. the dumping 
marstn a11igned to all other exporters 
who did not cooperate in this 
investigation is the highest calculated 
rate of the respondent in this 
investigation. 

Scope of the /m·111iaalion 

The products covered by this .. 
investigation are all grades of sulfanihc 
acid. which include technical (or crude.) 
aulfanilic acid. refined (or punfied) 
aulfaailic acid and sodium salt of 
sulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). 

Sulfaailic acid is a synthetic organic 
chemical produced from the direct .. 
1ulfonation of aniline with sulfunc ac:d. 
Sulfanilic acid ii used as a raw material 
in the production of optical brighteners. 
food colon. specialty dyes. and concrete 
additives. The principal differences 
between the grades are the undes:rabl~ 
quantities af residual aniline and alkah 
insoluble material present in the 
sulfanilic acid. All grades are available 
as dry. free fiowins powders. 

Technical aulfaailic acid. clusified 
under the subheading 29%1.42.24 of the 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTSJ. 
contains 99 perce11t minimum sulfan1lic 
acid. 1.0 percant maximum aniline and 
1.0 percent maximum alkali insoh.:ble 
materials. Refined sulfanilic acid. · . 
clauified under the HTS subheaJing 
2921.41.20.0. contains 98 percent 
minimum sulfanilic acid. 0.5 percent 
maximum aniline and 0.25 percent 
maximum alk.all imoluble materials. 
Sodium salt of sulfanilic acid., class1£11:d 
under the HTS subheading 29Zt 4z.:-o. 1s• 
a aranular or crystalline material 
containinl 15 percent minimum 
equivalent 1ulfaailic acid. 0.5 percent 
maximum aniline. and O.Z.S percent 
maximum alkali insoluble mater1dls 
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based on the equivalent sulfanilic acid 
content. 

Althou!lh the HTS subheadings are 
pro11ided for con11enience and customs 
purposes. our written description of the 
scope of this proceeding is dispositive. 

Fair Value Comparison$ 

To determine whether sales of 
sulfanilic acid from the PRC to the 
United States were made at less than 
fair value. we compared the United 
States price ("USP") to the foreign 
market value ("FMV .. ). as specified in 
the "United States Price" and "Foreign 
Market Value" sections of this notice. 

United State8 Price 
We based United States price on 

purchase price where sales were made 
directly and indirectly to unrelated 
parties prior to the date of importation 
into the United States. in accordance 
with section 772(b) of the Act. We used 
pilrchase price H defined in section 772 
of the Act. both because sulfanilic acid 
w11 sold to unrelated purchasers in the 
United States prior to importation into 
the United States. and because 
exporter's sales price ("ESP") 
methodology was not indicated by other 
cin:umstancn. 

We calculated purcha1e price based 
on packed. CIF port or delivered prices 
to unrelated customera in the United 
States. We made deductions. where 
appropriate, for foreign inland freilht. 
ocean freight. marine insurance. U.S. 
duty. U.S. inland freight. U.S. brokera ... 
U.S. port chup1. and U.S. 
containerization f .... 

Forei1n Market Valu• 

Section m (c)(t) of the Act provtdee 
that the Department ahall deterrllim 
FMV usiJla a factora of productioa 
methodoloo if m tba merchuutiae ia 
exported from a nonmubt economy 
country (NME}. and (2) tba iDformatiOD 
due1 not permit the c:alcalaticm af FMV 
u1in1 home market pricle. third countr)' 
prices. or constructed ftlue unr.t.r 
section m(a) of the Act. 

ln p11t caaaa"(e.a-. FillllJ 
Determination of Sala at Lau than Fair 
Value: Chram•Piated Lua Nut6 from th• 
Peopi• 0

8 &public of China. SI FR 4015! 
(September 10. 1991) ("Lua Nut.s'1 and 
SparkJers. and indeed in·every caH 
conducted by the Department involvina 
the PRC. lhe PRC haa been treated 11 an 
NME. In this case. neither party baa 
sugested that the PRC ls no longer an 
NME. However, the respondent claim• 
that certain inpuu in the production of 
sulfanilic acid are market-driven. 

The Department has previously 
interpreted "3(c)(1){8) of the Act to 
mean that foreign market \'lllue can be 

based on the NME exporter's prices or 
costs. despite the fact that the country 
may otherwise be considered an NM£. if 
su££icient market forces are at work 
(see. Lug Nuts and Final Determination 
of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: 
Oscillating Fans and Ceiling Fans from 
the People's Republic of China. 56 FR 
55271 (October zs. 1991). 

However. as stated in our recent 
notices of initiation for two 
countervailina duty investigations (see. 
lnitiation of Countervailing Duty 
Investigation: Oscillating Fans and 
Ceiling Fans from the People's Republic 
or China. 56 FR 57818 (November 13. 
1991) and lnitiation of Countervailing 
Duty lnvestigation: Chrome-Plated Lua 
Nuts and Wheel Locks from t."ie People's 
Republic of China. 57 FR 877 (January 9. 
1992)), the Department determined that 
it must reconsider the appropriateneu , 
of thi specific approach e1tablished in 
Lug Nuu and Fam. 

M a retult of thia reconsideration. we 
have now developed the followift8 
criteria for determift8 whether a market· 
oriented industry eltilta in an economy 
which will othenriH be considered 
no nm amt: 

• For IUl'CllaDdiM 1llldllr i.aYfttiptioa. 
th .. •• be YimaallJ no penunent 
inYOh A' Ill Mtttlll pncn or amounll 
to lie ptoehad. Far uam"1e. 1tat• 
req1lired producticm ar .Uocetion of 
praducUoa of tile iurdsandi& whether 
farnpart arclcllallic~on iD 
the ..-.rUt ecm091 COlllltry woald 
beu .... ...,.... berrierto 
ftlldlal • ..Ut'4llrielltecl ladaltry. 

• Th......,. pr1 t ' I tile mm:llandiae 
............. .-.wbe 
cMrN I~"' (lltft• at mllecttft .... tr, ,,_...,be ......... ............ ....., .... 
.................... ...w .... 
Me9tlr ................... .... ......,, 

Martet .. 111111111• ,nc.. ...... 11e paid rar 
all lipifka• ........ .UtMr ... taial or 
DlllHllAi.rial. Uld far u all but iDlipiBc:ant 
propoctloa of all die iDlluta ac=utiJll for the 
total nhae of tile _.hen•• anw 
invntiptioll. For aampi& u input prtce wtU. 
not be COftlidaNd mariiet-detarmillad If the 
prod11C8'1 of the merdaandl• vnder 
inv11t111ttoa pay 1 1ta1 .... t prtce for the 
input or if the inp11t 11 111pplied to tile 
producers at aovenunant direction. Moreover. 
if thll'9 i1 any 1tatH'IClllirad productioa In 
the industry prodllciJll the inpuL the share of 
1tal1·required prodvction m1111 be 
in1ipilicaaL 

lf these conditions are not met. the 
producers of the merchandise under 
investigation will be treated •• 
nonmarket economy producers. and the 
foreign market value will be c:alculated 
by using prices and costs from a 
surrogate country, in accordance with 
section 7i·3{c) (31 •(-')of the Act. 

Respondent maintains that the prices 
at which the factories purchase some or 
their inputs for sulfanilic acid are not 
subject to state·control and are market
driven. Therefore. respondent argues the 
Department should use these PRC input 
prices for valuing the factors of 
production. Respondent submitted cosls 
for aniline. sulfuric acid. activated 
carbon. coal. and plastic bags. but not 
for electricity and labor. 

Petitioner maintains that the sulfanilic 
acid industry is state·controlled and is 
not market-oriented. Petitioner ar;.'Jes 
that market forces are not at play in 
establishing any input prices for 
producing sulfanilic acid in the PRC. 

As noted above, we continue to find 
that the PRC is an mm. Therefore. the 
presumption remains that the in?uts 
used by the sulfanilic acid producers 
which are sourced in the PRC are not 
purchased at market prices. A 
respondent asserting that it ·purchases 
inputs at market-oriented prices must 
provide significant documentary 
evidence and also show that market 
prices are at work to overcome this 
presumption. An absence or government 

·control alone ii not sufficient to warrant 
a conclusion that prices for inputs are 
market-driven. We must also conclude 
by application of the criteria outlined 
above that market forces are at work in 
determining the prices in general within 
the PRC. Therefore. respondent's 
auertion. without sufficient 
documentary support. is not enough to 
ntabllah market behavior with respect 
to input prices. 

We have determined that for putp05H 
of thla preliminary determination. we do 
not have any information from the ?RC 
pemment which could a11ist us in 
determiaiq whether or not there is a 
lack of atate-c:cmtrol or a presence of 
market forces with respect to the four 
factorie1' input coats and their 
respective supplier prices. We have 
requested information from the ~RC 
govemment to determine whether t.'-ere 
i1 any government control :~1 the 
chemical sector. sulfanilic acid indus:ry. 
or_ in inputs used to produce su!fanil:c 
acid. The information submitted by the 
PRC government and respondent will be 
subject to verification. and will be tJken 
into account in makina our fir:al dec:s1on 
on the PRC input prices issues. 

Therefore. in accordance with sec:1on 
773(c) of the Act. the Department '' 
required to determine FMV on the i:i •• s,, 
of factora of production utilized 1 n 
producing the subject merchandise . .u 
valued in a surrogilte country. 
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Surr~at~ CtJuntry 
Section i73(<.)(4) of the Act requires 

the Department to value the factors of 
production. to the extent pnssibh:. in one 
or more markt't economy countries that 
are i.t a level of economic developmenl 
comparable to that of the nonmarket 
economy country. and that are 
s:gnificant producers of comparable 
merchandise. The OP.partmcnt ha& 
determined that India and Pakistan are 
the most comparable to the PRC in 
terms cf o\·erall economic development. 
uas.-:d on pc:- cap1:a gross nauonul 
p:oauc;: (GNP). tne nation;;i d:::triLut:on 
of iabor. and growth rate in per capita 
C:'\P. Cecause lndia fulfills both 
ro!quirtrnents outlined in the statute. 
l:tdia is the preferred surrogate country 
for ~urposes of calculatint: the factors of 
production used ir. producing the subject 
merch~ndise. Further. because Pakistan 
is net a producer of sulfanilic acid. we 
have onlv resoned to Pakistan for 
surroeate values if Indian values were 
not obtainable. We have uHd the values 
fer :hP. factors of production. as 
c:pprop:iate. from both countries. Date 
for \·.Juin11 the factors of production wu 
cbt•:ned from the U.S. Embassy in India 
and the U.S. consulate in Pakistan. 

We calculated FMV based on factors 
of proJucticn reported by the factories 
which produced the subject 
r.~e:chandise for the respondent 
Since.hen: Hebei. The factors used to 
produce sulfanilic acid include 
rr.atenals. labor. and enefl)'. Accordiaa 
to re::pu:ident. wc•er usatie caMot be 
valued as a factor of pr.;ducticn beause 
th.ore is no cost for water incurred by the 
fac:ol'ies. Subject to verification. we 
ha,·e accepted res;:iondent'9 arsument. 

To \·alue aniline. one or 1iit main 
inpl:ts for pNJc!acing su!fanilic acid. we 
U$ed an in1port.d price qaote provided 
hy the U.S. E1Tibai1y in India. We used 
tl:e imported price rather tluin the 
domestic price of anilllUt bemua 
imported aniline is ~by lndi8a 
p~oducers in mflnufactarinl 1u1£anilic 
c.cid to!' exportation. Far ll&liurie acid 
and at:ti1t•ted carbon. we have UHci POI 
pricP. quotes pro\'ided by the U.S. 
consulate in Pai.istan bec:au.w the U.S. 
Embassy in India could not obtain 
values for these i::puts. We tosed 
unskilled and skilled labor rates. 
incluu:na benefits. obtained from the 
U.S. embassy in lndioi. Fur coal. we used 
a POI plice quote pro\·ided by the U.S. 
co:tsuiute in l'hlds:an becau1e :he U.S. 
emlwssy in fnd!u could not obtain 
sutTt1i:;1tte \·ah.:es. For electrici:~" we 
used a:i electricity rate pmvrdcd by the 
ll.S. embassy in lndi1t. For puflM>SP.I of 
the prnliminary determination. we have 
c;,nsid::rcd the prir.es supplil'Ci by the 

U.S. Emhauy in India and U.S. 
consulate in Pukistoin as prices during 
the POI. However. 1inr.e the Indian 
price" were obtained in January 199Z. 
ar.d the Pakistani· prices were obtained 
in December 1991. we will confirm thP. 
effective dates of the&e rarice~ prior tn 
our final dP.terminalion. 

To calcul;;te FMV. the reported 
factors Of production WP.re multiplied by 
the appropriate Indian and P1tk1~tani 
\'alues for the variou9 componP.nts. We 
iidded an amour.I for the deiiurv or 
inputs tn the factory to ar.we at ·a 
cieli \'ercd cost of mater:als. We used 
fre i~ht rates obtained from the U.S. 
Embassv in India. We have also used a 
perctnta~e for factory o\·erhead. based 
on Indian producers' experience. 
ob:ained from the U.S. Embas11y in 
India. We then added an amount higher 
than the s:atutory ten percent minimum 
for selling. 11eneral and administrative 
expen11es. and o;n amount higher than 
the statutory eight percent minimum for 
profit. based on Indian 
prcducers'experience. o~tained from the 
U.S. embassy in India. We also added 
an amount for packing labor based on 
Indian wa11 rates. and an amount for 
p1&dina materials based on Indian 
prices to arrive at a constructed FMV for 
one metric ton of st:lfan11ic acid. 

Critical Cin:umstan~s 
Petitioner allewn tnal "aitial 

circunutances" exist with respect to 
imports of sulfanilic acid from the rRC. 
Section 133(c)(1) of the .a.ct provide• that 
critical c:irc:umstance1 exist when we 
detennine that there is a reasonable 
basis to believe or 1uapact tluit: 

!Alli I Thtre is a bl1tory or dumpi111 in the 
l:;iilld Stain or elsewhe!"ll or !he claN or 
kind' or mercbndi• which ii th• 1ubject of 
the invnliph01L or (iii Th•~ b¥ whoa 
or for who11 aa:ount. the men:haawse wa1 
i1:1;iorted krMw or 1hould hne bown thal 
the •:ocl'O"ft' wes 11W111 tha mercl-.ar.diM 
which is the subject of invnti11t!cm at I"' 
t!uiri i!I fair nlue. and (Bl Then hon been 
malll\'e lml!Ol'U of the mft'd!andiM which is 
the 1ube.ct of the infflti1tfttion ovar a 
relali\'_:iy 1h0t1 period. · 

l'u:suant t., aection i33(e)(t)(bl of the 
Act. we 91tnentlly consider lhe foll11"''i"1 
fac!orw in detenninina wheLlier imports 
~.1w11 bee:i massive over a short penod 
of time: 'l) The volume and value or the 
imports: (:?I seasonal trends (if 
applicable): and (3) the share uf 
domestic consumption ac:couated for by 
imports. See .•. , .. Final lleterm.ination of 
Sales at Le11 Than fMir Value: Certain 
lr:temial-Combustion. Industrial forklift 
Truck• from liipan. SJ FR 1255:? (April 
15. 1988). To determine whether imports 
have been massive. we normully 
cornpure tha export \'Olu:ne fur the baN 

period. which il' a period of not le~s than 
three months bei:mning with the month 
thl'! petition was filed. with e pre,·iou~ 
prriod of the same length. Since thl'! 
petition was filed on October 3. l!l!l~. we 
r.ompar!d shipments. for Sinochem 
Hebei. d:.iring the three-month period 
from the filing of the petition. October 
tr.:ou~h uecemuer 1991. to shipments 
during the three month per1cd prior tu 
the month in which the pe11110:1 w;is 
filed. July throui:h Septembl'!r 19!01. 

l::ider 19 CFR z.:J.lt(r,(:;. unless the 
1r.1ports in th" cumparason pcr111d h;n·e 
i!'!creaSP.d by at least 13 percent o,·er tht• 
ir:tports dur1r:g tftf! bi.se pe!iod. wr will 
no! considier tl':e imports "mass1\'c." 
P.ased on th!s an;i!vsis. we !::tr. tha! 
imports of the sut.rect mer:ham!:s1r from 
the PRC during the period subscq:.ic:-:t to 
receipt of the petition have no: bct'n 
massive. 

Since we do not f:nd that lhere ilau 
been ma9iiu iD':port1. pursuilnt to 
section n:;( 11( t) of the Act. we do not 
need to c:Onsid.:r whether the~e ii a 
history or' dumpins or whether there i1 Ii 
reason tu believe or suspect that 
importers of this product knew or should 
have known that it was be:in11 soid al 
leu than fair value. 

Therefore. we preliminar!!y de1ermir.e 
that aitical circumstances d~ not e·"st 
with re9pecl to im;iorts or sulfanilic uc!d 
rrom the rRC. 

Currency Conversioa 

When calculatina foreign mar..,ct 
\'a!ue. we made cu.'ftncy con\·crsir.r.s in 
acconiance with 19 CFR J5J.l50(iil. 

\ ·~rificalian 

~pro\·ided in 9ection i76(ot of the 
:\ct. we will venfy all information used 
in reachina our f~ determination. 

S.;spenaicm of Liquidctio:i 

In accordance with section i~ldl( 11 
oi the Act. we are directir.g the U.S. 
Customs Servir:e to 1usper.d liqt;iJiilion 
of all entrin of sulfanilic acid fro:n thf! 
PRC. a1 d•finf!d in the "Scope of 
ln\'Hlig11tion" section of thi3 notic..e. tlrnt 
are ente:cd. or withdrawn i:-om 
1111·arehouse. for consumpt!or. on .;r ii!ter 
the date of p;ablic:ation or this notice in 
the Federal Resist•. The U.S. Cus111m!\ 
ServicP. shall require a cash dcposi1 or 
po1tiq of a bond equal to the u11:-:1.. ~ cd 
m1&11Pn amo~t by which the forc :i: '.1 
market value of the subject merthJn.! ist: 
ell.cceds the United States pra:e css 
shown below. The su9pensiun of 
liquidation w11i nrmain in eHc1.t u1:t.I 
funht!r notice. 
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Manutactur.,loroe1Yc9f lasian• 

C111na National Cllemtc:al8 tmOO' & 
Esr:ion Coriiorauon, ~ Brancl'I 
, .. s.nocnem Ma:ao .. I _ 15.29 

All o:ners_ 85.21 

ITC Notification 
In accordance with section 733(0 or 

the Act. we have notified the ITC of 01:r 
d~terr:iinat1on. 

P-.; b/ic C•1mment 
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.38. 

case bri~fs or other written comments. 
must be submitted. in at least ten copies. 
to the Assistant Secretary for Import 
.t\dministration no l3ter than May IS. 
1S'll. and rc!:>uttal briefs no later th&1n 
!.fay 11. 1992. ln addition. a public 
\•ersion and five copies should be 
submitted by the appropriate date iC the 
submission contains business 
propriet&1ry information. ln accordance 
with 19 CFR 353.JS(b). we wiil hold a 
public hearing. iC requested. to afford 
interested parties an opportunity to 
comment on arguments raised in case or 
rebuttal briefs. The hearing will be held. 
if requested. at 10 a.m. on May 12. 1992. 
at the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
room 3:"08. 14th Street and Constitution 
Avenue NW., Washington DC. 20:30. 
Interested parties who wish to request a 
hearing must submit a written request to 
t!ie Assistant Secretary for lmport 
Administration. U.S. De;>artment of 
Commerce. Room 8--099 within ten days · 
of the date of publication of this notice. 
Requests should contain: (t) The party'• 
name, address and telephone number: 
(:!] the number of participants: and (3) a 
list of issues to be discuued. In 
accordance with 19 CFR 3S3.38(b). oral 
presentation will be limited to 
arguments raised in the brisfs. 

This detcrminaUcm ia published 
pu:-suant to section 773(0 of tht Act ll9 
U.S.C. 16i3b(I')) and 19 CFR 3".15. 

Oated: March tt. t91Z. 
Alan M. Dunn. 
."issistant S«retary for lmpol'I 
."idministtTJtion. 
(FR Doc. gz~oz Filed 3-17-9:: us aml 
Ill.UNG COOi UI~ 

' . 9-tll 
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SU..UMRNTMY IN,01Ho1AT10N: 
Background 

(lnve1t1gallon No. 731-TA-538 (Final)) 

Sultanlllc Acid tho People's Republic 
of Chin• 

AGENCY: United States International 
Trade Commission. · 

This investigation ia being instituted 
· as a re~ult ~fan affirmative preliminary 
detenmnatton by the Department or 
Co:nmerce that imports or sulfanilic acid 
from China are being sold in the United 
States at less than fair value within the 
meaning of section 733 of the act (19 
U.S.C. I 1673b). The investigation was 
requested in a petition filed on October 
3. 1991. by R-M Industries, Inc., Fort 
Mill. SC. 

ACTION: Institution and scheduling of a 
final antidumping investigation. 

SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives 
notice of the institution of final 
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-
538 (Final) under section 735(b) of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) 
(the act) to determine whether an 
industry in the United States is 
materially injured. or is threatened with 
material injury, or the establishment of 
an industry in the United States is 
materially retarded. by reason of · 
imports from the People"s Republic of 
China (China) of sulfanilic acid and 
sodium 1ulfanilate.1 provided for in 
subheadings 2921.42..24 and 2921.42.70 of 
the Hannonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United Statet. 

For further information concerning the . 
conduct of this investigation. hearing 
procedurea. and rules of general 
application. consult the Commission's 
Rules of Practice and Procedure. part 
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part 
201). and part 2111. subparts A and C (19 
CFR part 2111). 

IJllllCT'lva l>ATB: March 18. 199%. 

POii l'URTHD INPOflMA'nON CONTACT: 
Lori Hylton (202-205-3199}. Office of 
Investi3atione. U.S. International Trade 
Commisaion. 500 E Street SW .• 
Washington. DC 2'M38. Hearing
impaired persons can obtain information 
on this matter by contacting the 
Commi11ion's TDD tennina! on ZOZ-205-
1810. Persons with mobility impairment• 
who will need special assistance in 
sainins acceaa to tha Commission 
should contact the Office of the 
Secretary at ::OZ-205-:?000. 

' The producta covered b)' thia lnvffliplioll AN 
•II F8dee of eulrallilic: ac:ad. whic:h indude ttehnic:al 
(or c:nidel IUifanillc: ac:id. rdlnlld (« purified) 
1ulrulillc ecld. and iOdiwn Mlt or 1uUanillc: ac:id 
(aodlum lnllranllate). f« a c:ampnimiavo 
dnc:riptioD of lh• merc:handiH aubjec:t to thi1 
lnv11t11aUon. HI lntemational Trad• · 
Adinlniatratioa. Pr9li111inary Determination or Sain 
at LeN Than Fair Valu.: Sutranillc: Acid from tha 
Peopla'1 Republic: or China ($7 •"R 9401. March 11. 
19112). 

Participation in the lllvesti:;ation and 
Public Sell'\ice Ust 

Persons wishing to particip:ite in the 
investigation as parties must file an 
entry of appearance with the Secretary 
to the Commission. as provided in 
section 201.11 of the Commission's rules. 
not later than twenty-one (:?1) days after 
publication of this notice in the Federal 
Register. The Secretary will prepare a 
public service list containing the names 
and addresses of all persons. or their 
representatives, who are parties to this 
investigation upon the expiration of the 
period for filing entries of appearance. 

Umited Disclosure of Business 
Proprietary Information (BPI) Under an 
Administrative Protective Order (APO) 
and BPI Senice Ust · 

Pursuant to I 201.1(a) of the 
Commission's rules. the Secretary will 
make BPI gathered in this final 
investigation available to authorized 
applicanta under the APO issued in the 
investigation. provided that the 
applicaticn Is made not later than 
twenty-one (21) days after the 
publication of this notice in the Federal 
Regiater. A separate service list will be 
maintained by the Secretary for those 
parties authorized to receive BPI under 
the APO. 

Staff Report 
The prehearing staff report in this 

investigation will be placed in the 
nonpulic record on June 15, 1992. and a 
public version will be issued thereafter, 
pursuant to I 201.21 of the Commission's 
rules. 

Hearin1 
The CommiHion will hold a hearing in 

coMection with this investigation 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on June 30, 1992. 
at the U.S. lntemational Trade 
Commission Building. Requests to 
appear at the hearing should be filed in 
writins with the Secretary to the 
Commission on or before June 19. 199Z. 
A nonparty who baa testimony that may 
aid the Commission's deliberations may 
request permission to present a short 
statement at the hearing. All parties and 
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r.o!:parties de.iring to appear at the 
hearin1 and nuke oral presentations 
sho\i.ld attend a prebNring conference 
to be held at 9:30 LID. an June 2t. 199%. 
at the U.S. International Trade 
Coa:m1ssion Duilctng. Oral testlrnony 
and \•.-:-it ten rr.a:e::als to be sub:nitted at 
t~2 pu:.i:i: i:ear.n~ a~e sov~·:n!d i>!-' 
§ i ::.J~ . f, ; oH2). 2Ci. .13:f). a::.d ::::;;o.2J(b! oC 
the C.:ir:-::nisssion'1 ruie1. 

Written submi11ioaa 

Eac:h party is er.c:ou:aged to sub:i::.it a 
prehe•ring briei to the Commissicm. 
Preceari::lg briefs muat conform \'liith the 
pro\·isio:ls of I :?C7 .:Z of the 
Commission'• rJles; and dea~ine for 
filing ia Jurua 25. 1ss:. Parties may alao 
file written testimony in coMedion with 
their presentation at the hearinz, as 
provided in I 20:' .23{b) of the 
Cocmission'a rules. and poathearing 
briefs, which must conform with t!ie 
provisions of I 207.24 of L~e 
Commission'• rules. The deadline for 
fi!ing postbu.-ms briefa in July a. 1992: 
witnesa testimony must be f:led ao later 
than th:·ee (3) days before the heari:g. In 
addition. ariy person who has not 
entered an appearance as a party to the 
inveatigation may submit a writteD 
statement of Wo::::iation pertinent to the 
subject of the lnvutigatica o;i or before 
July 8. 199%. All writteD submissions 
must conform with the proviaioas of 
I :?Ot.9 of the Ccmmission'a rulea; uiy 
submisaiacs that contain BPI must a.lao 
conform with the requiremenll or 
11 ZOU, ZJJ7 .3 ud 207.1 of the 
Cocuni11iOD'1 rules. 

In ac:ordanee with 11 mue(c) and 
207.3 or the rules. eacb document flied 
by a party to the inve1tigatioa must l)e 
served oa all other Farlin to the 
investig~ticn (aa identified by either tbe 
public or BPI service U1t). and a 
certificate or semc:e moat be timely 
filed. The Secretary will not accept a 
document for filina wttbout a certilcate 
ofn~ice. 

Aulilodty: Thia iavntipttoa ii bei.ar 
conducted under aut.licritJ ol tbe TazUf Act ol 
1330. title VU. Thia aotice 11 PoJblithed 
punuant to l 'Jl1/ .20 of th• Commi11icm'1 
NIH. 

lulled: April I. 191r.? 
By order of the Canuaiutoa. 

Knaetb L !'tla!lOll. 
~C~tary. 

(FR Doc:. 9Z-1705 Filed +.l+c; 1:45 aml 
ILUllllCOOI,..... 

13119 
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(lnvatipaone NM. 701-TA-311 MCI 731-
TA-MO Ind 511 (PNl!mln8ry)) 

Sutfanutc Add From the Republic of 
Hunpry Md lndlli 

AOINCY: United States International 
Trade Commi11ion. 
ACTION: Institution and scheduling of 
preliminary countervailing duty and 
an ti dumping lnvestiga ti on. 

SUMllAllY: The Commi11ion hereby gives 
notice of the in1titution of preliminary 
countervailing duty inve.tigation No. 
701-T A-318 (Preliminary) under 1ection 
703(a) of tha Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 
1671b(a)) to determine whether there i1 
a reason~ble indication that an induatry 
in the Uruted State1 11 materially 
injured. or i1 threatened with material 
injury, or the ntabli1hment of an 
indu1try in the United States is 
materially retarded. by reason of 
imports &om India or 1ulfanilic acid and 
sodium aulfanilate. 1 provided for In 
subheadinp 2921.42.2' and 2921.42.70 of 
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United Statn (HI'S). that are allepd to 
be subsidized by the Government of 
India. 

The Commi11ion alao give1 notice of 
the inltitution of preliminary 
antidumpina lnv11ttsationa Noa. 731-
TA-680 and 581 (Preliminary) under 
section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1830 
(19 U.S.C. 1mb(a)) to determine 
whether there 11 a rea1onable indication 
that an lnduatry in the United Statea I.a 
materially Injured. or ii threatened with 
material Injury, or the e1tabli1hment of 
an induatry in the United StatH i1 
materially r.tarded. by reaaon of 
lmporta &om tha Republic al Hungary 
and India of aulfanillc add and 1odium 
1ulfanilate, provided for In HTS 
1ubheadinp 2921.42.U and 2921.42.70. 
that are allesed to be 1old In the United 
Statea at le11 than fair value. 

AA provided In aectiona 703(a) and 
733(a), the Commi11ion muat complete 
preliminary countervailinl duty and 
antidumpiq lnve1tiption1 In 45 day1, 
or in thia caH by tune 22. 1982. 

For further Information concernina the 
conduct of thne lnve1tiptiona and ndn 
of seneral application. conault the 
Commi11ion'1 Ruin of Practice and 
Procedure. part 201, 1ubparta A throuah 
E (19 CFR part 201), and part 1111, 
1ubparta A and B (19 CFR part 207). 
lfflCTIVI DATI: May 8. 1992. 
POii ,.,.._ ~TION CONTACT: 
Lori Hylton (202-205-3199), Office of 

Investigation•. U.S. International Trade 
Commis1ion. 500 E Street SW.. · 
~H~ington. DC 20438. Hearin&· 
1mpa1red person• can obtain lruonnation 
on thi1 matter by contactina the 
Commi11ion'1 TDD terminal on 202-2os-
1a10. Persona with mobility Impairments 
who will need special a11i1tanca in 
sainins acce11 to the Commi11lon 
should contact the Office of the 
Secretary at 202-zos-2000. 
~Alt't IWOMIAT'ION: 

Backpound · 

These investigation• are beins 
in1tituted in respon1e to a petition filed 
on May 8. 1992. by R-M Indu1tries. Inc .• 
Fort Mill. SC. 

Partk:ipatlaa ID the 1Dveatiption1 and 
Public s.rvica UM 

Persolll (other than petitioners) 
wi•hins to participate in then 
inveatigatiolll H partie1 must file an 
entry of appearance with the Secretary 
to the Commi11ion. a1 provided In 

. II 201.11 and 207.10 of the 
Commi11lon'1 rules. noJater than U\'en 
(7) day1 after publication of thia notice 
in the Federal ~. The Secreta:-y 
will prepare a public 1ervice bat 
containinl the name• and' addre11es of 
all penona. or their r.preeentatives. 
who are partin to thne investiaatior.s 
upon the expiration of the periods for 
filins entries of appearance. 

Limited Diacloaun of Bu•ineu 
Proprietary Information (BPI) L'nder en 
Admini•trative Prot«tive Order (.-tPOJ 
and BPI S.rvica Li•t 

Purauant to I 207.7(a) of the 
Commi11ion'1 rulea. the Secretary will ' 
make BPI 1athered In theae preliminary 
lnvntiptiolll available to authorized 
applicanta under the APO i11ued In 
theH lnvnttsationa. provided that t.'ie 
application, ii made not later than te\en 
(7) days after the publication of this 
notice In the Fecleml ........ A 
1eparate aervice Jilt will be mainta;;;~d 
by the Secretary for tboae partiee 
authorized to receive BPI under the 
APO. 
Conference 

The Commillion'1 Director of 
Operationa haa ac:heduled a conference 
In connection with thete lnvestig111on1 
for 9'.30 a.m. on May 29, 1812. at the U S. 
International Trade Commi11ion 
Buildiq. 500 E Street SW .. Washir.gtor.. 
DC. Partin wtahina to participate 1n the 
coaference ahoald contact Loli Hylton 
(D-20&-3Ult) not later than May Z7, 
198Z. to arranp for their appearance. 
Partia In npport of the i.mpo1ition of 
countervaiJJ.ns or antidumpina du lies ;n 
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theM atvfftlptiOGI and parties in 
opposition to the impoanam oi 1uch 
duties will each be coliec*tlJ allocated 
one hoW' within which k> aak.e an oral 
presentation at the coru-.c.. A 
r.onparty who ha. testimtmJ tbay may 
aid the Commia1ion'1 deliberatioa1 may 
reque1t permiaaion to preaent a 1hort 
state:nent at the conference. 

~ i ·.-:tte.1 Submiaaiont1 
As provided in §I 201.8 and 207.15 of 

the CommiHlon'1 rules. any person may 
s:ibmit to the Commission on or before 
June 3, 1991. i written brief containing 
information and arguments pertinent to 
the subject matter of the Investigations. 
Parties may file written testimony la 
connection with their presentation at the 
conference no later than three (3) day1 
before the conference. If brief• or 
written testimony contain BPL they must 
conform with the requirements of 
§I 201.6. 207.3. and 'lm.7 of the 
CommiHlon'1 ru.let. 

In accordance with It 201.l6(c} and 
207.3 of the rules, each document filed 
by a party to the Investigations must be 
served on all other parties to the 
investigations (as identified by either 
the public or PBI 1ervice ll1t), and a 
certificate of service must be timely 
filed. The Secretary will not accept a 
document for filing without a certificate 
of service. 

Authority: Theae inveatiptio111 are bel.aa 
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of 
1930. title VU. Thia aottce la pubn.bed 
pursuant to aectioa 207.12 of the 
Commi11ion·1 rulea. 

Issued: May 11. 1992. 
By order of the Commission. 

ICennetb R. Ma-. 
Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 92-11453 Filed >11-92; Ul pmJ 
llUJllO COG&~ 
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lntematlonal Trade AdminstraUon 

(C-533-807) . 

Initiation of Countervailing Duty 
lnvestlgaUon: Sulfanlllc Acid From 
India 

AGENCY: Import Administration. 
International Trade Administration, 
Department of Commerce. · · 
EFFECTIVE DATE June 3, 199.Z. 

FOR. FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Rick Herring or Magd Zalok. Office of 
Countervailing Investigations. Import 
Administration. International Trade 
Administration. U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Room 8099, 14th Street and 
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, 
DC 20230; telephone: (202) 377-3530 or 
(202) 377-4162. respectively. 

Initiation 

The Petition 

On May a. 1992, the R-M Industries 
Corporation filed with the Department 
of Commerce (the Department) a 
countervailing duty petition on behalf of 
the United States industry producing 
sulfanilic acid. In accordance with 19 
CFR 355.12. the petitioner alleges that 
producers and exporters of suUanilic 
acid in India receive subsidies within 
the meaning of section 701 of the Tariff 
Act of1930, as amended (the Act). • 1 

Allegation of Subsidies 

Petitioner alleges that the following 
programs provide subsidies to producers 
of the subject merchandise in India: 
1. Preferential Export Financing Through 

Export Packing Credits 
.Z. Preferential Post-Shipment Financing 
3. Income Tax Deduction for Exporters 
4. lmport Duty Exemptions Available 

Through Advance Licenses 
5. Import Replenishment (REP) Licenses 
6. Excess Drawback of Import Duties 
7. Market Development Assistance 

(MDA) Grant 
8. Diesel Oil Subsidies 
9. Sales of Additional Ucenses · · 
10. Grants Under the Central Investment 

Subsidy Scheme (CISS) 
11. Extension of Free Trade Zones 
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12. lmport Duty Exemptions Available to 
100 percent Export Oriented Units 

13. Preferential Waste Disposal Rates 
Because India is a "country under the 

Agreement'" within the meaning of 
section 701(b) of the Act, title VII of the 
Act applies to this investigation. -
Accordingly, the U.S. International 
Trade Commission (ITC) must determine 
whether imports of the subject 
merchandise from India materially 
injure, or threaten material injury to, the 
U.S. industry. · 

The petitioner has stated that it has 
standing to file the petition because it is 
an interested party as defined in section 
771(9)(c) of the Act, and because it has 
filed the petition on behalf of the U.S. 
industry producing the products subject 
to this investigation. If any interested 
party. as described under paragraphs · 
(C) (DJ, (E), or (F) of section 771(9) of the 
Act. wishes to register support for. or · 
opposition to, this petition, please file 
written notification with the Assistant ·· 
Secretary for Import Administration. 

Under the Department's regulations, 
any producer or reseller seeking 
exclusion from a potential · 
countervailing duty order must submit 
its request for exclusion within 30 days 
of the date of the publication of this · 
notice. The procedures and · . 
requirements regarding the filing of such 
requests are containe~ in 19 CFR 355.14. 

'Initiation of Investigation -
Under section 702(c) of the Act, the · · 

Department must determine. within 20 
days after a petition is filed. whether the 
petition properly alleges the basis on . 
which a countervailing duty may be .. 
imposed under section 701(a) of the Act. . 
and whether the petition contains . · · 
information reasonably available to the 
petitioner supporting the allegations. We 
have examined the petition on sulfanilic 
acid from India and have found that it 
complies with the requirements of 
section 702(b) of the Act. Therefore. in 
accordance with section 702 of the Act. 
we are initiating a countervailing duty 
investigation ta determine whether 
manufacturers, producers, or exporters 
of sulfanilic acid receive subsidies. In 
accordance with section 702(d) of the 
Act. we are also notifying the ITC of this 
action. 

In this investigation, we are not 
investigating transportation subsidies 
alleged to be benefitting producers of 
the subject merchandise in India. 
Petitioner's allegation regarding 
transportation subsidies is based on the 
allegation made· by a petitioner in a _ 
previous countervailing duty 
investigation involving India (see, 
Petition for the Imposition of 

Antidumping and Countervailing Duties 
. regarding Ibuprofen from India, Case 
number C-533-804. filed on July 31. 
1991). which maintained that a single 
company received preferential rates for 
transportation from a state-owned 
shipping company. Petitioner. in the · 
instant case, however. failed to provide 
any information that this program is 
available to more than the single 
company alleged to receive the benefit 
in the ibuprofen investigation . . 
Therefore. absent further information, 
we have no basis for investigation of 
this program. · 

Scope of Investigation · _ 

The products ~ov~red by this . 
investigation are all grades of sulfanilic 
acid, which include technical (or crude) 
sulfanilic acid, refined (or purified) 
sulfanilic acid and refined sodium salt of 
sulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). · 

Sulfanilic acid is a synthetic organic 
chemical produced from the direct. .· 
sulfonation of aniline with sulfuric acid. 
Sulfanilic acid is used as a raw material 
in the production of optical brighteners, 
food colors. specialty dyes, and concrete 
additives. The principal differences · 

. between the grades are the undesirable 
quantities of residual aniline and alkali 
insoluble materials prese~t in the· · 
sulfanilic acid. All grades are available 
as dry. free.flowing powders. · ·· · 

Technical sulfanilic acid. classified - -
~der the subheading 2921.42.24.20 of 
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United States (HTSUS), contains 96 . : . 
percent minim'um sulfanilic acid. 1.0 
percent maximum aniline and 1.D · ·_ 
percent maximum alkali insoluble 
materials. Refined sulfanilic acid. 
classified under the 1-ITSUS subheading . 
2921.42.24.20. contains 96 percent 
minimum sulfanilic acid. 0.5 percent · 
maximum aniline and 0.25 percent 
maximum alkali insoluble materials. -
Refined sodium salt of sulfanilic acid 
(sodium sulfanilate), classified under the 
HTSUS subheading 2921.42.70. is a 
granular or crystalline material 
containing 75 percent minimum . 
equivalent sulfanilic acid. 0.5 percent 
maximum aniline. and 0.25 percent 
maximum alkali insoluble materials 
based on the equivalent sulfanilic acid 
content. 

AJthough the 1-ITSUS subheadings are 
provided for convenience and customs 
purposes. our written description of the 
scope of this investigation is dispositive. 

ITC Notification 

Section i02(d) of the Act requires us 
to notify the ITC of these actions and we 
have done so. 

Preliminary Determination by the ITC 

The ITC will determine. by June 22, 
1992. whether there is a reasonable 
indication that an industry in the United 
States is being materially injured, or is 
threatened with material injury, by· 
reason of imports from India of · 
suUanilic acid. If the ITC determination 
is negative, this investigation will be 
terminated; otherwise, the investigation 
will proceed according to statutory and 
regulatory time limits. 

This notice is published pursuant to 
702(c)(2) of the Act and 19 CFR 
355.13(b). . .· 

Dated: May 27, 1992. 
Alaa M. Dunn, ; .. . 
Assistant Secretary for Impart , · 
Administration. , 
(FR Doc. 92-12978 Filed ~2-92; 8:45 am} 
llWNG COOi 35111-0S-11 .-
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[A-533-806,A-'37-&021 

Initiation of Antldumplns Duty 
Investigations; Sulfanmc Acid From 
India and the Repi:bllc of Hun;ary 

·AGENCY: Import Administration, 
International Trade Administration. 
Department of Commerce. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 3, 1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mary Jenkins or Stefanie Amadeo, 
Office·of Antidumping lnvestisations, 
Import Administration, International 
Trade Administration. U.S. Department 
of Commerce, 14th Street and 
Con&titution Avenue NW~ Wa&hington, 
DC 20:?30: telephone (202) 377-1756 or 
(.ZO:?) 377-1174, respectively. 

INITIATION OF INVESTIGATIONS: 

The Petitions 

On May 7, 199:?, we recei\;ed petitions 
filed in proper form by R-M Industries 
(petitioner). In accordance with 19 CFR 
353.12, the petitioner alleges that 
sulfanilic acid from India and the 
Republic of Hl!Ilgary (Hangary) is being, 
or is likely to be. sold in the United 
States at less than fair value within the 
meaning of &ection 731 of the Tariff Act 
of 1930. as amended (the Act), and that 
these imports are materially injuring. or 
threaten material injury to, a U.S. 
industry. 

The petitioner has stated that it has 
standing to file the petitions because it 
is an interested party. as defined under 
&ection 771(9)(C) of the Act, ar:d because 
the petitions were filed on behalf of the 
U.S. industry producing the product 
subject to these ir.vestigations. lf any 
interested party, as described under 
paragraphs (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 
771(9) of the Act. wishes to register 
support for. or opposition to, these 
petitions. it should file a written 
notification with the Assistant Secretary 
for Import Administration. 

Under the Department's regulations. 
any producer or reseller seeking 
exdasion from a potential antidumping 
duty order must submit !ts request for 
exclusion within 30 days of lhe date of 
the pubiication of this notice. The 
procedures and reqi;irements are 
contained in 19 CFR 353.14. . 

Scope of Investigations 

·· The products covered by these 
investigations are all grades of sulfanilic 
acid. which include technical (or crude) 
sulfaniiic acid. refined (or purified) 
sulfanilic acid and refined sodii;.-n salt of 
11uifani!ic acid (sodium sulfanilate). 

Sulfanilic acid is a synthetic organic 
chemical produced from the direct 
sulfonation of aniline wilh sulfuric acid. 
SuUanilic acid ia used as a raw material 
in the production of optical brighteners. 
food colors. specialty dyes. and con::rate 
aclditives. The prin::ipal differences 
between the grades are the undesirable 
quantiti;:is of residual aniline and alkali 
insoiuble material present in the· 
sulfanilic acid. All grades &re anilable 

. as dry, ·free flowing powde:a. 
Technical sulfanilic acid. classifiable 

under the subheading 29:?1.42.24.20 of 
the Harmoni:ed Tariff Schedule of the 
United States (HTSUS), containa 98 
percent minimum sulfanilic acid. t.0 
percent maximum aniline and 1.0 
percent maximum alkali insoluble 
materials. Refined sulfanilic acid. 
claHifiable under the HTSUS 
subheading 29:?1.42.24.:?0, contain• 98 

·· .. · 
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percent minimum aulfanilic acid. 0.5 
percent maximum aniline and O.ZS . 
percent maximum alkali insoluble 
materials. Refined sodium salt of 
11ulfanilic acid (sodium sulfanilate). 
classifiable under the HTSUS 
anbheading 2921.42.70. is a granular or 
crystalline material containif18 75 
percent minimum equivalent sulfanilic 
acid. 0.5 percent maximum aniline. and 
o.zs percent maximum alkali insoluble 
materials based on the equivalent . 
11Ulfanilic acid content 

Although the HTSUS subheadings are 
provided for convenience and customs 
purposes. our written description of the 
scope of these investigations is · 
dis positive. 

United States Price and Foreign Market 
Value · 

India 
Petitioner baaed Its estimates. of 

United States price (USP) on quoted 
prices for all three grades of sulfan~lic 
acid. c&f U.S. port of entry. According to 
petitioner. the price quotations are for 
subject merchandise which was sold In 
the United States after importation, by 
or for the account of the exporter: 
therefore, petitioner calculated 
exporter's sales price (ESP) based on 
c&f U.S. port of entry price quotations. 
Petitioner reduced the quoted USps for 
foreign inland freight. foreign handlif18, 
ocean freight. and U.S. brokerage and 
handling charges. Petitioner also 
reduced the quoted USPa for 
commissions incurred in the United 
·states. No further adjustments were 
made to the quoted USPs. · · 
· Petitioner's estimate of foreign market 
value (FMV) is based on f.o.b. observed 
prices in India for all three grades of . 
aulfanilic acid. No adjustments were 
made to the observed Indian prices. 

The Republic of Hungary 

Petitioner based on its estimate of 
USP on the f.a.s. import values of 
sulfanilic acid. as reflected in official 
import statistics. To arrive at the ex· 
factory USP. petitioner subtracted 
foreign handling and inland freight 
charges from the import values. No 
further adjustments. were made to the 
estimated USP: 

Petitioner contend• that the FMV of 
Hungary-produced imports subject to 
this investigation must be determined ln 
accordance with aection 773(c), 
concerning non•market economy (NME) 
countries. Purauant to I 771(18), · 
Hungary 11 presumed to be a NME and 
the Department haa treated It os such ln 
previous investigations (see, Final ' 
Determination of Sales at Leu ·Than 
Fair Value: Tapered.Roller Bearlnss and 

Parts Thereof. Finished or Unfinished. 
From the Hungarian People's Republic. 
52 FR 17428. (May 8. 1987)). Parties will 
have the opportunity to raise thi1 i1&ue 
and provide relevant Information and 
argument on It and on whether FMV · 
should be baaed on prices or costs in the 
NME in the course of this investigation. 
The Department further presumes, 
based on the extent of central control In 
a NME. that a single antidumping 
margin. should there be one. ia 
appropriate for all exporters. Only if 
individual NME exporten1 can 
demonstrate an absence of central 
government control with respect to the 
pricing of exports. both in law and ln 
fact. will they be entitled to 1eparate. 
company-specific rates. (See. final 
Determination of Sales at Leu Than 
Fair Value: Sparklen1 from the People's · 
Republic of China. 56 FR 20588. (May 6, 
1991). for a discussion of the information 
the Department conaiden1 appropriate In 
this regard.) ·. · , . 

In accordance with section 773(c). 
FMV in NME cases is baaed on NME 
producers' factors of production (valued 
in a market economy country). Abaent 
evidence that ~e Hungarian government 
has 1elected which factories produce for 
the United States. for purposes of this 
investigation we intend to base FMV 
only on those factories in Hungary 
which are known to produce sulfanilic 
acid for export to the United States. 

Petitioner calculated FMV on the 
basis of the valuation of the facton1 of 
production. In valuing the factors of 
production. .petitioner used Malaysia as 
a surrogate country. For purposes of this 
initiation. we have accepted Malaysia 
as havifl8 a comparable economy and 
being significant producer of 
comparable merchandise. pursuant to 
section 773(c)(4) of the Act. · · 

Petitioner used its own factors for raw 
material inputa. electricity. and fuel oil 
for constructed value (CV). The raw 
material and energy facton1 for technical 
and sodium salt are based on 
petitioner'• actual experience during . 
1991. The raw material and energy 
factor• for refined grade aulfanilic acid 
are the same 88 petitioner actually 
experienced from 1986 through 1989 
when this product waa produced by 
petitioner. Overhead expenses are 
expreHed aa a percentage of labor. raw 
materials. electricity and fuel oil 88 
experienced by petitioner. The labor 
facton1 for all three grades are baaed on 
petitioner'• experienee. · · · 

Petitioner baaed labor and electricity 
values on wage rates and energy rotes 
in Malaysia. Since fuel oil I• a world 
commodity, petitioner based fuel oil coat 
on the actual cost incurred by petitioner. 
Petitioner baaed the value of raw 

material cost.s for caustic soda. sulfuric 
acid. and aniline on Malaysian values. : 
Petitioner based raw material costs for 
activated carbon on it& own costs for 
1991. 

Pursuant to section 773(c). petitioner 
added the statutory minima of ten . 
percent for general expenses and eight 
percent for profit to CV. 

Petitioner alleges dumping margins 
ranging from 60.6% to 114.83 for 
sulfanilic acid from India. and 58.63 for 
Hungary. We recalculated the dumpif18 
margin for Hungary in order to correct a 
mathematical error by petitioner: th~ 
recalculated margin is 58.14'Jf.. 

Petitioner also alleges that "critical 
circ:Umstances" exist. within the 
meanifl8 of section 733(e) of the Act; 
with respect to import• of the subject 
merchandise from Hungary. 

Initiation of Investigations 

We have examined the petitions on 
sulfanilic acid from India and Hungary, 
and have found that the petitions meet 
the requirements of19 CFR 353.13(a). 
Therefore, we are initiating antidumpif18 
duty invesiigationa to determine · 
whether imports of sulfanilic acid from 
the above-referenced countries are 
being. or are likely to be. sold in the 
United States to leH than fair value. 

ITC Notification 

Section 732td) of the Act requires us 
to notify the International Trade 
Commission (ITC) of these actions and 
we have done so. 

Prelli!iliiary Determinations by the 
Intemational Trade Commission . 

The ITC will determine by June 22. 
1992. whether there is a reasonable 
indication that imports of sulfanilic acid 
from India and/or Hungary are 
materially injuring, or threaten material' 
injury to. a U.S. industry. Any ITC 
determination which is negative will 
result in the respective investigation 
being tenninated: otherwise, the 
investigation• will proceed to 
conclusion in accordance with the 
statutory and regulatory time limits. 

This notice is published pursuant to 
section 73Z(c)(2) of the Act and 19 CFR 
353.13(b). 

_Dated: May 28. 1992. 
Alan M. Dwm. . . .. ; . 
Assistant 5«:1'fltary /or Import 
Administl'alian. . . ' · · · 
[FR Doc. 92-1Z97'1 Flled.w-92: 8:45 aml · · " · 
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CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE 

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States 
International Trade Commission's conference: 

Subject: SULFANILIC ACID FROM THE REPUBLIC OF 
HUNGARY AND INDIA 

Investigations Nos.: 701-TA-318 and 731-TA-560, 561 (Preliminary) 

Date and Time: May 29, 1992 - 9:30 a.m. 

Sessions were held in connection with the investigations in Hearing Room 
101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, SW, 
Washington, DC. 

In Support of the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties: 

R-M Industries, Inc . 
Fort Mill, SC 

John A. Dickson, President, R-M Industries 
Daniel Cannistra, Lead Economist, Economic Consulting Services 

In Opposition to the Imposition of Countervailing and dntidumping Duties: 

Rogers & Wells--Counsel 
Washington, DC 
on behalf of--

Gallard-Schlesinger Industries, Inc. 
Sheldon Silbiger, Vice President of Sales & Marketing 
Laura Mandel, Manager of Product Development 

William Silverman 
Carrie A. Simon ~--OF COUNSEL 

Don Voigt, Director of Purchasing, Sandoz Chemicals Corporation 

Mark Graham, Production Management , Sandoz Products 

Kenneth Goldacker, Manager of Purchasing, Warner-Jenkinson 

Tom Corrado, President, Nu-Tech Chemical Industries, Inc. 
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In Opposition to the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties: 
- - continued 

~~raock & Stroock & Lavan--Counsel 
Washington, DC 
.PO behalt, of- -

... : . ... { ... 

Nitrochem Co. Ltd. 
Nitrokemia Ipartelepek 

Laszlo Karpat~, Managing Director, Nitrochem 

Matthew MaCarthy --OF COUNSEL 
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TARIFF AND TRADE AGREEMENT TERMS 
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TARIFF AND TRADE AGREEMENT TERMS 

The Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) replaced the 
Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) effective January 1, 1989. 
Chapters 1 through 97 are based upon the internationally adopted Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System through the 6-digit level of product 
description, with additional U.S. product subdivisions at the 8-digit level. 
Chapters 98 and 99 contain special U. S. classification provisions and 
temporary rate provisions, respectively. 

Rates of duty in the general subcolumn of HTS column 1 are 
most-favored-nation (MFN) rates; for the most part, they represent the final 
concession rate from the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. 
Column 1-general duty rates are applicable to imported goods from all 
countries except those enumerated in general note 3(b) to the HTS, whose 
products are dutied at the rates set forth in column 2. Goods from the 
People's Republic of China, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia 
are among those eligible for MFN treatment. Among articles dutiable at column 
1-general rates, particular products of enumerated countries may be eligible 
for reduced rates of duty or for duty-free entry under one or more 
preferential tariff programs. Such tariff treatment is set forth in the 
special subcolumn of HTS column 1. 

The Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) affords nonreciprocal tariff 
preferences to developing countries to aid their economic development and to 
diversify and expand their production and exports. The U.S. GSP, enacted in 
title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and renewed in the Trade and Tariff Act of 
1984, applies to merchandise imported on or after January 1, 1976 and before 
July 4, 1993 . Indicated by the symbol "A" or "A*" in the special subcolumn of 
column 1, the GSP provides duty-free entry to eligible articles the product of 
and imported directly from designated beneficiary developing countries, as set 
forth in general note 3(c)(ii) to the HTS. 

The Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA) affords nonreciprocal 
tariff preferences to developing countries in the Caribbean Basin area to aid 
their economic development and to diversify and expand their production and 
exports. The CBERA, enacted in title II of Public Law 98-67, implemented by 
Presidential Proclamation 5133 of November 30, 1983, and amended by the 
Customs and Trade Act of 1990, applies to merchandise entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse for consumption, on or after January 1, 1984; this tariff 
preference program has no expiration date. Indicated by the symbol "E" or 
"E*" in the special subcolumn of column 1, the CBERA provides duty-free entry 
to eligible articles the product of and imported directly from designated 
countries, as set forth in general note 3(c)(v) to the HTS. 

Preferential rates of duty in the special subcolumn of column 1 followed 
by the symbol "IL" are applicable to products of Israel under the United 
States-Israel Free-Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985, as provided in 
general note 3(c)(vi) of the HTS. Where no rate of duty is provided for 
products of Israel in the special subcolumn for a particular provision, the 
rate of duty in the general subcolumn of column 1 applies. 
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Preferential rates of duty in the special duty rates subcolwnn of colwnn 
1 followed by the symbol "CA" are applicable to eligible goods originating in 
the territory of Canada under the United States-Canada Free-Trade Agreement, 
as provided in general note 3(c)(vii) to the HTS. 

Other special tariff treatment applies to particular products of insular 
possessions (general note 3(a)(iv)), goods covered by the Automotive Products 
Trade Act (general note 3(c)(iii) and the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft 
(general note 3(c)(iv), and articles imported from freely associated states 
(general note 3(c)(viii)). 

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (61 Stat. (pt. 5) ASS; 
8 UST (pt. 2) 1786) is the multilateral agreement setting forth basic 
principles governing international trade among its more than 90 signatories. 
The GATT's main obligations relate to most-favored-nation treatment, the 
maintenance of scheduled concession rates of duty, and national 
(nondiscriminatory) treatment for imported products; the GATT also provides 
the legal framework for customs valuation standards, "escape clause" 
(emergency) actions, antidwnping .and countervailing duties, and other 
measures. Results of GATT-sponsored multilateral tariff negotiations are set 
forth by way of separate schedules of concessions for each participating 
contracting party, with the U.S. schedule designated as Schedule XX. 
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APPENDIX D 

TRADE DATA, BY TYPES OF SULFANILIC ACID, 
1989-91, JANUARY-MARCH 1991, AND JANUARY-MARCH 1992 
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Table D-1 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of 
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products, 1989-91, January~March 
1991, and January-March 1992 · 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-2 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by 
products, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-3 
Sulfanilic acid: Shipments by U.S. producers, by products and by types, 
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-4 
Sulfanilic acid: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products, 
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-5 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. imports, by products and by sources, 1989-91, 
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 
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Table D-6 
. SulfanUic acid: U.S. producers' and importers' shares ~f apparent. U.S. 
consumption, by products, 1989--91, January-March 1991,· and . January:.M~rch 1992 

* * * * * * 
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Table D-1 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S . shipments of 
imports, and apparent U.S. consumption, by products, 1989-91, January-March 
1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-2 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by 
products, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-3 
Sulfanilic acid: Shipments by U.S. producers, by products and by types, 
1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-4 
Sulfanilic acid: End-of-period inventories of U.S. producers, by products, 
1989-91, January -March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

Table D-5 
Sulfanilic acid: U.S. imports, by products and by sources, 1989-91, 
January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 
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Table D-6 
. Sulfanilic acid: U.S . produ~~r~ ' and importers' shares of apparent U.S ; 
cons\.tmption, by products, 1989-91, January-March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 

; .• ~ . 
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APPENDIX E 

COMMENTS RE.CEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS 
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SULFANILIC ACID 

FROM CHINA, HUNGARY, AND INDIA 
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY 

TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND DEVELOPMENT 
AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS 
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF SULFANILIC 
ACID FROM CHINA, HUNGARY, AND INDIA ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO 

RAISE CAPITAL, AND DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS 

The Commission requested the U.S. producers to describe and explain t~e 
actual and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of sulfanilic acid 
from China, Hungary, and India on their growth, investment, ability to raise 
capital, and development and production efforts (including efforts to develop 
a derivative or improved version of their product). 

* * * * * * * 

Actual Negative Effects 

China and Hungary 

* * * * * * * 

Hungary 

* * * * * * * 

Anticipated Negative Effects 

China 

* * * * * * * 

Hungary 

* * * * * * * 
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India .. i ,. 

* * * * * * 

Hungary. a.1'd India 

* * * * * * 

Influence of Imports en Capital Investment 

China, Hungary, and India 

* * * * * * 

* 

* 

* 

'' 
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ATTACHMENT A 

SUMMARY DATA CONCERNING THE U.S. MARKET 
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Sulfanilic acid: Sununary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January
March 1991, and January-March 1992 

* * * * * * * 
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